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Managing the advertising function for established brands
requires an understanding of the nature of the advertising-sales
relationship. Historically, both experimental and non-experimental
approaches have been used to investigate this relationship, but the
impressive amount of literature in this area seems to have identified
only a number of broad generalizations. In part, this is due to the
inadequacies of the different methodologies and data sources that have
been used, which make difficult a comparison of the reported studies
for the purpose of establishing guidelines for strategic advertising
management. Continuous panel-based experimental research seems to
offer greater potential for providing further insights into the nature
of the advertising-sales relationship.
The research first investigates the appropriateness and
sensitivity of a number of models in identifying and quantifying the
effect of changes in advertising strategy on sales, using The Test
Marketing Group's (TMG) consumer diary and scanner panel data. It is
shown that the ability to identify an advertising effect, referred to
as the system's sensitivity, is significantly influenced by a number
of factors, and that it can be predicted from the number of purchase
transactions of the test brand.
By using one specific model, thirty-five advertising strategy
tests are analyzed at the aggregate, panel level, in order to estimate
the probability of causing an advertising effect on all panelists, and
to identify factors that influence the effect. Application of this
methodology represents the first consistent analysis of a collection
of historical data with the objective of developing a knowledge base
regarding advertising strategy making and testing. It is found the
probability of causing an advertising effect does not differ between
copy and weight tests, but that a change in copy carries a significant
risk of causing a negative effect. Increases in weight are
particularly effective in causing a positive effect for small share
brands. among the tests that are analyzed there is a 37.1% probability
of observing an advertising effect at the panel level, which is lower
than the probability observed in the literature.
Subsequent analysis of the same tests examines the effect of a
change in advertising strategy at the disaggregate level, that is, on
certain segments of panelists. The results of this analysis show that
significant advertising effects are observed more often, thereby
increasing the probability of observing an advertising effect to 60%.
Thus, by applying one methodology consistently across a set of
panel-based advertising strategy tests, it is possible to identify a
number of empirical norms that can aid managers in determining
effective advertising strategies for their established brands. This so
far has been difficult to derive from reported advertising studies. It
is also suggested that further insights into the advertising-sales
relationship can be obtained by increasing TMG's ability to specify
advertising exposure. An experimental data collection system developed





The primary objective of the dissertation is to identify and
quantify relationships between changes in advertising weight or copy
and consumer behavior by developing and applying an empirically tested
methodology to a number of The Test Marketing Group's (TMG) historical
tests.
This dissertation is concerned with the use of continuous
consumer purchasing panels, both diary and scanner, for the purpose of
testing marketing variables, focussing in particular on their use by
TMG in measuring responses to changes in television advertising
strategy. TMG's panels are continuous and allow the experimenter to
monitor over time the behavior of the same group of people in order to
identify changes due to a treatment, such as an advertising strategy
change. In diary panels, panel members report on their daily purchases
by filling out a paper diary, whereas panel members belonging to a
scanner panel present an identification card at the time of purchase.
The research includes only advertising weight and copy tests for
established, national brands, and conclusions resulting from the
developed methodology are applicable only to such tests, not to new
product tests.
TMG's continuous consumer purchasing panels comprise members
who report on their purchase behavior consistently; such panels are
referred to as static. In drawing a static panel, panel members who
report inconsistently are eliminated, since the objective is tb
measure changes in behavior of the same group of panel members over
time. During tests, panel members are divided into a test and a
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control panel. In weight tests, members of the test panel are exposed
to an increased amount of television advertising whereas in copy tests
a different copy of the commercial is administered. (See Appendix II
for a description of TMG's operations.)
The hypotheses of the research are concerned with (a) the
method of analyzing findings from matched panels to which a treatment
has been administered, and (b) the expected response to these
treatments in a variety of consumer product categories. It is argued
that this specific methodology needs to be applied in order to
identify and estimate accurately the advertising effect.
TMG has been test marketing products and marketing programs
since 1968. The split cable TV concept was pioneered by TMG (then
known as AdTel) in Charleston, West Virginia, and since then TMG has
expanded to six more markets: Quad Cities, IL.; Bakersfield, CA.;
Peoria, IL,; Portland, ME.; Evansville, IN. and Orlando, FL. The first
three, along with Charleston, are diary-based markets; the last three,
more recently developed, are scanner-based. In 1985 it was decided to
discontinue the Peoria test market and open another scanner market in
Boise, Idaho. Eventually, all diary markets will be changed into or
replaced by scanner markets.
In 1972 AdTel was acquired by Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc. and
in 1979 was sold to Burke Marketing Services, Inc., the largest
privately owned custom research company in the U.S.A. In 1986, Burce
Marketing Services, Inc. was sold to SAMI, Inc., a subsidiary of Time,
Inc. Since the acquisition of AdTel and other companies, Burke has
xvi
offered a wide range of services: custom survey research (Burke
Marketing Research), controlled store testing (Market Audits), test
marketing (AdTel), copy testing ("Day After Recall" and SELECTOR), and
new product forecasting (BASES) . In January 1983, AdTel and Market
Audits were combined into one unit named The Test Marketing Group,
Inc. To date, more than two-thirds of the leading national packaged
goods advertisers have used ThIG's services.
Over the previous fifteen years, TMG (AdTel) has conducted more
than three hundred advertising weight tests and two hundred copy tests
using their split cable and continuous panel testing facilities.
During the past five years the majority of tests have been copy tests,
possibly indicating an emphasis on creativity as opposed to weight.
Together, advertising weight and copy testing represent approximately
65% of TMG's total number of projects, with the remainder going to new
product tests.
During the previous five years, the marketing research industry
in the USA, in particular the test marketing and proprietary model
services segments, have grown significantly. Burke estimated that the
total industry has grown from $42 million in 1978 to $120 million in
1983. During that time period test marketing grew from $14 million to
$55 million and proprietary model services, such as BASES (Burke
Marketing Services, Inc.) and ASSESSOR (Information Resources, Inc.)
grew from $4 million to $22 million.
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Chapter 1.
An Overview of This Research,
and a Summary of Its Objectives, Findings,
and Contributions.
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1.1. Objectives and Hypotheses.
This research was conducted in order to fulfill three
interrelated objectives with respect to television advertising
strategies for established brands.
The achievement of one of these objectives serves as a basis
for the achievement of the other two. This initial objective is to
develop an improved methodology for analyzing experimental data
gathered by The Test Marketing Group, Inc. (TMG), a leading U.S.
research firm. The TMG system permits comparison to be made of
alternative advertising strategies by matching consumer purchase
panels as control and test subjects. It will be argued that this
improved methodology must be applied to TMG data in order to identify
and quantify accurately consumer response during such experiments. It
will also be argued that the improved methodology provides researchers
with a standardized analytical approach to TMG data.
An accurate and standardized analytical methodology allows a
sample of TMG test results to be compared and then generalized in
order to achieve the second and third objectives of this research. The
second objective is. to establish a set of empirical norms as
guidelines for devising and testing television advertising strategies
for established brands. The third objective is to provide TMG with
direction for further enhancement of its data and its system design.
In pursuing these objectives, two sets of research hypotheses
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are postulated and tested. Chief among the questions addressed by
these hypotheses are:
Sensitivity:
- Can TMG system sensitivity be measured and
predicted?
Empirieal Norms:
- Is the likelihood of observing an advertising
effect different for copy and weight tests?
- What is the likelihood of a copy or weight
strategy affecting:
- the amount consumers buy?
- consumers' frequency of purchase?
- the degree to which consumers switch brands?
Table 1.5. at the end of this chapter defines the key terms
used in this chapter.
1.2._Sunimary of Contributions and Findings.
1.2.1. Sensitivity.
The Test Marketing Group, Inc., a subsidiary of Burke Marketing
Services, Inc., is one of the two leading test marketing companies in
the U.S., the other being Information Resources, Inc. It has been
estimated that these two firms accounted for 50% of the recent growth
in test marketing, which itself has been estimated at 400% between
1970 and 1985.
While the advantages of panel-based experimental systems are
considerable, insufficient sophistication has been shown in the
designing of tests and the analysis and application of test results.
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The reliability and usefulness of the findings have fallen short of
the expectations of marketing management, especially given the
expenses, risks, and difficulties associated with experiments.
The initial contribution of the dissertation is the development
of an improved, empirically tested methodology for analyzing TMG and
similar panel data. The primary benefits of this methodology are:
- increased reliability in securing accurate measurement of
the advertising-sales relationship;
- increased sensitivity that may provide investigators with
insights into underlying market place dynamics that
may be otherwise unobtainable;
- capability of being applied as a flexible, standardized
approach, thus permitting
- savings in analytical time and costs, and
- comparison of test results as a means of developing
generalized guidelines for advertising strategy
decision making and for further enhancement of
TMG's data and system design.
In order to develop this methodology, the methodology currently
used by TMG, which aggregates the data at the panel (aggregate) level,
was empirically tested for sensitivity, that is, ability to detect an
effect of advertising on sales. Two alternative methodologies were
then developed that entail aggregation of data at the household level
or store level. Key hypotheses regarding TMG system sensitivity were
postulated and tested with the following results:
1.- TMG's system sensitivity can be estimated using
either the individual household model or the store
model.
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2.- TMG's system' sensitivity is different for each
product! category.
3.- The probability of observing an advertising effect
is independent of the choice of either a scanner or
diary city.
4.- TMG's system sensitivity can be predicted from the
number of transactions during a given period of
time.
The following conclusions were also drawn about the three
methodologies:
1.- Among the three methodologies, the panel level model
has a fundamental statistical problem: There is a
higher probability of erroneously identifying the
presence of an effect (type 1 error).
2.- In order of degree of bias, the individual household
model is least biased, the panel level model most
biased.
3.- The panel level model is most sensitive (but
biased), followed by the store level model and the
individual household model.
4.- Using the store level model, the median sensitivity
within the TMG system is 7.4%. There is no
difference in sensitivity between scanner and diary
markets.
5.- Both the store level model and the individual.
household model allow the experimenter to include a
number of covariates that improve the overall
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sensitivity. To date, no investigation has been made
into the degree of bias of the store model.
6.- The individual household model, which is least
biased, allows for inclusion of additional types of
data, will be applied for test analyses.
1.2.2. Analysis of Data.
Following identification of the individual household model as
the appropriate methodology, this model was applied to a unique data
source, a census for two years of TMG advertising strategy tests.
Application of this methodology represents the first consistent
analysis of a collection of historical data with the objective of
developing a knowledge base regarding advertising strategy making and
testing.
The data set of thirty-five tests includes all advertising
strategy tests conducted and analyzed by TMG for a period of two years
and is, therefore, representative of TMG's established brand testing
business since no effort was made to select any particular tests. All
the tests were analyzed between January 1982 and January 1984. Tests
prior to January 1982 were not included since they were not analyzed
using the individual household model. All test brands were national
brands.
The data were first analyzed at the aggregate panel level using
the individual household model. Each individual household's average
brand volume in the test period was adjusted for certain pretest and
test conditions. Then, by comparing all households in the test panel
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with all households in the control panel, the effect of a change in
advertising strategy was determined. At the aggregate level, findings
were restricted to the overall effect on volume without further
insight into the dynamics underlying an effect such as the effect on
penetration (the number of new buyers of the brand), repeat (the
number of buyers of the brand who repurchase the brand) or the amount
bought (the amount of the brand purchased by consumers). (See table
1.5. for definitions of the terms used in this Chapter.) However, even
at the aggregate level, some. directional evidence emerged regarding
these dynamics. The data were obtained from the hard copy reports used
for presentation to clients. Unfortunately, not all reports contained
information on all measures that were of interest to this research.
Hence, analyses of the importance of these measures were restricted to
only those tests for which data were available.
The analysis at the aggregate level produced the following
results regarding this overall advertising effect:
1.- Probability of observing
a panel effect due to a
change in advertising
strategy.	 37.1%
2.- Probability of observing
a panel effect due to a
change in weight. 	 40.0%	 I
3.- Probability of observing 	 i average: 37.1%
a panel effect due to a 	 I
change in copy.	 33.3% I
4.- Probability of observing
a panel effect due to a
change in weight, testing
adv. spending against no
adv. spending.	 75.0%
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5.- Probability of observing
a panel effect in scanner
cities.	 35.7%	 I
6.- Probability of observing 	 I average: 37.1%
a panel effect in diary 	 I
cities.	 38.1%	 I
7.- Mean volume change due to
a change in copy. 	 -7.57%
8.- Mean volume change due to a
change in weight.	 +14.99%
9.- Tests showing a panel effect had a significantly higher
static size* than those that did not.
10.- Tests showing a panel effect involved brands with
significantly lower brand share than those that did not.
* Static panel size: the total number of panel members who report on their
purchases consistently during the pretest and test period and who are included
in the analysis.
These results led to some observations that may offer
significant additional insights into advertising response:
1.- With respect to response to changes in advertising
strategy, the effects were relatively small in
number and were both positive and negative. For
instance, overall there was less than a 40%
probability of causing an effect on volume. This
probability is somewhat lower than the 50% reported
in the literature. There was no significant
difference in the probability of observing an effect
between copy and weight tests. However, testing
advertising, against no advertising showed a 75%
probability of observing an effect.
2.- All copy tests showed a negative effect and all
weight tests showed a positive effect. Although
evidence exists (see chapter 2) that copy tests can
affect sales positively, the findings of this
research suggest that the risk associated with
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changing an established brand's copy strategy is
significantly greater than when its advertisiiig
weight is increased.
3.- Although the ranges varied between +5% and +45%, if
advertising weight is increased and causes an
effect, an average +15% change in volume can be
expected. This change is significantly larger than
the changes reported in the literature. The analysis
at the aggregate level provides directional evidence
that this change comes primarily from increases in
penetration rates.
4.- Brands with a 50% or higher share are least likely
to respond to changes in advertising strategy, and
as the level of share increases, the absolute volume
change decreases. It was also estimated at the
aggregate level analysis that, if an effect is
observed, approximately 40% of the test brand's
increase in volume comes from consumers switching to
the test brand and over 30% from increased category
purchasing.
5.- Increasing weight in Gross Rating Points (GRP's), a
measure of the total impression being delivered by a
particular media schedule, by 50-70% resulted in the
largest proportion of tests showing an effect. In
part this may have been influenced by the fact that
larger differences in weight were tested during
relatively longer test periods and, therefore, had
smaller static sizes. However, it supports the
hypothesis that the relationship between advertising
and sales is nonlinear.
6.- As was indicated above, the number of observations
significantly influences the ability to estimate an
advertising effect. The test results confirm that
the probability of observing an effect improves
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significantly as static sample size increases,
especially when it exceeds 2,000 households. The
length of the purchase cycle and the share of the
brand also directly influence the number of purchase
occasions. Although tests for brands with short
purchase cycles did not show a significantly larger
number of effects than those with long purchase
cycles, directional evidence exists. With respect to
share, there was no difference in the proportion of
copy or weight tests showing an effect; for reasons
elaborated on in section 1.2.3., the former had been
conducted primarily for brands with small shares,
whilst weight tests had been done for brands with
relatively larger shares. Given that larger shares
could potentially increase the number of
observations, one would have expected to observe
relatively more advertising effects. Yet, for large
share brands, the opposite was found, which may
confirm the belief that it is difficult to increase
an already large share.
Again by using the individual household model, the data were
subsequently analyzed at the disaggregate level in order to identify
the effects of advertising on certain consumer segments and on
measures such as penetration, repeat, and amount bought. In order to
perform this analysis, a behaviorally-based definition of brand
loyalty was applied as a means of segmenting TMG panelists. This was
Jacoby and Chestnut's (1978) definition, which suggests that brand
loyalty is a "biased (that is, non-random), behavioral phenomenon,
which is a function of psychological processes and is expressed over
time by some decision making unit with respect to one or more
alternative brands out of a set of such brands". With the exception of
a psychological (that is, evaluative, decision-making) measurement,
all conditions were satisfied. The analysis included not only tests
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for which an aggregate panel effect had been identified but also those
for which no aggregate panel effect had been identified, since it was
conceivable that an effect on repeat or penetration was significant
but too small to be observed at the aggregate level. The following
results were obtained:
1.- Probability of observing
an effect at a
disaggregate level...............60.0%
2.- Probability of observing
an effect on penetration
due to a change in weight:
if effect at aggr. level.........60.0%
if effect at disaggr. level.....100.0%
3.- Probability of observing
an effect on repeat due to
a change in weight:
if effect at aggr. level..........0.0%
if effect at disaggr. level.......0.0%
4.- Probability of observing
an effect on penetration
due to a change in copy .........50.0%
5.- Probability of observing
an effect on repeat
due to a change in copy.......50.0%
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6.- Probability of observing
an effect on buying, rate
due to a change in weight:
if effect at aggr. level........
if effect at disaggr. level.....
7.- Probability of observing
an effect on buying rate
due to a change in copy:
if effect at aggr. level.........
if effect at disaggr. level......
8.- Probability of observing
a negative effect on
buying rate due to a change
in copy:
if effect at aggr. level.........
if effect at disaggr. level
9.- Probability of observing












In general, it was found that if an effect was observed at the
aggregate panel level, in almost all cases an effect at the
disaggregate level was identified. However, even if an effect could
not be estinated at the aggregate level, an advertising effect could
still be identified on one or more of a brand's volume components;
these significant effects on volume components were too small to be
observed at the aggregate level. Therefore, it could be argued that
the number of tests showing any effect is significantly higher than
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the 37.1% suggested above by the analysis at the aggregate level. In
fact, if the effect on penetration and repeat is considered an
advertising effect even if no aggregate panel effect was identified,
twenty-one (8+13) out of thirty-five tests, or 60%, showed an effect
due to a change in advertising strategy. As was noted earlier, this
number is obviously biased by the fact that an analysis at the
disaggregate level was not conducted for all studies. However,
assuming that the analysis at the disaggregate level was conducted for
a representative sample of studies for which no aggregate panel effect
was identified, the percentage of tests that responded to changes in
advertising strategy is significantly higher than was estimated above
and than has been reported in the literature.
With respect to increases in advertising weight, an effect on
the test brandt S volume seems to have been caused by an increase in
the number of new buyers of that brand. Even if no aggregate panel
effect was identified, an effect on penetration was still observed in
more than 60% of the weight and copy tests. Since most brands included
in this database are in an established category, this finding would
suggest that a significant amount of brand switching occurred when
consumers were exposed to more advertising. By contrast, it was
significantly less likely to observe an effect on penetration at the
aggregate level due to a change in copy strategy. Clearly, copy
changes seem more likely to negatively affect repeat rates and the
amount consumers buy. Due to the small sample sizes these findings,
however, may not be conclusive. Also, weight tests always affected the
amount consumers bought whereas copy tests were significantly less
likely to do so.
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In summary, the results of the disaggregate analysis indicated
that weight tests caused consumers to be more likely to switch to the
test brand or buy more of it (especially heavy buyers), and less
likely to affect repeat rates. Copy tests were more likely to
negatively affect repeat rates and the amount bought, and less likely
to positively affect penetration (with the possible exception of light
buyers) or repeat.
1.2.3. Advertising Strategy Decision Making.
Findings from the analyses provided the basis for developing
guidelines to assist in devising and testing advertising strategies,
the second objective of this research. These guidelines were applied
to two growth strategies that are appropriate for established brands:
market penetration and market development. Market penetration refers
to marketing existing products in existing markets, whereas market
development is defined as marketing existing products to new markets.
Market penetration can be achieved through a share objective
(holding or gaining) or through increasing product usage. With respect
to the former, the results of this research confirm that for brands
with relatively large shares (50% and higher), changes in advertising
strategy, with the objective to hold market share, caused no effects.
Or, said differently, the effect was that market shares were held. For
brands with a relatively small share (averaging around 23%),
significantly more effects were identified (53%, or eight out of
fifteen tests). Since these smaller share brands probably were rnaiming
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at increasing share, the results suggest that changes in advertising
strategy may be a viable means of doing so. In addition, the magnitude
of the increases caused by increases in advertising weight were
substantial (averaging around 15%), which, therefore, may suggest that
the pay-off of these changes can be significant for smaller share
brands. Thus, if smaller share brands implement an increase in
advertising spending, the probability of observing an effect is high
and the magnitude of the effect is likely to be relatively large.
As was observed above, copy changes showed a significantly
higher probability of causing a negative effect than did weight
changes. Also, copy tests were done primarily for brands with smaller
shares, whilst weight tests were done for brands with larger shares,
which may suggest that low-share companies attempted to obtain share
increases by means of changing their brands' position, hoping thereby
to establish a competitive advantage vis-a-vis the market leader.
Although copy tests can cause positive effects (see chapter 2), all
copy changes that were analyzed as part of this research caused a
negative effect. It may, therefore, be concluded that, for small share
brands, it is hard to obtain a share increase by changing the copy
strategy and that considerable risk is associated with this strategy.
Yet, as will be shown in chapter 7, copy changes may still be the more
appropriate strategy for small brands, since alternatives such as
increasing advertising weight or promotions may not be feasible,
depending upon the resources of the company and the likely high level
of promotional activity of the market leader. Moreover, small brands
without any previous advertising spending may benefit substantially
from advertising. It therefore may appear that changes in copy
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strategy or adding advertising expenditure to the promotion mix for
small share brands are indeed likely to be successful strategies.
However, testing this on a limited scale before national execution may
be essential in order to avoid the risk that seems inherent in
changing copy.
In this database, weight increases for large share brands
showed a zero probability of causing an effect on share. Generally,
though, as was suggested above, companies tend to increase advertising
weight to maintain share in response to competitive advertising
pressure. However, since weight tests for large share brands did not
show any effects, testing the risk associated with a decrease in
weight may be a viable alternative. This may result in longer tests,
since the decay of advertising often takes longer to observe (Little,
1979) . Since tests for weight increases last on the average
approximately ten months, these tests may now have to run for eighteen
to twenty-four months.
Table 1.1. summarizes these findings and recommendations.
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Advertising Strategy and Market Share Objectives
ADV. CHANGE EFFECT BY	 IMPACT O
MARKET SHARE OBJECTIVE VOLUME AND 	 PCATICN
BRAND	 PROFITABILITY
HOLD	 GAIN
large	 no effect no effect decrease in
	 test etght
decrease
share	 profitability( copy r weight)	 (longer tests:(^5C%)	 l-24 months
weight:	 l5% incr.in vol long term profit.
small	 53% prob. decr. in profit. add adr. or wetght
share	 of effect	 to promo. miz.
(23%)	 copy:	 7% decr. in vol short term profit
deer, in profit.




The second objective in achieving market penetration,
increasing product usage, can be pursued by increasing either product
usage (including creating new applications for the product or the
amount of product bought. The results of the analysis at the
disaggregate level suggest that strategies aimed at increasing repeat
(frequency of usage or repurchase) are rarely successful. Although the
sample sizes are small, none of the tested weight changes and only one
of the copy changes (negatively) affected repeat. However, when weight
changes are successful, they tend to affect heavy category buyers,
that is, the consumers who are already convinced of buying the brand
and are, therefore, more easily convinced to buy more of it or more
often.
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Buying rate, or the amount bought, on the other hand, was
almost always affected. Weight changes were particularly successful,
but copy tests were significantly less successful. This may support
the argument made above, that copy changes should not be used to
increase the amount bought. In fact, since all copy tests showed an
overall negative effect, copy changes run a significant risk of
decreasing the amount bought. It appeared that light buyers were
particularly affected by this strategy.
Table 1.2. summarizes the implications for advertising
strategies directed toward product usage objectives.





Repeat	 copy	 not effective	 do not pursue
(frequency of
usage)
only pursue if heavy(md. new	 weight	 effect.	 buyers are large part




copy	 risk of neg'y test for "winning" copy
Buyg Rate	 affecting
_____________ light buyers 
_________________________
(quantity used)
weight	 high prob.	 add weight; copy
of success	 should emphasize
(decr. in	 usage situations
________________ ____________ purch. cycle) ________________________
table 1.2.
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With respect to the second growth strategy for established
brands, market development, the analyses indicated that 100% of the
weight tests and 60% of the copy tests that were analyzed for an
effect on non-user penetration indicated success. This may suggest
that large share brands, for which mostly weight tests were done, were
successful in reaching the non-user, presumably by advertising more
during additional times. Copy tests, primarily done for smaller share
brands, were also successful in attracting non-users, but the negative
effect on the existing franchise was always significantly larger than
the gain in volume from non-users. It is likely that the heavy users
of small brands were not negatively affected by changes in copy, but
that the major negative effect came from the light buyers of these
small brands. In addition to the effect on non-users, heavy buyers
were positively affected by weight increases. Weight increases,
therefore, seemed to be effective in reaching both the heavy buyers
and non-buyers.
Table 1.3. summarizes the implications for advertising strategy
directed toward the non-user, and table 1.4. summarizes the findings
and recommendations with respect to the choice of either weight or
copy strategies.
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Advertising Strategy and the Non-User Objective
OBJECTIVE	 ADVERTISING	 RESULT	 RECOMMENDATION
__________ STRATEGY
	 ________________ ____________________________
82% prob. of	 Effective only if large
effect.	 increase in penetration
weight	 Small effect	 can be obtained and if
on total	 new users can be
volume,	 converted to loyal
non-user	 buyers.
60% prob. of	 Effective only if large
effect.	 increase in penetration
Small effect	 can be obtained and ifcopy	 on total	 light users are not
volume,	 affected.




Summary of Recommendations for Advertising Strategy
OBJECTIVE	 RECOMMENDATION
Hold/gain share	 Test weight decrease for large share brands
________________	 (tests should last longer).
Build share	 If long term profitability objective:
(for small	 test advertising or weight increases.
brands)
If short terra profitability objective:
________________	 test copy until "winner" has been identified.
Increase repeat 	 Changes in copy strategy not effective.
Changes in weight effective if heavy users(frequency of	 represent large share of franchise.
use)	 __________________________________________________
Increase buying	 Add weight.
rate	 Test copy until "winner" has been identified.
(quantity_used) ________________________________________________
Increase	 Both weight and copy effective, but change ix
penetration	 volume not substantial. For copy tests: risk
non-users)	 of turning off light users.New users need to become loyal users.
table 1.4.
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1.2.4. Enhancement of TMG Data and System Design.
The third objective of the dissertation is to provide TMG with
direction for further enhancement of its data and system design. With
respect to the former, it is recommended that TMG expand this research
by gathering information on an ongoing basis regarding a number of key
market/product characteristics. Specifically, this would include
information on and estimates of the stages of the brand's life cycle,
market growth rates, and the competitive environment, which are
relatively easy to obtain from the behavioral data that are being
gathered by TMG, and can significantly improve advertising strategy
decision making. These additional data will, by validating and
expanding this research, allow TMG analysts to add valuable dimensions
to the interpretation of the test results and will ultimately lead to
improved understanding by clients of the dynamics underlying the
advertising-sales relationship for established brands. For instance,
experiments can then be conducted to determine if weight increases are
more effective in fast growing markets, thereby allowing the
advertiser to obtain a disproportionately larger share. Similarly, one
can investigate the possibility that copy tests are appropriate for
brands that are in the growth phase of their life cycle in slowly
growing markets.
Furthermore, evidence has been presented of the need to test
the effect of advertising weight decreases. Although it is likely that
this strategy may find resistance with clients as well as advertising
agencies, a number of publications, in addition to the findings of
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this research, have suggested its usefulness. TMG could market this
service to prospective (large brand share) clients by offering test
periods of eighteen or twenty-four.months for a reduced price.
With respect to TMG's system design, a number of key
advertising strategy issues remain unaddressed because of present
limitations. It was proposed on the basis of this research that TMG
implement system changes that would allow it to offer greater
specificity in advertising strategy testing. For example, more
accurate estimates need to be obtained of reach and frequency in
relation to individual members of panel households. Other data such as
coupon or in-store promotion data could potentially improve the
analysis of the effects of advertising. It was suggested that TMG
investigate the possibility of introducing .a system that would
generate even further disaggregated data, a logical extension of this
research. This system, referred to as a single source system, could
obtain over time data on the psychographics, demographics, and
purchase and media behavior of individual members of panel households.
Such a system would allow for an improved specificity as to which
member(s) of the panel household actually see the test brand's and its
competitors' advertising.
To obtain this level of specificity, it was proposed that
technology needed to be introduced that would allow the panel to be
divided into more than two groups. Hence, more than one alternative
media or copy strategy could be tested at the same time, provided, of
course, that enough observations could be obtained, and effective
exposure levels could be determined rather than inferred ones. Given
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that the experimenter could then obtain more than two datapoints on
the advertising response curve, an optimal level of advertising
expenditure could be determined.
In addition, competitive advertising data need to be gathered.
For instance, it has been assumed throughout this dissertation that a
100% increase in advertising weight does indeed "translate" into an
equal increase in the test brand's share of category advertising.
However, this does not need to be the case. Data on the level of
competitive advertising would allow for a more precise measurement of
the relative advertising weight of the test brand.
Finally, by asking the panel households to report on their
exposure to other media, the issue of the effectiveness of the entire
media mix could be addressed.
This proposal for the development and testing of a single
source system was followed by TMG. Therefore, a report on the results
is added to this dissertation.
1.3. Overview of Dissertation.
Chapter 2.
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical context for evaluating the
objectives and contributions of this dissertation by presenting the
issues involved in measuring the sales response to advertising through
fixed consumer purchasing panels, and by assessing achievements to
date.
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In the first part of this chapter, two types of research are
defined, experimental and non-experimental. A survey is made of
reported non-experimental research and of the relatively few reported
experiments on marketing variables, particularly tests of advertising
weight and copy strategies.
In focussing upon experimentation, the basic objective in
systematically testing different strategies is defined as the
identification and quantification of a relationship between the
strategy and a dependent variable such as sales, penetration, or
repeat. While it is suggested that the most compelling reason for
testing variables is risk reduction, risks and practical difficulties
associated with testing are pointed out. It is concluded that the
consequent complexity of the decision of whether to test or not
greatly increases the importance of securing accurate and useful
results. Two reported systems for testing advertising effectiveness
are discussed, the Milwaukee system and the "split" cable or CATV
system. The latter, which is used by TMG, is considered to be
potentially more useful than the former if the system possesses
sufficient sensitivity. System sensitivity is the central issue in the
development of an improved methodology, which is the initial objective
of this dissertation.
Evaluation of reported advertising experiments results in the
following conclusions:
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1.- While more promising than non-experimental research,
experimental studies have not yet proved themselves
to be accurate in identifying, quantifying, and
predicting the advertising-sales relationship.
2.- Experiments must be designed in the expectation that
the likely impact of advertising changes will be
small.
3.- The analytical methodology to be applied must be
capable of identifying and quantifying these small
differences between test and control groups.
The second part of the chapter presents within an historical
context the nature and research uses of continuous consumer panels.
Experimental uses of consumer purchase panels, of which TMG's system
is an example, receive particular attention. Such uses are evaluated,
resulting in the following conclusions:
1.- Research use of consumer purchase panels is being
increased and expanded, in part because this system
permits insights otherwise unobtainable through
alternative methodologies.
2.- Reported results have been disappointing, in part
because of an inability to analyze panel data with
sufficient accuracy and an underutilization of panel
data.
3.- Among problems inherent in most panel data
operations, one in particular affects the split
cable system used by TMG, namely continuity of the
reporting panelists.
4.- A need exists to improve the ability to use panels
effectively, especially given the fact that their
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Chapter 5.
In chapter 5, the improved methodology is used to analyze the
results of a set of TMG weight and copy tests at the aggregate level.
Relationships between advertising treatments and subsequent consumer
behavior are identified and quantified as a basis for achieving the
second objective of this dissertation: to establish empirical norms as
guidelines in future advertising decision making. At the aggregate
level, findings are restricted to the overall effect on volume without
insight into the components of that effect.
Chapter 6.
In chapter 6, the improved methodology is used to analyze the
results of the same sample of TMG data at the disaggregate level. This
analysis provides further insights into the dynamics underlying an
advertising effect, that is, the components of the effect. These
dynamics include the effect on various individual consumer segments
and on measures such as penetration, repeat, and amount purchased. In
order to perform this analysis, a behaviorally-based definition of
brand loyalty is first applied as a means of segmenting TMG panelists.
Chapter 7.
In chapter 7, results of the analyses of TMG historical data
are used as a basis for achieving the second and third objectives of
this research:
1.- to establish some empirical norms as guidelines in
devising and testing television advertising
strategies for established brands; and
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2.- to provide TMG with direction for further enhancement
of its data and system design.
Appendix I
Appendix I presents the results of the research conducted as a
result of one of the proposals presented in chapter 7: the development
and testing of a single source data system as a means of improving
specificity in measuring the advertising-sales relationship. An
initial review is made of published studies on single source data, and
a framework for evaluating media is presented that demonstrates the
advantages of these data. A report is made on the experimental single
source data base, followed by an examination of potential applications
for the data and a proposed framework for analyzing them. Reference is
made to McDonald's (1970) analysis approach, which served as a partial
guide for the research. The initial results of the analysis are
presented, and conclusions regarding their implications for TMG's
system design are drawn.
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Definition of Terms Used in This Chapter.
Advertising Strategy Test
A test of an increase in television advertising
weight or a. change in copy in a controlled
environment using a continuous consumer purchase
panel. (See also Copy Test and Weight Test.)
amount Bought	 (Buying Rate) The amount of the brand purchased by a
consumer during a given period of time.
Buying Rate	 See amount Bought.
Copy Test A test of the effect of a change in copy on a fixed
group of test panel households over a period of time.
A matched group of panelists who receive the old or a
different version of the test copy ensures control of
external factors.
Diary Panel A group of households, selected on the basis of their
representativeness of the total USA, who continuously
report on their daily purchases by filling out a
paper diary.
Fixed or Continuous Consumer Purchase Panel
A group of households, selected on the basis of their
representativeness of the total USA, who continuously
report on their daily purchases.
Frequency The total number of times an advertising message
is delivered to an audience within a set period
of time.
Gross Rating Points (GRP's)
A measure of the total impression being delivered by
a particular media schedule.
Individual Household Model
A model to determine the effect of a change in
advertising strategy, in which individual households'
responses are compared after adjusting for
differences between households (such as family size
or pretest purchasing behavior).
Market Development	 Marketing existing products in new markets.
Market Penetration	 Marketing existing products in existing markets.
Panel (aggregate) Effect
An effect on a test panel due to a change in
advertising strategy. The determination of the
advertising effect is made by comparing the average
purchase behavior between households across the test
and control panels after adjusting for differences. A
panel (aggregate) effect is identified by using the
individual household model.	 -
Panel (aggregate) Model
A model to determine the effect of a change in
advertising strategy, in which panel households
are aggregated to the panel level at each time
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period to compare the difference in the average
purchase behavior across the test and control panels.
Penetration	 The number of new buyers of the brand during a given
period of time.
Reach	 The total audience a medium actually exposes to
advertising, in unduplicated individuals.
Repeat	 The nuxnber of buyers of the brand who repurchase the
brand during a given period of time.
Scanner Panel A group of households, selected on the basis of their
representativeness of the total USA, who continuously
report on their purchases by presenting an
identification card at the time of purchase. The
Universal Product Code (UPC) is "scanned" over an
infrared light, thereby registering the brand, its
price, the date, and the store at which it was
purchased.
Sensitivity	 The ability to detect an effect on sales of a change
in advertising strategy.
Single Source Data System
A procedure for gathering any type of demographic,
purchase behavioral, or media habitual data obtained
from a single household over time.
Static Size
	 The total number of panel member households who
report on their purchases consistently during the
pretest and test period and who are included in the
analysis.
Store Model A model to determine the effect of a change in
advertising strategy in which the total weekly brand
purchases by panel households, within a store, are
compared after adjusting for differences between
stores (such as prices or promotional efforts).
Weight Test A test of the effect of an increased amount of
advertising on a fixed group of test panel households
over a period of time. A matched group of
panelists who do not receive the increased amount of




Measuring the Advertising-Sales Relationship.
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In order to provide a theoretical setting for the study, this
chapter reviews the means of measuring sales response to advertising,
in particular the use of testing systems based on continuous consumer
purchase panels. Evidence will be provided of the need to develop a
methodology that can improve the usefulness of these testing systems,
which is the initial objective of this research. The following areas
of previous research will be considered:
1.- experimental and non-experimental approaches to and
issues in measuring the advertising-sales
relationship;
2.- findings of reported weight and copy tests;
3.- applications and problems of panels in testing
marketing variables;
4.- panel-based systems for testing television
advertising strategy.
2.1. Approaches to and Issues in Measurina the
Advertising-Sales Relationship.
In the USA alone in 1983, the leading one hundred advertisers
spent almost $19 billion on advertising (Advertising Age, September 14,
1984). Given such a significant expenditure, the issue of the
relationship of sales to advertising is central to marketing
management, and consequently a great deal of literature has been
written about it. However, the literature appears to be inconclusive
about both the nature of this relationship and the appropriateness of
alternative methodologies that may be utilized in its measurement.
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Historically, two approaches have been used for measuring the
response to advertising. The first approach, non-experimental
research, relates advertising to sales data without controlling for
market place conditions that are external to the variables of the
study. By relating the variation in sales data to changes in
advertising expenditures, estimates are obtained of advertising
elasticity. As Little (1979) noted, this class of non-experimental
research is affected by contaminating influences of variables not
related to the studies, and generally also has methodological
weaknesses, such as autocorrelation, as well as limited
generalizability to real world phenomena (that is, weak external
validity).
In experimental research, the second approach, an attempt is
made to control the environment. Generally, two techniques are used.
The first technique employs "matched markets" (Lodish and Pekelman,
1978) by the a priori selection of markets that behave similarly over
time. Sales data of a number of geographical areas are compared to
arrive at two or more matchable markets, either cities or geographical
areas. An experimental treatment is administered (e.g., advertisement)
in one of these markets, and the statistical difference between the
treatment and control (non-advertised) market is assessed. These
"field experiments" generally do not control for such conditions as
weather or local politics, which can influence the test.
The second experimental approach, "laboratory tests", are
characterized by their high degree of internal validity. Test and
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control groups are matched within the same environment in an a priori
attempt to ensure that changes in external conditions will affect both
groups equally. Differences in purchase behavior between the test and
control groups, either measured on a post-only or a pre-post basis,
indicate the effect of the treatment. TMG's system is an example of
such a laboratory (see section 2.4.2. and Appendix II).
A number of general reviews exist of the impressive amount of
literature on the relationship between advertising and sales,
including Clarke (1976 and unpublished), Little (1979), Albion and
Farris (1981), Aaker and Carman (1982) and Assmus, Farley and Lehmann
(1984). Several apparent recurrent phenomena can be generalized across
this wide body of research such as: an upward trend shortly after the
start-up of advertising; a decay rate slower than the upward trend; a
threshold-like effect at low levels; a change of effectiveness over
time due to copy changes, etc.; loss in sales due to competitive
advertising; and a possible temporariness in the response to
advertising. In measuring these phenomena, Aaker and Carman (1982)
divided the impact of advertising into five specific aspects of the
advertising-sales relationship:
1.-the short-run brand demand advertising effect,
2.-the short-run carryover,
3.-the primary demand advertising effect,
4.-the response of competitive marketing to an increase or
decrease in brand advertising, and
5.-the long-run advertising impact on the process of goodwill
creation, persistence and decay.
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However, in spite of general agreement on the existence of
:hese phenomena, a number of problems in measuring advertising
effectiveness have been identified (Kuehn, McGuire and Weiss, 1966).
4ost notably, needs are cited for the development of a framework or
nodel for analysis and the development of suitable statistical
procedures for the estimation of parameters. Clearly, this relates
both to the experimental and non-experimental approaches; however,
experimental studies appear to offer the greater promise for
systematic theoretical and methodological development, given the
current stage of development of advertising research and theory
(Little, 1979) . Given the multiplicity of variables affecting
advertising, and the limited generalizability of the research designs
of much of the current research (see, for instance, Perdue and
Summers, 1986, for a review of the problems associated with marketing
experiments), utilization of experimental studies appears to be a
prerequisite for theoretical development in advertising research. An
example of such development in experimentation was given by McDonald
(1970)
Indeed, the published empirical results suggest that
experimental studies have generated insights different from those
based on an analysis of non-experimental data. For instance, Aaker and
Carman (1982) found that many of the non-experimental studies had
conflicting findings, since the data intervals they were based on
differed. Some had monthly, bi-monthly and yearly data. Clarke (1976
for example, found that annual data could exaggerate the loiig-term
effect of advertising relationships.
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2.2. Survey of Reported Non-Experimental Measurements
of the Advertisina-Sales Relationship.
Aaker and Carman (1982) reviewed sixty-nine non-experimental
studies conducted during the previous fifteen years. Assmus, Farley
and Lehmann (1984) published a similar review based on twenty-two
studies, many of which were the same as those listed in the Aaker and
Carman review. The data of Aaker and Carman's (1982) study covered
thirty-seven product markets and one hundred and seventy-six brands.
Of the sixty-nine studies, twelve were excluded because of
methodological reasons or because they used new products. In
twenty-nine studies, it was possible to estimate the response to
advertising (see table 2.1.).
Published Non-Experimental Studies of the
Advertising-Sales Relationship








































Lydia Pinkham	 Palda 1964	 Lydia P.
Clarke and McCann,	 Palda's 12
1973
Hanssens 1980	 Palda's LP
Carry-over w/o	 Lanibin 1976
	 autotrain
Explicit	 Morey and McCann,
	 monthly	 Navy recruit.
Competitive	 1980
Reaction	 McCann and Ojdana, bi-monthly beer
1979
Bass and Clarke 1972 monthly
	
dietary

























Source: Aaker and Carman, 1982.
table 2.1.
In studies that estimated the immediate effect of advertising,
elasticities were found ranging from .02 (Lambin, 1976) and .111
•(Parsons, 1976) to .416 (Houston and Weiss, 1974). Aaker et al. (1982)
and Sexton (1970) did not find any significant relationships. Beckwith
(1972) found a significant (unquantified) relationship.
In cigarette and liquor annual data, elasticities ranging from
.001 to .0078 (Simon, 1979), and from .154 (Lanibin, 1976) to .18 and
.32 (Schnabel, 1972) were found. Bass (1969) and Dominguez and Page.
(1971) found a certain degree of overadvertising, whereas Horsky
(1977) and Simon (1979) found that the cigarette and liquor brands
they analyzed received significant and profitable returns from their
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advertising. The latter suggested that five brands were
underadvertized.
Lydia Pinkham data were used in Palda's (1964) study, which
yielded elasticities around .3. Subsequent re-analysis of these data
by Clarke and McCann (1973) and Hanssens (1980) yielded slightly
smaller estimates of .14 to .18. Across these studies, the
elasticities ranged from .065 to .5.
Studies that modeled carry-over without explicit competitive
reaction yielded elasticities ranging from .08 (Bass and Clarke, 1972)
to .1 (Larnbin 1976, Morey and McCann, 1980). Carry-over effects were
estimated to be between three months (Bass and Clarke, 1972) and four
to six months (McCann and Ojdana, 1979). Aaker and Day (1974) did not
find any significant relationships, and Morey and McCann (1980)
suggested a 35% reduction in the advertising level.
Modeling carry-over effects with competitive response, using
short data intervals, showed that the elasticity of .076 would be
reduced to .032 because of a competitive reaction (Lambin 1976)
Buzzell and Baker (1972) estimated the carry-over effect to be around
one month if competitors responded. Bass and Parsons (1969) did not
find a significant relationship. Peckham (1972) and Hendon (1981)
found that for many of the brands, market share was maintained as long
as advertising share was maintained. Others (Wildt, 1974, and Picconi
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bias toward overspending 8.	 21.
bias toward underspending 7.	 28.
no information	 22.	 122.
7.
Source: Aaker and Carman, 1982.
(* Does not add up correctly due to mistake in original article.)
table 2.2.
Across the studies listed above, ninety of the one hundred and
seventy-six brands that were examined showed some degree of goodwill,
and, therefore, the issue becomes .one of estimating to what extent
advertising contributes to this goodwill. However, the issue is
com1icated by the fact that most of the studies did not incorporate
competitive response as a market condition so that the "true" effect
of advertising cannot be estimated. As was indicated above, Lambin
(1976) showed that a competitive response to increased advertising
could reduce the elasticity by 52%. Moreover, one could argue that a
significant degree of overadvertising existed, although one could in
turn argue that elasticities do not have to be large to justify
advertising.
In summary:
1.- Current advertising elasticities were estimated for
one hundred and seven brands representing thirty-one
markets. In eight of these markets no significant
relationship was found. In fifty-three markets
elasticities were under .1, and, of those, eleven
markets had current effects based upon annual data.
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2.- Optimal advertising expenditures were estimated for
forty-nine brands in fifteen markets. In eight of the
fifteen markets and for twenty-one of the forty-nine
brands, overadvertising was reported.
In reviewing the results discussed above, a few tentative
conclusions may be drawn:
1.- The applied methOdologies for assessing the
advertising-sales relationship vary considerably,
yielding different results regarding the nature of
the advertising-sales relationship.
2.- Since the effects have been shown to be small and
few in number, the methodology used for assessing
the advertising-sales relationship must be able to
identify and quantify these small differences.
3.- Some general agreement exists regarding apparent
recurrent phenomena in the response of sales to
advertising.
A need exists to compare the results of published
non-experimental studies to those of experimental studies. Since, as
was argued above, experimental research may offer additional and
different insights into the advertising-sales relationship, a review
of the reported experiments (see section 2.3.) may lead to the
identification of areas that hold the greatest promise.
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2.3. Survey
 of Reported Experimental Measurements of
the Advertising-Sales Relationship.
2.3.1. Issues and Decision Factors in Testing
Marketing Variables.
Testing marketing variables involves "...of course, an
experiment" (Hardin, 1966) that is conducted in a "limited, but
carefully selected part of the market place" (Wind, 1982) by
"systematically applying different marketing policies" (Emshoff and
Carroll, 1980). In doing so, the basic objective is to identify and
quantify an overall relationship between the marketing policy and a
dependent variable such as sales, trial or repeat.
Therefore, experimental designs should appropriately control
for conditions within a natural environment (Hardin, 1966). By taking
an experimental approach to key marketing questions, "a quantitative
reading of the cost effectiveness of policy variables" can be
obtained, or, said differently, "information about cause and effect
may identify relationships through controlled variation of causal
policies and observation of the consequent fact" (Emshoff and Carroll,
1980)
In addition to identifying and quantifying an advertising
effect, a controlled environment such as an "advertising laboratory"
(see section 2.4.2.) can provide diagnostic information such as ways
to improve profit, copy, advertising, placement, promotion and prices.
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Recognizing some of the obvious advantages of testing marketing
variables, Cadbury (1975) suggested, as did Urban and Hauser (1980),
that probably the most compelling reason is risk reduction, not only
in terms of monetary considerations but also for trade relations,
morale of the sales force, and so on.
Under no circumstances, however, should the decision to test
advertising be made routinely since there are also risks associated
with testing. Johansson et al. (1976) proposed a Bayesian approach to
evaluate these risks, as did Urban and Hauser (1980). Their basic
premise was that, in deciding to test, the possibility of competitive
reaction needs to be evaluated. An advertising strategy test, for
example, may last twelve months, during which the test is accessible
to competitors' retaliations or disruptions. The latter makes the test
results particularly difficult to analyze since they are subject to
contaminating external effects. Urban and Hauser (1980) suggested a
number of other issues to evaluate, such as seasonal timing, the
financial state of the company and enthusiasm of top management. In
summarizing, Urban and Hauser (1980) suggested several guidelines that
might aid the decision whether to test or not. In general, they found
that the value of testing increases if the reliability of the test is
high or if diagnostic information is needed, in which case a
controlled environment test is called for. On the other hand, the
value of testing decreases insofar as it allows competitors to
retaliate, or when the cost of testing is high relative to the
benefits gained.
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The second drawback, cost, can be considerable. Including a
client's internal cost and based on the average total cost of a
typical advertising strategy test, using the TMG system, expenses for
a test in one city can begin at one million dollars. This expense can
be equivalent to the cost of the actual national execution.
Investigators as early as Stanton (1967) have reported that the cost
of a yearlong test in several markets (labeled a "typical design") was
around $500,000, and Silk and Urban (1978) reported expenditures that
often exceeded one million dollars.
In addition to the drawbacks of cost and competitive reaction,
test markets may have an atypical profile, that is, they are not
actually representative of the population they are assumed to
represent, and generalizability is confounded.
I
If a controlled environment test has been decided on, potential
problems in delivering the advertising plan must also be recognized.
Delivering the national advertising plan in a smaller geographical
area may be difficult since local television advertising practices do
not allow for a precise translation of the national plan.
An additional consideration may be the counter-intuitive nature
of the findings obtained from a test. For example, although increases
in advertising are assumed to cause increases in sales or, at least,
no negative effect, experiments have shown decreases in advertising to
cause increases in sales (Ackoff and Emshoff, 1975a and 1975b).
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Finally, an investigator must be prepared to encounter
motivational forces operating within marketing departments that resist
a decision to test: the fear of possible loss of job status or loss of
control. With respect to advertising research, there is also the
possibility that the agency may feel threatened.
To summarize, the rewards for marketers of testing their
strategies can be significant, including not only an evaluation of the
overall effect of advertising but also valuable diagnostic
information. However, the associated risks and practical difficulties
can also be substantial.
The consequent complexity of the decision to test or not
considerably increases the need for reliability in the data, the
experimental design, and the analysis. The issue of reliability will
be addressed in the following section.
2.3.2. Overview of Reported Marketing Experimentation
Findings.
There are only a few publications that report on the results of
testing in a controlled environment. Eskin (1975) attempted to find
evidence to the contrary in the Journal of Marketing and the Journal Pt
Advertising Research from 1968 to 1973 but found no studies in which
the effects of experimentally manipulated marketing variables were
examined. The few notable exceptions to this lack of published work
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are a report by Becknell et al. (1963) on a study of the response of
Teflon's sales to advertising pressure, and two applied books on the
subject by Banks (1965) and Davis (1970). Also, the American Marketing
Association published a bibliography on experiments in marketing
(Holloway, 1967), which was updated in 1980 (Gardner and Belk, 1980).
Even since Eskin's survey, few reports of test results have been
published in spite of the "obvious interest among marketers to test
marketing variables". A possible reason for the lack of published
results may have been suggested by Emshoff and Carroll (1980), who
observed that substantial resources had been invested in
experimentation, but that "few organizations have been able to achieve
enduring value from such programs". They felt that although many
experimenters remained intrigued, most were disappointed with the
ability of the experimental approach to deliver results. Gold (1964)
also believed that "we have a right to expect a much greater measure
of reliability and accuracy", and that, in spite of the fact that
testing is "the most widely trusted of all market research tools",
little or no tangible evidence existed indicating "just how useful or
accurate a test is as a predictive device". Projecting the results to
national levels, he believed, was probably the major justification for
experimentation, especially for new product tests, media weight tests,
payout tests on promotions, and "most other tests which attempt to
provide an assessment of the profitability of some marketing action".
He defined projection as a technique in which measurement results in a
limited area are extrapolated by a factor that represents the presumed
relationship between the test area and the larger limits to which the
data are to be extended.
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Research identified only a few published records of marketi.pg
experimentation. In a one-of-a-kind survey, Churchill (1971) reported
on fifty-four test results. He found that 50% of the test results fell
short of management expectations, and in only 8% of the cases did
subsequent performance exceed management expectations. He suggested
that, if anything, this might reflect unrealistic test goals or a
reflection on the validity of tests themselves. In addition, he noted
that in only 47% of the cases he examined was the test duration as
long as planned. In 23% of the cases the test was suspended early, and
in 30% of the cases tests were extended beyond their originally
planned duration; these changes were due to the certainty or
uncertainty, respectively, about the nature of the results. Another
record of test results was published by A.C. Nielsen, which reported
success ratios of 54.4% and 46.6% for new health and beauty aids, and
for household and grocery brands, which were tested and tracked by
A.C. Nielsen in 1961 and 1971 respectively. Cadbury (1975) reported a
success ratio of 60% and General Foods (Business Week, 1973) reported a
46% success ratio. Success was defined prior to going into test
markets by each of the participating respondents.
A more recent exception to the lack of reported findings of
experimental studies is an article by Raj (1982), who used TMG data to
show advertising effects across different loyalty groups (see chapter
6). Other published results, especially those relating to advertising
strategy testing, will be discussed in section 2.3.3.
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2.3.3. Findings of Reported Advertisin g
 Weight Tests.
In surveying the published results of media weight experiments
for established brands, it must be noted that the experiments reported
on are hardly a random sample of advertised products in any one year,
since it is highly unlikely that most tests were ever reported because
of their confidential nature. (This is true also for the
non-experimental studies.)
Seven sources of such experiments can be identified, a summary
of which follows:
1. AdTe]. (TMG) experiments. Forty-eight AdTel experiments
were reported by Rhodes (1977). Forty-two of these were
increased weight tests and six were reduced weight tests.
All used diary panel data. Thirteen of the forty-two weight
tests, or 31%, showed a significant difference between test
and control panels. He attributed the relatively low
percentage of significant results to a number of factors,
e.g., compensating increases in competitive spending or
entrenched purchasing habits. Of the six reduced weight
tests, none showed significant decreases in sales after one
year. The two reduced weight tests that ran for two years
showed that the control panel was higher than the test
panel.
2. Haley's (1978 and 1985) checkerboard experiments.
In these experiments, the country was divided up into
roughly two hundred television markets, and a set of those,
usually about twenty, was randomly selected. Sales for
those markets were then compared in order to arrive at
matched markets. Only one of the experiments was a reduced
weight test (25%) . It showed no significant effect. He
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argued the benefits of the checkerboard approach and showed
that of the ten tests, four showed no significant sales
response, four showed a significant sales response that did
justify an increase in advertising spending and two showed
a significant response that did not justify an increase in
the advertising budget.
3. Multi-year, low-weight experiments. Four independent
multi-year, low-weight experiments have been reported in
the literature. Ackoff and Emshoff (1975a) showed that a
25% or even a 50% reduction in advertising in eighteen
markets increased sales. In a subse qjient paper (1975b) they
confirmed these findings using thirty-eight areas and
different treatment levels. Sevin (1965a) analyzed the
response to four different advertising levels - 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, and 3.0 times the normal levels - and found that,
overall, the doubling did better than the tripling (an
average increase of 25% vs. 14%, respectively)
Interestingly, no significant decreases in sales were
observed if advertising was held at half the normal level.
In a similar experiment Sevin (1965b) tested 0.5, 1.0 and
2.0 levels and found no significant changes. Urban (1975)
also tested these levels in a two-year, four-quarter
change-over design involving twelve areas. He found a
significant effect and a significant negative carry-over
effect, but one which was not enough to justify
expenditures.
4. Six additional experiments. In a paper mentioned
earlier, Little (1979) discussed three weight tests with
estimated increases in sales of 5% to 10%. Vidale and Wolfe
(1957) ran two experiments to show that a six-month
treatment could generate the same impact as a twelve-month
treatment. Finally, Winer (1980) estimated the effect of a
150% increase in advertising using a split cable design.
Although there was a significant increase in sales during
the test period, it did not hold after the increased weight
was reduced to the normal level.
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The following observations can be made about these experiments:
a.- Thirty-three of the weight tests, or 57%, showed no
significant effect on sales. A number of the
remaining twenty-five tests showed significant
increases too small to justify an increase in
advertising spending.
b.- Of sixty-nine weight tests, only eleven involved
reduced weight.
c.- Ten of the eleven reduced weight tests resulted in
or implied reduced advertising expenditures. Four of
the five reduced weight tests that ran for two years
showed no long-term effect.
5. Five AdTel tests. McGuire (1977), Sunoo and Lin (1978 and
1979), Zufryden (1981), Raj (1982), and Krishnamurthi,
Narayan, and Raj (1986) all showed significant increases in
sales due to an increase in advertising spending. Sunoo and
Lin (1978 and 1979) reported on a zero-based vs.
non-zero-based advertising test, and Raj (1982) showed
significant effects of a 58% increase in advertising for
different loyalty groups. McGuire (1977) used diary data for
a canned food product (with a 35% market share) for a
sixty-three week period (twenty-four weeks pre-test and
thirty-nine weeks test) to measure the effect of an 88%
increase in GBP's and also the effect of a pulsing strategy
in conjunction with the increased weight. Zufryden (1981)
analyzed the effect of a 40% increase in advertising weight
on cumulative sales volume, number of purchases and
penetration. Krishnamurthi et al. (1986) analyzed the effect
of a doubling of advertising weight and also found a
significant, positive effect.
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6. Retail Store Sales Test. Doyle and Fenwick (1975) and
Fenwick (1978) reported •on an experiment in which four
levels of advertising were tested. In spite of the evidence
that higher levels of advertising for large stores seemed tc
be effective, no advertising produced the optimum profit
response.
7. Advertising Research Foundation's workshop on
"Advertising Heavy Spending Tests" (Rys, 1985). At
this workshop, Figoni (1985, unpublished) showed that in
split cable tests, sales for 41% of the established brands
increased significantly due to an increase in advertising
weight. He suggested that this finding was "disappointing"
and listed a number of reasons, such as the fact that a 100%
increase in advertising dollars does not necessarily
represent a 100% increase in the test brand's share of
category advertising. He did not indicate the number of
tests upon which he was basing his percentage.
Overall, the findings of the weight tests discussed above were
similar to those reported by Segnit and Broadbent (1970), who
commented: "Our experience of increased weight tests for established
products confirms the traditional belief that increased spending
usually produces in the short term comparatively small effects".
Similarly, Corkindale (1975) concluded that "it is unlikely that a
simple media expenditure test will produce meaningful, measurable
assessment of the effect of different levels of expenditure on the
level of sales or market share".
Reporting on the findings of published weight tests in England,
OHerlihy (1980) found that "only about one in twenty media tests have
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produced conclusions". Clancy (1972), focussing on both weight and
copy tests, suggested that this .95% failure rate also held true for
the USA. OHerlihy summarized four main reasons for this high failure
rate:
1.- no control over other factors,
2.- suppression of valuable information,
3.- no control of random and systematic errors,
4.- the need for a reliability measure of the test.
In some cases media expenditure tests seem to be effectual.
Most likely this will be in cases in which substantial effects can be
expected over a reasonably short period of time and market off-take
measurement is feasible and accurate. According to Corkindale (1975),
results from experiments "are most valuable when they provide further
information to the more fundamental exercise of understanding the
dynamic effects of advertising and the contribution of advertising to
the total effect of the marketing mix, where companies have
established such theories". He further noted that "a media weight test
should be based on some model or conception of the problem or process
which is being studied". However, even if the experiments did generate
meaningful results, Enis and Cox (1975) felt that management's lack of
skill in interpreting these results would reduce the benefits of such
experiments.
To alleviate some of the causes for unsuccessful tests,
Corkindale (1975) suggested that management should:
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1.- establish the objectives of the exercise clearly;
2.- estimate beforehand the expected effect of
advertising expenditure change;
3.- design the experiment to be sensitive to the expected
effects of changed media weight;
4.- conduct the test over a considered length of time.
Similarly, Fenwick (1978) suggested that factors such as a high
level of managerial commitment, relevance of the experiment to
management decision making, and use of an appropriate experimental
design, could contribute to more successful tests.
In summary, a number of conclusions can be drawn with respect
to weight tests.
1.- Some agreement exists that a controlled environment,
such as TMG's system, is the most appropriate
instrument available for estimating the relative
effectiveness of alternative campaigns. Among other
criteria, the degree of sensitivity of such systems
determines the ability to identify and quantify the
effect increased or decreased advertising has on
sales.
2.- Overall, less than 50% of the studies that tested
advertising weight increases showed a positive effect
on sales. Over 90% of those studies testing a
decrease in advertising weight showed that there was
no resulting negative effect on sales.
3.- The lack of skill in analyzing and interpreting the
results of weight tests may have contributed to the
apparent disappointing results.
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As was argued with respect to non-experimental studies, a need
exists to improve upon the methodology for analyzing weight tests. In
particular, since the effects of increased advertising weight are few
in number and small in magnitude, a methodology needs to be developed
that is capable of identifying and quantifying small changes in sales
in response to changes in the amount of advertising.
2.3.4. Finding-s of Reported Advertising- Copy Tests.
The term copy testing most often refers to the testing of copy
at a given point in time. However, as Ostlund (undated) observed in a
review of the copy literature, the term actually covers five distinct
phases. The first three phases - position/message strategy research,
copy guidance research, and rough art or commercial pre-testing - are
typically carried out early on in the design process of the creative
approach. The fourth and fifth phases - the pre-testing of finished
art or commercials and the market testing of ads or commercials - are
conducted at a later stage of the creative development. This section
is primarily concerned with the fifth phase; however, a review will be
made of the first four since limitations in traditional testing at
this point seem to be leading to greater interest in market testing.
With ,regard to the first four phases, the pre-testing of TV
commercials (as opposed to print ads, which are not the focus of this
research), two approaches exist: the on-air, day-after-recall method
and the forced exposure method. (For a detailed discussion on both,
see Achenbaum, Haley and Gatty, 1967.) The latter method is primarily
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useful "when the advertiser presumes the theoretical relevance of
persuasion as the role of advertising in creating sales" (Ostlund,
undated). On the other hand, Day-After-Recall (DAR) is mainly a method
for assessing the power of the commercial in getting attention. DAR
has been a much discussed method, with most of the discussion
centering around the validity of the measures and the methodology
itself (von Gonten, 1976).
Most of the published copy testing research is based on systems
such as DAR (Burke Marketing Services, Inc.), PREP (Dunn and Ziff,
1974), and CopyPlus (owned by ASI, mc), which are all commercially
available systems that test the performance of a given copy strategy
through measures such as those discussed by Wind and Denny (1974).
These measures include aided or unaided recall, belief, attitude
change (see for an example Greene and Stock, 1966), buying
predisposition, and persuasion (see Young, 1972, for a review of
these techniques). By comparing the scores on such measures against
norms or averages, a prediction is made about the probable success of
the commercial. However, as Wind and Denny (1974) argued, "these
measures, being non-purchase in nature, should ideally be related to
the theoretically 'optimal' criterion of advertising effectiveness -
the present value of the relative profitability of advertising
alternatives. Unfortunately there is no sound theoretical or even an
empirical basis for selecting any one measure as the single 'best'
measure". Therefore, other systems must be considered that allow for a
more direct and reliable measurement. In the absence of such systems,
Wind and Denny (1974) suggested multiple criteria for measuring the
effect of the creative strategy.
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Few of the systems discussed above provide a link between the
scores of the commmercials on such measures as recall or persuasion
and sales for established brands. The inability of these systems to
predict sales for established brands may have been a factor in the
rise of a different type of system, which is being used to test market
commercials (phase 5). Such a system is offered by TMG and other
matched panel-based systems that allow for the monitoring of the
effect of a given copy strategy over time so that an estimate may be
obtained of the impact of the commercial on sales (Carefoot, 1982a and
1982b). These systems address the issue of "order effect", namely, the
possibility that repeated exposures to a commercial may cause a
different effect than does just one exposure (Ray, 1969). In fact, in
analyzing nineteen copy tests done during 1963 and 1964, Ray found
that the "one-shot-type systems" did not measure the long term effect.
Another major advantage of these panel-based systems is that by
relating the experimentally controlled exposure to the commercial to
subsequent behavior, diagnostic information can be obtained. As with
matched panel-based advertising weight tests, an assessment can be
made of not only what happened, but also of why it happened. Systems
that measure recall or persuasion generally do not provide diagnostic
information. An exception is given by Green and Schaffer (1983) who
discussed a method to obtain diagnostic information from what Ray
(1969) calls "one-shot-type" systems.
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Another ma:cr factor that may explain the development of such
ganel-based systems is the lack of test/retest reliability,
sensitivity and validity of the "one-shot-type" systems (von Gonten,
L97; Cstlund, Clancy and Sapra, 1977; Bloom, Jay and Twyman, 1977;
Silk, 1977; lein and Tainiter, 1983). For instance, Ostlund (undated)
suggested that "only if the true differences between commercials or
test ads are massive can the current crudeness of copy testing methods
and rreasures lead to identifying true differences". Clancy (1972) also
suggested that "something far better than rather unstructured
longitudinal studies of sales related copy test scores is necessary".
The possibility of this much needed increase in sensitivity and
reliability has been offered by the advent of cable television, which
has brought about split cable television copy testing (see also
section 2.4.2.).
Compared with the available literature on systems such as DAR,
little has been published on copy tests that have been carried out in
panel-based systems. Clearly, this is in part due to the confidential
nature of the tests, but also because such tests are done less
frequently because of the cost and length of time, which are similar
to those of a "typical" advertising weight test. Haley (1985, page
106) suggested that fewer copy tests have been reported on because
"the belief of the marketing community [is] that the effects of price
promotions and advertising weight are more easily measured than the
effects of copy [and that there is] a lack of understanding of how
advertising works". Also, pre-testing of a creative strategy can be
done in an uncontrolled environment: by matching areas, one can obtain
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similar measures of effectiveness such as penetration, purchase
frequency, user group performance and brand switching, and sales.
Still, attitudinal or awareness data have to be obtained separately.
For an example see Sampson and Marshall (1977).
Research revealed only a handful of published studies that have
reported finding a significant effect on purchasing or usage behavior
due to changes or variations in advertising copy strategy (Bloom, Jay
and Twyman, 1977; Rhodes, 1977; Rao, 1978; Kuritsky et al., 1982).
Failures to find copy effect in sales experiments have been reported,
however (see, for instance, Dhalla, 1975), and negative results are
probably underrepresented in the literature. Such evidence has high
managerial relevance now when long-standing criticism of traditional
advertising pretesting procedures appears to have escalated to a new
level of severity (Honomichi, 1981).
Wind and Denny (1974) discussed a copy test that they analyzed
using MANOVA, resulting in the suggestion that the tested copy
strategy not be adopted. They proposed the increased use of
rnultivariate techniques, such as M2\NOVA, to detect small differerices.
Rhodes (1977) discussed the findings of thirty-six copy tests
executed within the AdTel system. He came to two major conclusions.
The first one, emphasizing creativity, was the suggestion that, among
those tests analyzed, a focus on a mix of attributes as opposed to a
"single attribute approach" had been more sales-effective. Secondly,
and of particular relevance to this research, he found that changes in
copy consistently offered the single largest opportunity for sales
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volume gains. This, he found, was in contrast to advertising weight
tests. Gross (1972) had come to the same conclusion and suggested that
copy changes were often more profitable than weight increase tests
since only the cost of the creative development had to be included.
hodes (1977), however, did not report on the method used to analyze
the tests.
Kuritsky, Little, Silk and Bassman (1982) reported on the
impact of a new creative strategy on AT&T's residence long distance
market. This publication is particularly noteworthy since it describes
a five-year research effort in which copy pre-testing was done using
TMG's system. They found a significant difference for one of the
campaigns and even estimated its effect on phone usage, that is,
volume. In this experiment it was found that households were calling
more during off-peak hours and it appeared that the effect was
concentrated among light users. In a subsequent "post-assessment"
period, the test commercial was withdrawn and although a positive
effect remained, it was not statistically significant anymore.
Much remains to be learned about the dynamics of response to
changes in copy strategy and the durability of such effects. Copy
testing is often viewed in isolation and not as part of the decision
process on communication. To date it has been a much discussed topic
with little consensus. The only identified exception to this has been
"PACT", which represents an endorsement of nine copy testing
principles by twenty-one agencies (Marketing News, Feb. 19, 1982, page
1) .
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There is substantial evidence that the reliability, validity
and sensitivity of copy testing results gained from using "one-shot
systems" are questionable at best. The development of panel-based copy
testing systems may, in part, be an attempt to improve these results.
However, there does not seem to be a concentrated effort to improve
copy testing systems. The Advertising Research Foundation (ARF) held
some specific copy testing workshops, but there has been no dedicated
research directed at developing more sensitive methods. Results from a
copy research validation study recently initiated by the ARF are as
yet unknown (.ARF, 1984 and 1985)
Hence, it is necessary to obtain an understanding of the
advantages and problems associated with panels, particularly those
used in panel-based advertising testing systems.
2.4. Survey of Reported Panel-Based Exerixnentation.
2.4.1. Applications of Panels in Testing Marketing
Variables.
As was indicated above, advertising weight and copy experiments
can be conducted in a variety of different ways. It was suggested that
panel-based testing systems can provide the experimenter with insights
into the dynamics of the test that are mostly unobtainable through
other systems. For instance, in order to be able to assess the
underlying dynamics due to a change in advertising strategy, the
experimenter would want to directly link the changes in advertising
strategy to sales and obtain diagnostic information of these dynamics.
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In marketing, the term "panel" has been widely used in two
different senses (Green and Tull, 1975, page 90) . Firstly, it may
refer to a consumer jury by means of which some actual or contemplated
action is being measured. Taste tests, new product screenings, and
copy tests are a few examples of the use of these panels. Secondly, it
may refer to a continuous panel, which is a sample of individuals,
households or firms from whom information is obtained at successive
intervals of time. These continuous panels are generally used for
three distinct purposes:
1.- consumer purchase panels,
2.- advertising audience panels,
3.- dealer panels.
The consumer purchase panel, probably the type most often used
in marketing, is the system used by TMG; therefore, unless otherwise
stated, the word panel refers in this dissertation to this use of a
continuous panel. Often consumer purchase panels are national and are
made up of a representative sample of consumers in a particular
country. A test market panel, like TMG's, is local and is made up of
geographically representative subsamples of a national panel. The term
"split panel" refers to the matched sub-groups within a test marketing
panel.
Two types of panel operations exist: static (or fixed) and
dynamic (or flexible) . Whereas in the latter, panel members are
deliberately rotated to maintain a representative sample of a
particular population, in the former, special effort is made to
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maintain the same panel members. For certain types of applications, a
need exists to monitor over time the behavior of the same group of
people in order to identify changes due to a treatment, such as an
advertising strategy change. TMG's panels are static. Natural
attrition is offset by replacing those panelists who drop out with new
panelists who are matched with them on a variety of criteria to
maintain representativeness. (For a detailed description of TMG's
operations see Appendix II.)
In all disciplines, but especially in marketing, which is
concerned with a natural environment, controlled experiments are
invaluable means of isolating and examining only the variables a
priori selected for investigation. The use of fixed panels for
controlled experiments has provided insights into changes over time in
behavior or attitudes across the same group of people (Parfitt and
McGloughlin, 1968; Green and Tull, 1975).
The information obtained from a fixed consumer purchase panel
has many applications in marketing. Green and Tull (1975) noted such
uses as identification of shifts in market composition, analysis of
brand position, analysis of pricing or promotional impact, and buyer
behavior analysis. The methodologies applied to analyze these data
range from relatively simple techniques such as cross-tabs to more
complicated methodologies such as Markov processes and regression
analysis. By far the most extensive use of fixed consumer purchase
panels, including ThG's, has been in the measurement of purchases of
nondurable consumer goods. Thus, although most applications could also
be made for durable goods, the focus of this review is on frequently
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purchased goods.
The use of panels for marketing purposes can be traced back to
the late 1930's. However, most of these applications do not involve
the measurement of the effectiveness of advertising. For instance,
Jenkins (1938) studied brand preferences, and in a joint article with
Fiske (Lazarsfeld and Fiske, 1938), Lazarsfeld described a study on
lifestyles in England and reader reaction to a magazine. Later
(Lazarsfeld, 1940) he used a panel to measure the reaction to radio
programs.
Other applications of panels in marketing such as those
studying buying patterns or evaluating merchandise offerings have been
noted, for instance, by Stonborough, (1942) who identified a panel
I
that was established and operated by the Industrial Surveys Company
(later Market Research Corporation of America, MRCA) in Evansville,
Indiana,; Womer (1944); and Quenon (1951).
A distinct increase in the use of panels is observed by the
late 40's and early 50's. An examination of the available literature
shows not only an increase in the use of panels per se, but also an
increase in the variety of reasons for using panels. Between 1947 and
1955 panels were used for studying buyer patterns in New York City
(Black, 1948); for evaluating merchandise offerings (Quenon, 1951);
for gauging changes in readership interest in regard to
characteristics of magazines (Robinson, 1947); and for following radio
listenership (Dunn, 1952) .
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Inherent in the expansion o.f the use of panels was the increase
in articles on methodological issues as they relate to continuous
panels. For instance, issues such as proven response rates and the
effect of varying time periods for reporting, among others, were
addressed by Day (1948) and Shaffer (1955). Ferber (1949) discussed
more general operational issues of the continuous consumer purchase
panel. Brown (1952, 1953) used panel data from the Chicago Tribune to
deal with the concept of brand loyalty. (See also chapter 6.)
Another example of the use of a static consumer panel was given
by Sampson and Marshall (1977) in their description of a tracking
study. Using a control and an experimental group, three waves of data
gathering were performed: a pretest and post-tests I and II. Measuring
the impact of advertising on rather qualitative variables such as
attitudes and beliefs, they found that such a design could still
provide insights in spite of the seemingly small change. They did not,
however, provide statistical significance levels around their
advertising effect estimates.
Hardin and Johnson (1971) reported the findings of a 1970
survey on the "patterns of use on consumer purchase panels". Through
questionnaires sent to the one hundred and twenty-five largest
national advertisers, data regarding the use of both national purchase
panels and special test market purchase panels were obtained. It
appeared that national purchase panels were primarily used for rather
unsophisticated tasks, such as monitoring trends or establishing

















level. On the other hand, test marketing panels were primarily used
for studying dynamics of buyer behavior. These analyses were,
therefore, at a more disaggregate level. Interestingly, (below the
line) promotion evaluation was least likely to be used for both types
of panels. In addition, regular panel users did not differ
significantly from other respondents in their ranking of uses of
panels (see table 2.3.).
Percent Using Panels "Regularly" or
"Frequently" for Each Purpose
Among All	 Among Regular
Respondents Panel Users
Purpose




new trier-repeat buyer patterns
combination purchase
early prediction of test markets
promotion evaluation
use of test market panels
new trier-repeat buyer patterns






















* 13 respondents were regular users of both national and test market panels.
Source: Hardin and Johnson (1971, p. 365).
table 2.3.
From this study Hardin and Johnson concluded that purchase
panels were, to a large extent, underutilized. Although the data
allowed a user to obtain insight into complicated dynamic
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buyer-behavioral phenomena, monitoring trends seemed to be the primary
use. They argued that, in spite of the fact that users were satisfied
with the analytical .facilities, full utilization of panel data might
be enhanced by the development of better marketing decision models.
In 1977, Sudman and Ferber identified close to thirty
international consumer panels (Sudman and Ferber, 1979). Most of these
panel operations were located in the U.S.A. and Europe and were
started after World War II. They collected data on frequently
purchased food, grocery, health and personal care products, or, in the
case of specialized panels, data on textile purchases, fuel purchases
for heating, gasoline purchases, pet food and supplies purchases.
Particular growth was noted in the specialized panels, custom panels
(those created solely for a client), and panels used for test
marketing. Kling (1980) and Brown, Filmer and Harris (1980) discussed
a number of these specialized panels. This finding had been predicted
earlier by Hardin and Johnson (1971), who identified changes in
interests among a sample of the one hundred and twenty-five largest
national advertisers. Although there was a difference in growth
prediction between those companies that used national panels, as
opposed to those who used test marketing panels, "there seemed to be a
consensus that interest in test marketing panels would increase in the
years ahead".
The significant increase in reports on panel use can be
substantiated by the fact that the American Marketing Association has
given the subject considerable attention by publishing a number of
monographs. The latest was by Sudman and Ferber (1979), listing close
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to one hundred and twenty-five panel-related references. Prior to
that, the European Society for Opinion and Marketing Research (ESOMR)
held a special seminar on panels in 1972 (ESOMAR, 1972), which was
repeated in 1982 (ESOMAR, 1982). At the time of this writing, it has
been announced that another special ESOMAR seminar on "Consumer Goods
Panels will be held in June 1987 (ESOMAR, 1986)
As indicated above, Sudman and Ferber (1971) and Hardin and
Johnson (1971) predicted the growth in specialized panels and custom
panels in test marketing. McGloughlin (1983) argued the same and
focussed in particular on the growth in scanner panels, which track
purchases at the retail level using the Universal Product Code (UPC)
for identification of each product. In 1980, Parfitt and Clay argued
that specialized panels and more sophisticated data analysis were
going to become more and more important. They based their remarks on
work done during the 1960's (Baum and Dennis, 1961; Parfitt and
Collins, 1968) that focussed on the use of panels in developing market
share prediction. Parfitt and Clay (1980) further argued that panels
would become even more useful for more sophisticated market share
prediction techniques. Especially the use of specialized panels, they
argued, might yield better predictions.
Most of these predictions were confirmed in a special section
of Advertising Ae (Alter, 1981) that identified one hundred national
panels and many additional local panels for specific test marketing
purposes: "If test marketing were a stock, you should buy it. The
outlook is definitely bullish, if you go by what marketing and
research executives say". In this special section, Alter looked at the
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number of bi-monthly product introductions reported by A.C. Nielsen as
some indication of the increase in experimentation. In subsequent
special sections in Advertisin g
 Age (February 22, 1982, February 21,
1983, February 20, 1984, February 28, 1985, and February 13, 1986),
numerous authors gave additional evidence to support the claim that
continuous consumer panels were being used more and more for testing
purposes. [By that time scanner panels had obtained a strong foothold
in the test marketing industry. See also McGloughlin (1983) 1. For
instance, in 1985 the combined revenues of just the two leading
suppliers of test marketing services (Information Resources, Inc. and
the Test Marketing Group, Inc.) were approximately $50 million.
Moreover, Burke Marketing Services, Inc., estimated that in 1985 these
two firms accounted for at least 50% of the total market research
industry revenue growth.
In spite of the significant increase in the use of panels for
marketing experimentation, a number of problems associated with panels
have been identified. "A consumer purchase panel, like all survey
techniques, is beset with numerous problems of methodology at the
practical operating level. An understanding of these problems is
important to [those) who will use data obtained by a panel technique"
(Shaffer, 1955). However, since the focus of this dissertation is on
the measurement of test effects between split panels, it is assumed
here that many of the problems that have been discussed in the
literature affect both split panels equally. For a detailed discussioii
of the problems associated with panels such as obtaining and
maintaining cooperation, data accuracy, panel conditioning, and file
(panel) maintenance, see, for instance, Stonborough (1942); Lewis
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(1948); Drayton (1954); Shaffer (1955); Metz (1956); Lansing,
Ginsburg, and Braaten (1961); Sudman (1964a and 1964b); Neter (1970);
Hardin and Johnson (1971); and Green and Tull (1975).
2.4.2. Pane].-based Testing Systems for Television
Advertising Strategy
Two systems for testing television advertising have been
reported upon (Robertson, 1971), one referred to as the Milwaukee
system and another referred to as the "split" cable or CATV system.
The TMG system is an example of the latter (see Appendix II). The
former is based on the Milwaukee Advertising Laboratory, which was
developed for the Milwaukee Journal by Ule (1966 and 1968). A similar
system, developed outside the USA, is ATTARC, which was publicized by
the Attwood Group in England in 1968. Shortly thereafter, the Scottish
and Grampian Television began working on a split cable system.
Corkindale (1976 and 1984) called the split-cable system an
"Ad-Lab", or Advertising Laboratory. It consists of carefully matched
panels of consumers in the same geographical area, usually a town,
where the only difference between the panels is that one panel can be
exposed to one type of advertising input and another panel can be
exposed to a different input. Such a design ideally allows the
experimenter to address the following questions (Robertson, 1971):
1.- What is the effect of additional or reduced airtime
expenditure on sales volume?
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2.- What is the effect on sales volume of such factors as
different schedules, frequencies of exposure, times of
day, lengths of commercial or different creative copy
treatments?
3.- What is the optimum level of advertising expenditure
on TV for a given brand?
4.,- What is the optimum scheduling mix?
5.- What happens to sales when TV and other media are
combined and what media mix optimizes profit?
Like Robertson, McGuire (1977) also found that "split-cable TV
panel data may be the most appropriate instrument available for
estimating the relative effectiveness of alternative campaigns' T . In
discussing alternative advertising laboratory systems, however,
Robertson (1971) remarked on the importance of a "sensitive system",
or the ability of the analyst to determine with a great degree of
confidence the effect of a test variable. This issue is central to the
development of an improved methodology for analyzing TMG data, which
will be proposed in chapter 4.
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2.5. Corzc!lusions.
The following tentative conclusions may be drawn from the
discussion above:
1.- Modeling the advertising-sales relationship as a
function of spending level or copy strategy is
difficult. Neither the experimentally- nor the
non-experimentally--based studies have yet proved
themselves accurate in identifying, estimating and
predicting this complex relationship.
2.- The varying results of the experimental and non-
experimental studies do not appear to have generated
a knowledge base for assessing the relationship of
advertising to sales. Although a review of the
published studies has revealed some recurrent
advertising phenomena, few empirical norms can be
identified that may guide managers in advertising
decision making.
3.- The experimental approach, however, offers more
promise as a reliable method to investigate the
advertising- sales relationship and also provides
diagnostic information. Experiments must be designed
carefully since the likely impact of changes in
advertising strategy is small.
4.- The applied methodology must be able to identify and
quantify these small differences between test and
control groups.
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5.- An increase in the use of continuous panels for
testing marketing variables has been observed. This
increase may be justified, in part, by the insights
otherwise unobtainable through alternative research
methodologies; yet, to date, the reported results
have been disappointing.
Therefore, a need remains to improve panel-based advertising
experimentation. Basic issues such as the appropriateness of the test
design, the analysis, and even the unit of measurement (disaggregate
vs. aggregate) must be readdressed to enable experimenters to achieve
these objectives:
1.- to evaluate individual advertising strategies
accurately, and as an eventual consequence
2.- to derive empirical norms from accumulated test data
that may guide them in further decision making.
In chapter 4 an appropriate methodology is developed and testec
• that allows for a more accurate identification and quantification of
the advertising-sales relationship in panel-based experiments. In
chapters 5 and 6, this methodology is applied across a representative
sample of TMG advertising strategy tests for established national






The purposes of this chapter are, first, by synthesizing the
published findings discussed in chapter 2 to identify the objectives
of this research, and, second, to define the hypotheses for this
research.
3.1. Objectives.
Testing marketing variables involves an experiment in which
exogenous conditions are controlled. In this way a quantitative
estimate of the relationship between the testing variable and a number
of key measures such as sales, penetration and repeat can be made.
With regard to testing advertising strategy, two general
systems have traditionally been used: experimental and
non-experimental. To date, each approach has identified some general
phenomena of the advertising-sales relationship; however, measuring
advertising response remains difficult. It has been argued that
panel-based experimentation offers greater promise as a reliable
method to further investigate the advertising-sales relationship.
While the fundamental objective of testing marketing variables
is to reduce risk and to learn how to make better marketing decisions,
"industry-wide" learning may have been restricted due to the variety
of different methodologies and data sources that have been used.
Therefore, it has been difficult to make comparisons between studies.
Consequently, a need exists to expand the "knowledge base" derived
from the published experimental research to date. For this purpose, a
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number of TMG advertising strategy tests will be analyzed in order to
produce insights and generalizations that have not been obtainable
from the results published to date.
First, however, the validity, reliability and sensitivity of
testing marketing variables using matched panel-based systems need to
be examined. This examination should include such basic issues as
design and the appropriateness of the analysis and measurement
methodology. For instance, the ability to identify a treatment effect
seems to be influenced by the degree of disaggregation of the unit of
measurement; that is, individual household purchase data may be more
valuable than panel purchase data. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate
ways to increase the sensitivity of the testing system either through
the use of an analytical methodology or by implementing changes in the
design of TMG T 5 system.
To sunmiarize: with respect to using matched panels for testing
advertising strategy, two general objectives for this research are
defined:
1.- sensitivity: To evaluate the appropriateness, validity
and sensitivity of the statistical methodology used in
TMG tests and, if necessary, to develop an improved
methodology for identifying and measuring a response to
a change in advertising strategy.
2.- empirical norms: To compare and to contrast the
empirical findings of a sample of TMG advertising
strategy tests in order to add to industry-wide




3.2.1. Hypotheses Relating to Sensitivity.
The basic objective of a methodology for analyzing TMG's
advertising strategy tests is to be able to identify and quantify an
advertising effect. First an investigation into the appropriateness of
different methodologies will be made by comparing them from a
theoretical and practical point of view. On this basis, one
methodology can be selected that is both sensitive and theoretically
sound.
Subsequently, by applying this methodology to a number of
randomly chosen product categories in different test cities, it can be
determined, (a) if this ability to identify an effect differs for each
product category, and (b) if scanner cities are more or less sensitive
than diary cities. If indeed TNG's sensitivity can be estimated and
differs for each product category, an investigation into the cause(s)
of this variability can then be undertaken. This understanding may
allow for a prediction of the sensitivity for any particular
product/city test combination and may help the experimenter assess, a
priori, the likelihood of achieving the test objectives. For example,
if a 50% change in sales between the test and control panels is needed
to be 80% certain that the change was not due to chance, the
experimenter may decide that in that specific category it would be
impossible to cause such a significant change and, therefore, not
execute the test.
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Figure 3.1. shows the sequence of the hypothesis testing as it
relates to sensitivity.
Sequence for Hypothesis Testing:
Sensitivity
sensitivity
estimation of TMG's system sensitivity
estimation of product/category sensitivity
estimation of scanner/diary market sensitivit
prediction of sensitivity
figure 3.1.
Hence, for any typical advertising strategy test under
consideration, the hypotheses relating to sensitivity are that:
R1.O.	 TMG's system sensitivity can be estimated.
H1.1.	 TMG's system sensitivity cannot be estimated.
H2.O.	 TMG's system sensitivity is identical for each
product/category.
H2.1.	 TMG's system sensitivity is different for each
product/category.
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H3.O.	 TMG's scanner and diary systems are equally
sensitive testing systems.
H3.1.	 TMG's scanner and diary systems are not equally
sensitive testing systems.
H4.O.	 TMG's system sensitivity can be predicted.
H4.l.	 TMG's system sensitivity cannot be predicted.
2.2. Hypotheses Relating to Empirical Norms.
Once the methodology for analyzing strategy tests has been
selected, it can be applied to a number of TMG tests. The purpose of
using one methodology consistently across a number of tests is to be
able to compare and contrast the results of advertising weight and
copy tests. In this way an attempt can be made to understand the
effect(s) changes in advertising strategy may have on certain product
categories and to arrive at generalizations about this response. To
date, as was argued in chapter 2, it has been difficult to make such a
comparison because the published results are based on different
methodologies and data sources.
Information generated from this historical database may
complement the empirically based knowledge discussed in chapter 2. For
instance, what is the overall probability of observing an effect in
advertising strategy tests? Does the probability of observing an
effect at the aggregate panel level ("panel effect") differ from the
probability of observing an effect at a disaggregate level? Does this
differ for copy and weight tests? What is the average magnitude of
effect and is this dependent on the level of advertising weight? Also,
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do changes in advertising strategy affect the amount consumers buy?
Thus, the issues addressed in this empirical investigation are:
1.- the probability of observing an effect at different
levels of aggregation;
2.- the average magnitude of an effect;
3.- the possibility of predicting an effect, and
4.- how the effect manifests itself (changes in
penetration of the brand, in repeat or in the amount
people buy)?
Figure 3.2. shows the sequence of the hypothesis testing as it
relates to the investigation into empirical norms.
Sequence for Hypothesis Testing:
Empirical Norms
Advertising Strategy Tests
Adv. Strategy Tests 	 Weight Tests	 Copy Tests
Probability of
observing an effect:
-at different levels of
aggregation
-for diary vs. scanner
markets





















Based on a sample of TMG's dvertisinstrategv tests it is
hypothesized that:
H5.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is less than 50%.
H5.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is equal to or greater
than 50%.
H6.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause an effect at a disaggregate level** is
less than 50%.
H6.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause an effect at a disaggregate level**
equal to or greater than 50%.
H7.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* differs for tests
conducted in diary cities vs. those conducted in
scanner cities.
H7.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* does not differ for
tests conducted in diary cities vs. those
conducted in scanner cities.
H8.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is a functior' of the
share of the test brand.
H8.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is not a function of the
share of the test brand.
H9.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is a function of the
household sample size.
H9.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is not a function of the
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household sample size.
Based on a sample of TMG's weight tests, it is hypothesized
that:
H1O.O. Advertising weight increases equal to or less
than 100% have less than a 50% probability of
causing a panel effect*.
H1O.1. Advertising weight increases equal to or less
than 100% have a 50% or higher probability of
causing a panel effect*.
H11.O. The probability of an advertising weight test
testing zero vs. any advertising to cause a panel
effect* is greater than the probability for
weight tests testing non-zero based advertising.
HiLl. The probability of an advertising weight test
testing zero vs. any advertising to cause a panel
effect* is equal to or smaller than the
probability for weight tests testing non-zero
based advertising.
H12.O. Changes in advertising weight cause equal or
larger panel effects* than changes in copy
strategy.
H12.l. Changes in advertising weight cause smaller panel
effects* than changes in copy strategy.
H13.O. If a change in advertising weight causes a panel
effect* it is more likely to influence the number
of consumers repeating (repeat) than the number
of consumers buying (penetration).
H13.i. If a change in advertising weight causes a panel
effect* it is more likely to influence the number
of consumers buying (penetration) than the number
of consumers repeating (repeat).
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Based on a sample of TMG's copy
	 it is hypothesized that:
H14.O. Changes in advertising copy*** have less than a
50% probability of causing a panel effect*.
R14.1. Changes in advertising copy*** have a probability
of causing a panel effect* equal or greater than
50%
R15.O. The probability of a change in copy strategy to
cause a negative effect is equal to or greater
than that for weight tests.
Hj.5.1. The probability of a change in copy strategy to
cause a negative effect is less than that for
weight tests.
H16O. A change in copy strategy is more likely to
influence the number of consumers repeating
(repeat) than the number of consumers buying
(penetration).
H16.1. A change in copy strategy is more likely to
influence the number of consumers buying
(penetration) than the number of consumers
repeating (repeat).
*	 Panel effect: effect on the test brand's volume identified
at the aggregate panel level.
** An effect at a disaggregate level: effect on the test brand's
volume identified at the disaggregate level such as effects on
triers, repeaters, or amount bought.
*** Advertising copy tests: only those copy tests testing an
"old" against a "new" copy strategy.
Chapter 4 will address the theoretical issues, propose a
methodology to analyze TMG test data, and report on the findings
(objective 1). In chapters 5 and 6 this methodology will be applied t9
a number of TNG advertising strategy tests and resulting empirical
findings will then be discussed (objective 2). In chapter 7 some
implications of these empirical results for the advertising management
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of established brands and the improvement of the TMG system will be
discussed (objective 3). Further research on TMG's system will also be






4.1.	 Introduction and Hypotheses.
The advances made in modeling in conjunction with sophisticated
panel-based testing systems have led to a number of published studies
(see, for instance, Little, 1979; Winer, 1980; Zufryden, 1981; Raj,
1982). Unfortunately, as has been argued, few generalizations have
evolved that allow a manager to predict, a priori, what will be the
effect of a new marketing action. Consequently, managers must continue
to estimate subjectively the effects of particular actions on buyer
behavior. Also, numerous influences outside the control of the firm
introduce enough "noise" that detection of these effects is difficult
even with a careful design and analysis. As was hypothesized in
chapter 2, the rather mediocre results of advertising weight or copy
experiments using consumer panels could be due to the presence of one
or both of two major phenomena: a) the lack of sensitivity in the
testing system, and b) the lack of brand response to the level or type
of change that was administered.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the former
phenomenon in order to be able to address the latter. Clearly, it is
the ability to estimate the effect that can lead to an assessment of
the degree to which brands respond to changes in advertising strategy.
Furthermore, once this understanding has been obtained,
generalizations can be made regarding the market response to these
advertising strategy changes for different brands and categories. Such
generalizations are the objectives of chapters 5 and 6.
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In this chapter, certain hypotheses relating to sensitivity
will be tested by assessing the methodology presently being used to
analyze advertising strategy experiments, and, if necessary to develop
and test alternative methodologies. These hypotheses are:
H1.O.	 TMG's system sensitivity can be estimated.
H1.1.	 IT4G's system sensitivity cannot be estimated.
H2.O.	 TMG's system sensitivity is identical for each
product/category.
H2.1.	 TMG's system sensitivity is different for each
product/category.
H3.O.	 TMG's scanner and diary systems are equally
sensitive testing systems.
H3.i..	 TMG's scanner and diary systems are not equally
sensitive testing systems.
H4.O.	 TMG'S system sensitivity can be predicted.
H4.1.	 TMG's system sensitivity cannot be predicted.
The testing of these hypotheses will be followed by the
application of one of these methodologies, the store model, to a
number of data sets from periods when no testing was administered, to
arrive at conclusions regarding the degree of sensitivity within TMG's
matched panel testing system.
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4.2. Different Methodoloaies.
Using TMG's basic unit of data, the individual household's
purchase quantity of a brand during a given week, it may be assumed
that this purchase quantity is influenced by a vector of independent
factors X plus a random error, i.e.,
' (ijt) = X (ijt) b + E (ijt)'
where,
(ijt) is the purchase quantity of the brand for household i
in panel j at time t,
b is a vector of weights,
E (ijt) is the unexplained variation.
The need to include specific elements in X when modeling
purchase behavior will vary from brand to brand, although one element
will always be whether the family received the treatment, that is,
test panelists vs. control panelists. The inclusion of other factors
depends on a priori theory, the availability of data and the level of
aggregation being used. To simplify the following discussion,
attention will be given only to the specific design variables (e.g.,
period, panel or treatment), and standard covariate-type variables
(e.g., number of members in the household or price paid) will be
ignored. Furthermore, analysis of variance terminology will be used
rather than regression terminology, which is used in most published
sales-advertising response studies (see, for instance, Clarke, 1976 or
Little, 1979), since in designs with mixed variables (between and
within household or store), an ANOVA framework permits more direct
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specification of proper error terms for testing treatment effects.
The simplest conceptualization of the model used for analysis,
regardless of the level of aggregation, is to consider only two
elements in the vector X, these being panels (i.e., test vs. control)
and weeks. This is a basic two-factor design in which the impact of an
advertising test is assessed by examining panel differences across
weeks of the test. This is a classic posttest only design. However,
the availability of pretest data suggests at least three other methods
for assessing test impact. The first is to calculate gain scores by
subtracting the pretest from the posttest and to test the panel effect
by comparing the gain scores. A second alternative is to consider
pretest vs. posttest as an additional factor in the basic model. The
effects of the advertising treatment could then be determined by
testing the interaction between panels and pretest vs. posttest. This
is statistically equivalent to testing the gain score panel effect.
Finally, the pretest measure can be treated as a covariate and
classical analysis of covariance procedures can be used.
The choice of how to use pretest measures depends on a number
of factors, some of which are pragmatic and some of which are
statistical. With regard to the former, non-statisticians can more
easily understand pre-post gain scores than the adjusted posttest
scores resulting from analysis of covariance. With regard to the
latter, pre-post gain scores are shown to be potentially biased
measures (see figure 4.2.) of the impact of the advertising strategy
and normally yield error terms that are less sensitive. This will be
further discussed in section 4.3.1.
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4.3. Level of Aggregation
To facilitate comparisons between models based on different
levels of aggregation, a discussion of the simplest basic model, that
is, the two-factor (panels and weeks) posttest only model, will be
presented.
It can be recalled from section 2.4.1. that the TMG system
relies on "fixed" panels. That is, panelists are permanently assigned
to either the A or B panel. When either an A or a B panelist drops
from the system a replacement strategy is used that maintains panel
balance by recruiting a new member on the basis of store shopping
behavior and key demographic variables. Either the A or B panel can be
used as the test or control panel, which are determined randomly. In
other testing systems such as Information Resources, Inc.'s
BehaviorScan, "flexible" panels are being used. Here TV signals can be
controlled for each individual panelist, thereby allowing the
experimenter to define the make-up of the panels differently for each
test, using, for example, pre-test information such as brand or
category volume bought for each household as a matching criterion.
4.3.1. Panel Level Analysis.
Brand managers are generally interested in the overall effects
of an advertisement on a representative set of consumers. since there
may be little interest in individual household level response, one
strategy for analyzing the data is to ignore individual level
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reactions to the treatment and aggregate the data to the panel level
at each time period. One thereby reduces computational costs and
simplifies the task of communicating the results to non-quantitatively
oriented managers. Determination of the advertising effect can be made
by comparing the differences in the average purchase behavior across
the two panels.
In order to determine the statistical significance of the
difference between panels, it is necessary to estimate the variance of
this difference. There are a number of ways to do this. The two ways
most often used in commercial applications are a) an ANOVA with
repeated measures across weeks on each panel (see figure 4.1.) with
the dependent variable being the total weekly panel brand volume, or
b) calculating the sample variance of the repeated difference measures
about the average difference. In the former case statistical
significance is determined by an F test, under the assumption of no
interaction between weeks and panel, while in the latter a "paired"
t-test is performed. However, as McGuire (1977) has pointed out, these
two test statistics are not distributed as hypothesized if the "random
disturbances" (i.e., variations in brand purchases) within a household
are correlated over time.
insert figure 4.1. here
The general procedure used in TMG to determine if the paired-t
statistic followed a t-distribution was to choose a product category
for which no test had been conducted during a 26-week period. All the
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potential households for panel formation. Then random samples of
households were drawn to form two separate panels, of fifty households
each. The purchase histories for these two panels were analyzed via
the paired-t statistic. This procedure of drawing random samples of
panels and calculating the appropriate test statistics based on the
particular panel purchase histories was repeated over seven thousand
times for each of a number of categories. The results of an analysis
for one brand are displayed in figure 4.2.
insert figure 4.2. here
As can be seen, the proportion of time the paired-t statistic
exceeded a given theoretical value was dramatic. Thus, for example,
the proportion of time the test statistic should exceed the value of
2.2 is five percent, yet the simulation results indicate that the
value was exceeded thirty-five percent of the time. These findings are
disturbing in that they indicate the possibility of a significant
positive bias, that is, a tendency to infer that an advertising
treatment had an effect on the population when in fact it didn't (type
I error).
4.3.2. Individual Level Analysis.
An alternative to panel level analysis is to operate at the
individual household level (see figure 4.3.).
insert figure 4.3. here
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SIMULATION RESULTS: PAIREDT MODEL
































































• Where XIJK - brand volume for household K In panel I for period j
Source of Variance	 Expected Mean Squares
Between - households	 an-i	 MSA/MSH/A
Panels (a-i)	 a2	 ba2 IA nbo2Ae	 H
Household/Panels	 a(n-1) a2 + k 2e	 H/A
Within-households	 an(b-l)
Weeks	 (b-i)	
a2 + °HB/A + naa B MSB/MSHB/A
Weeks/Panels	 (a-1)(b-1)	
+	 HB/A + na AB MSAB/MSH/A
Households x
Weeks/Panels	 a(n-1)(b-1)	 a2 + ba2HB/A
Note: I denotes nesting
figure 4.3.
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An advantage of such an approach is that it allows the
inclusion of numerous factors unique to the individual household such
as formed preferences for the brand as well as store level factors
(e.g., specific store level price or promotional activity) . The
drawback, of course, is the increased computational costs and
difficulties of communicating the analysis and findings to general
management.
Before discussing the specific models used to analyze household
level data, it is useful to explore the correspondence between this
level of aggregation and that at the panel level. The general design
at the household level can be thought of as a mixed design involving
one between-households variable (panels) and one within-households
variable (weeks). In order to estimate the appropriate error term to
test the advertising effect (that is, the significance of the panel
factor), the total sum of squares is partitioned into a number of
orthogonal components (see figure 4.3.). As can be seen from this, the
appropriate error term associated with the panel factor is the mean
square for error of households within panels (MSH/A). Thus, the size of
the error term for testing panel effects (MSH/A) depends on 1) the
average variance of households within weeks and panels, and 2) the
correlation of household scores between weeks within panels. To the
extent that households greatly differ in their total scores (within
panels), panel differences are more likely to be attributed to chance.
Likewise, if each household's deviation from the weekly panel average
tends to be positively correlated across weeks, the panel differences
will be harder to detect since each repeated observation on the
household provides somewhat redundant information.
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This covariance term becomes especially interesting when
comparing a "panel" level analysis and a "household" level analysis.
In terms of derivations based on expected values and assuming a2
it can be shown that
SE(H) = SE (p ) x V(l+eq/1-e)
where,
SE (H) = standard error from individual household level model,
SE (p )
 = standard error from panel level model,
q = number of weeks,
e = average correlation between weeks (pooled across panels).
Thus, to the extent that a positive correlation exists between
scores from period to period at the household level, the estimate of
sensitivity will be higher (less sensitive) for the household level
model. Most TMG studies examined to date show e to be positive.
Correlations are high (.50-.70) for products that are consistently
purchased by the same group of households; an example of these
products would be pet foods. Correlations are low (.10 - .20) for
infrequently but universally purchased products such as household
cleaning products. This may also explain the positive bias observed
for the panel level analysis in section 4.3.1. and confirms McGuire's
(1977) observation that the test statistic t is not distributed as
postulated "if the random disturbances within a family are correlated
over time".
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Regarding analyses performed at this disaggregate level, two
major conclusions can be drawn.
1.- The household level model does not appear to be
positively biased; in fact, it can be shown (see
figure 4.4.) that this model is performing as one
would expect based on the theoretical distribution
of the test statistic (as opposed to the paired-t
model).
insert figi.ire 4.4. here
2.- The household level model produces higher
sensitivity levels; this means that a larger
difference between panels has to be observed in
order to be certain, at the same risk level, that
this was a significant change due to the treatment.
The household level model is one of the three methodologies
being considered for analysis of TMG tests, the other two being the
panel and the store model. In order to reduce error (increase
sensitivity) covariates are included in the model. Average pretest
brand volume for each individual household can be calculated and has
proved to be an effective covariate in past TMG analyses. Most TMG
models also include additional covariates associated with posttest
conditions. Their selection for any particular brand analyzed is
guided by marketing theory, parsimony, the availability of the data
and the empirical evidence on the degree to which they have decreased
the unexplained variance in the past. For instance, in an advertiing
strategy test for disposable diapers, the presence of children under
the age of three may prove to be an effective covariate. Although the
list of likely candidates for inclusion is large, including such
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measures as price, dealing and household characteristics, the only
posttest covariate that consistently contributes to reducing the error
variance is the household's product class purchase volume. In
subsequent discussion of the results, this is the only variable used
as a posttest covariate. It should be noted that using posttest
product class purchase volume as a covariate implicitly assumes that
the advertising treatment has no effect on the total volume of the
product class purchased, but instead affects only the market share
within the product class. However, as long as such an assumption
holds, inclusion of this category volume variable has a major impact
on the ability to accurately assess small changes in sales, since this
posttest covariate provides considerable information on the otherwise
unpredictable pattern of household consumption (and purchase) of the
category. Moreover, in chapters 5 and 6, it will be shown that
evidence exists that changes in advertising strategy can have an
effect on total category consumption. Hence, a need exists to remove
this effect before the brand share covariate is calculated since it
can influence the assessment of the test effect. Conceivably, this
calculation, although not part of this dissertation, can be made by
using a two-stage least square model.
4.3.3. Store Level Analysis.
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Conceptually, store level analyses can be viewed as experiments
for which households in each panel are randomly assigned to stores.
However, unlike experiments discussed in standard design (see, for
instance, Winer, 1971), households cannot be restricted to making all
their purchases from one store. The practice of cross-store shopping
means that the underlying units being measured across weeks cannot be
assumed to be identical, but instead must be viewed as weekly random
samples. The TMG analytical procedure uses total test brand purchases
by a panel within a store during a week as a dependent variable.
The reason for modeling at the store level is that many of the
exogenous factors felt to affect behavior occur at the store level.
For instance, in-store displays and specific price levels are unique
to a store. Now that scanner data are available at the store level,
effects of such factors can be captured via the aggregate shopping
behavior of the non-panelists. Even without these aggregate store
level data, it is possible to create store level variables based on
the records for all panel households shopping in the store for a given
week. Such variables may be useful as covariates. Baumgardner et al.
(1983) and Eskin and Totten (1983) both suggested that these store
level analyses represent very recent analytical efforts. However, to
date, the statistical validity of this model with total test brand
purchases by panel within a store as the dependent variable has not
been fully determined. A major finding, though, is the fact that the
modeling at this level showed gains in statistical sensitivity• and
that there has been no evidence to date that suggests any strong




The sensitivity of each of the three models - panel, household
and store - was tested using TMG system data. Although the results
reported are specific to this particular system, the methodology
developed for determining the sensitivity can be generalized to other
systems.
The basic approach was to develop a means of assessing system
sensitivity prior to any "treatment" being administered to either of
the panels (Hypotheses Hi and H2). Purchase records for a given brand
were analyzed to determine the magnitude of the error associated with
a test of the advertising (panel) factor. The magnitude of the error
then determines system sensitivity or lack of it. The larger the
error, the less sensitive the system.
The specific approach used was as follows. First product
classes were selected for which TMG had at least fifty-two weeks of
consecutive purchase history data during which no advertising tests
were being conducted. Since there was no special activity, all the
variability in the data can be attributed to normal environmental
conditions. It is this "normal" variablity that was used to measure
sensitivity.
Operationally, sensitivity was quantified as follows: The
fifty-two weeks were divided into twenty-six "pretest" and twenty-six
"posttest" weeks. The first twenty-six "pretest" weeks were used to
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calculate a pretest brand covariate. The last twenty-six "posttest"
weeks were used to simulate the test.
Sensitivity was operationalized in general form by the standard
error of the difference in adjusted panel means:
SE = I(2 MSE'/n w) + V
where,
MSE' = adjusted mean square error between households or stores,
n	 = number of households or stores in each panel,
w	 = number of weeks, projected to a standard 52-week test,
V	 = the average weekly brand volume per household or store.
Sensitivity was specified for a given risk level using an
appropriate t-value:
LSD (Least Significant Difference) = t x SE.
The LSD can be interpreted as the percent difference in panel
brand volume that must be obtained to yield significance for a given
risk level.
As was noted earlier, the panel level analysis yields biased
results since it underestimates the variation. This is due to the fact
that the random error term for a household is correlated across weeks.
The table below (table 4.1.) compares LSD's of four branded grocery
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table 4.1.
For each product, the panel level model yielded the lowest LSD.
In subsequent discussion, however, only the household level model and
the store level model will be compared since the potential bias
associated with the panel models precludes their use as a standard
methodology.
4.4.2. Test Results.
To investigate the sensitivity of the store model, LSD's were
calculated for sixty-nine different brands from thirteen different
product classes including coffee, toothpaste, cake mix, cooking oil,
dishwashing detergent, bar soap, bath tissue, dessert and main meal,
pet food, specialty mixes, mouthwash and shampoo. The data used were
collected in six different cities during 1982 and 1983. Forty-four
studies were conducted in scanner markets, twenty-four in diary
markets and one combined scanner and diary market. The choice of these
data sets was determined by the availability of store level data. 1n
diary markets these data were not available until April 1981, at which
time store codes were included in the diary.
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In scanner markets store codes were available from the
beginning of the start-up of the panels. Hence, more scanner-product
combinations were available. Tables 4.2. through 4.12. display the
results. Appendix III shows the BMDP2V output for two brands.
insert tables 4.2. - 4.12. here
Overall, the median LSD was found to be ±7.4%, that is, for one
half of the brands, changes of 7.4% in sales would be found to be
significant 80% of the time (see table 4.13.). The overall range was
from ±4 to ±20%. Only three cases showed sensitivities higher than
±15%. Likely contributing factors to these relatively higher
sensitivities were the low market share for the brand and the extreme
.
seasonality (these issues will be further explored later)
Seventy-eight percent of the cases had sensitivity levels less than
±10% and 43% of the cases had sensitivity levels of ±6% or less.
Seventy-one percent of the cases cluster between ±5% and ±9%. Since
sensitivity levels were different for each product/category,
Hypothesis H2.0. was rejected. No differences were found between diary
(6.6%) and scanner (6.8%) city-product combinations (see table 4.14.).
Hence, Hypothesis H3.1. was rejected.


















Quad Cities Diary Market
Recaüar Sanka Coffee2
Portland Scanner Market
Quad Cities Diary Market
Instant Sanka Coffee3
Portland Scanner Market







Instant Taster's Choice Coffee3
Portland Scanner Market	 9	 +5.6
1 Category defined as total regular, instant, and substitute coffee.
2 Category defined as total regular coffee.




























Portland Scanner Market	 24	 +4.5
Aim Toothpaste1
Portland Scanner Market	 17	 +6.7


















Pillsbury Layer Cake Mix'
Portland Scanner Market 	 20	 ±13.4
Betty Crocker Layer Cake Mix1
Portland Scanner Market 	 28	 ±6.5














Quad Cities Diary Market 	 11













Portland Scanner Market	 16	 +7.7
Quad Cities Diary Market 	 9	 +6.8
Palmolive1
Portland Scanner Market
Quad Cities Diary Market
Dermassacre1
Portland Scanner Market
Quad Cities Diary Market
17	 +7.1
12	 +8.8




















Portland Scanner Market	 22	 +6.7
Dove1
Portland Scanner Market	 5	 ±10.4







Portland Scanner Market	 12	 +3.7
Charleston Diary Market 	 31	 ±5.9
t'Jhite Cloud1
Portland Scanner Market	 12	 +7.2
Charleston Diary Market 	 12	 +8.4
Scott'
Charleston Diary Market 	 4	 ±18.2
Cottonelle1
Charleston Diary Market 	 13	 ±8.2
1 Category is defined as total toilet tissue.
table 4.8.
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Portland Scanner Market	 32	 ±5.8
Shake 'N Bake2
Portland Scanner Market	 66	 +7.0
Jello Pudding3
Portland Scanner Market	 33	 ±4.0
Cool Whip4
Portland Scanner Market	 61	 ±8.5
Category is defined as total stuffing mixes.
2 Category is defined as total breading and batter mixes.
Category is defined as total pudding (dry grocery).














Scanner Markets	 20	 +4.7



























Scanner and Diary Markets	 30
Head and Shoulders Shampoo2
Orlando Scanner Market	 8
Evansville Scanner Market 	 10
Portland Scanner Market 	 7
1 Category is defined as total mouthwash.










Frequency Distribution of 69 Sensitivity Cases
80% 2-Tailed	 Cumulative	 % Cumulative































































* Scott - Charleston - 18.2% (4% share)
Sweetened Country Time - Portland - 19.6% (16% share)




























































Although the 7.4% LSD figure is of interest in terms of
assessing the system's overall sensitivity, a more general question is
what factors influence system sensitivity. If, indeed, certain factors
could be identified, TMG's system sensitivity could be predicted
(Hypothesis H4.O.) . Since SE is a function of the variance of the
model error, sampling theory predicts that the SE should decrease as
the number of observations are increased. Clearly, the number of
observations is a function of both product category size, that is, the
number of people buying the category, and brand share, or the number
of people buying the brand; the greater these nunibers, the greater the
number of observations. A second factor that could potentially
influence sensitivity is the type of data collection system used or
the city in which the data are collected (in spite of the fact that
there did not seem to be a difference between the two systems).
To test these conjectures, an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
analysis on the following model was run:
SE (jjk) =b
	MS(ij) + D (1) + D (2) ... + D (6) + E(jjk)
where,
MS (ij) = the market share of brand i in product category j, and
D (k)	 = a dummy variable for city k.
The results indicate a very good fit with a corrected R 2
 of
.94. There were no significant differences between the six cities.
Thus it may be concluded that the type of data collection system (and
city location) has no effect on sensitivity. This supports the
conclusion made earlier to reject Hypothesis H3.1. The fact that there
is no significant difference between diary and scanner systems has an
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important implication. Tests for certain products favor the use of one
data collection method over the other. For instance, the diary, which
covers purchases made in all outlets, including drug stores and mass
merchandising, is particularly useful for testing those products which
are predominantly sold through these outlets, such as health and
beauty aids. Scanner panels are appropriate if the product is
primarily sold through grocery stores such as food products. This
leaves the experimenter the choice of data collection method without
fear for loss of sensitivity.
The coefficient, b, for market share varied across product
categories, indicating that sensitivity is influenced by the level of
market share for a product. Results for two product categories, bar
soap and cooking oil, are shown in figures 4.6. and 4.7.
insert figures 4.6. and 4.7. here
Since differences between product categories reflected category
size, a single variable, brand transaction, was used to combine
category size and brand share:
Brand Transactions = Category Transaction x Brand Share.
A log model indicated an optimal reciprocal square root








OBSERVED VS. PREDICTED LSD'S FOR
BAR SOAP
























= a + b 1ij NT(i) + E(i)
where,
NT(i) = number of transactions for brand i.
This model was tested using the store level SE's from a second
set of data composed of fifty-seven brands from a diverse set of
product classes. The results are displayed in figure 4.8.
insert figure 4.8. here
As with the previous analysis, there is a strong relationship,
this time the R2 being .87. For brands for which there were more than
two thousand transactions over a fifty-two week test period, the
predicted SE was less than six percent.
4.4.3. Comparina the Sensitivity of Both Models.
A test of this model was repeated for household level SE's from
a third set of data composed of twenty-six tests. The results are
shown in figure 4.9.
insert figure 4.9. here
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BRAND TRANSACTIONS
By superimposing the relationships, it became clear that the
store level model had a higher level of sensitivity than the household
level model (see figure 4.10.)
insert figure 4.10. here
Tables 4.15. and 4.16. give the actual values.
insert tables 4.15. and 4.16. here
One reason for the improved sensitivity at the store level may
lie in its more efficient analysis of variance model compared to the
model used at the household level. In the household model, panels
constitute separate subgroups of households (households are nested
within panels). The store model compares subgroups of households in
each panel within the same store (stores are crossed with panels).
Since extraneous factors (price, promotion, chain) are introduced at
the store level, comparison (blocking) of panels at this level is
effective in removing variation.
The comparison of significance levels for F panels from a study
of forty-nine brands to theoretical levels provides a check on the
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The results of this study do not indicate either positive or
negative bias, although the sample size is lower than desirable.
4.5. Conclusions.
Table 4.18. summarizes the findings reported in this chapter.
On the basis of these findings, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
1.-Estimation of an advertising effect (copy or weight)
by using a matched panel system is difficult. The
methodology that has been used in the past (the panel
level model) has a fundamental statistical problem:
There is a higher probability of erroneously
identifying the presence of an effect (type I error).
2.- The individual household model is less biased than
the panel level model. (The degree of bias of the
store level model has not been assessed.)
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3.- The panel level model is most sensitive (but biased),
followed by the store level model and the individual
household model.
4.-Using the store level model, the median sensitivity
within the TMG system was ±7 . 4 %. There was no
difference in sensitivity between scanner and diary
markets.
5.- Sensitivity can be predicted with a great deal of
accuracy from the number of transactions for a brand.
6.-Both the store level model and the individual level
model allow the experimenter to include a number of
covariates that improve the overall sensitivity. To
date, no investigation has been made into the degree
of bias of the store model. Hence, the household
model, which has been shown to be less biased than
the panel model, will be applied for test analyses
(see chapters 5 and 6).
Summary of Results
Description	 Reject Hypothesis
1.- TMG's system sensitivity can be
estimated using either the individual
household model or the store model. 	 111.1.
2.- TMG'S system sensitivity is different
for each product/category.	 H2.O.
3.- The probability of observing an effect
is independent of the choice of either
a scanner or diary city.	 H3.i.
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4.- TNG's system sensitivity can be
predicted from the nuither of





In chapter 5, the individual household model will be used in
	 -
the analysis of a number of advertising strategy tests at the
aggregate panel level, and, in chapter 6, the same advertising




Analysis of Advertising StratQgy Tests
at the Aggregate Level.
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In this chapter, the results of a number of TMG advertising
strategy tests, both weight and copy, will be analyzed at the
aggregate panel level by means of the individual household model
developed in chapter 4. [This data set is distinct from the sixty-nine
data sets used to develop the model (see chapter 4), which were
derived from periods of no testing.] The analysis at the aggregate
panel level investigates the possible effect a change in advertising
stategy may have on the panel as a whole. The objective of this
analysis is to evaluate the outcomes, that is the directional
difference and significance, of a set of advertising strategy tests.
It is argued that the findings of this analysis will lead to
generalizations regarding the response to changes in advertising
strategy for established brands. These generalizations will aid in the
creation of more effective advertising management and more appropriate
designs for future tests.
In chapter 6, the same advertising strategy tests will be
analyzed at the disaggregate level to determine the effect on
underlying dynamics such as the effect on triers, repeaters or the
amount bought.
The hypotheses regarding advertisin strategy that are tested
in this chapter are:
H5.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is less than 50%.
H5.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is equal to or greater
than 50%.
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H7.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* differs for tests
conducted in diary cities vs. those conducted in
scanner cities.
H7.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* does not differ for
tests conducted in diary cities vs. those
conducted in scanner cities.
H8.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is a function of the
share of the test brand.
H8.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is not a function of the
share of the test brand.
H9.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is a function of the
household sample size.
H9.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause a panel effect* is not a function of the
household sample size.
The hypotheses regarding changes in weight strategy that are
tested in this chapter are:
H1O.O. Advertising weight increases equal to or less
than 100% have less than a 50% probability of
causing a panel effect*.
H1O.1. Advertising weight increases equal to or less
than 100% have a 50% or higher probability of
causing a panel effect*.
H11.O. The probability of an advertising weight test
testing zero vs. any advertising to cause a panel
effect* is greater than the probability for
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weight tests testing non-zero based advertising.
H11.1. The probability of an advertising weight test
testing zero vs. any advertising to cause a panel
effect* is equal to or smaller than the
probability for weight tests testing non-zero
based advertising.
H12.O. Changes in advertising weight cause equal or
larger panel effects* than changes in copy
strategy.
H12.1. Changes in advertising weight cause smaller panel
effects* than changes in copy strategy.
The hypotheses regarding changes in
	
strategy that are
tested in this chapter are:
H14.O. Changes in advertising copy*** have less than a
50% probability of causing a panel effect*.
H14.1. Changes in advertising copy*** have a probability
of causing a panel effect* equal to or greater
than 50%
1115.0. The probability of a change in copy strategy to
cause a negative effect is equal to or greater
than that for weight tests.
1115.1. The probability of a change in copy strategy to
cause a negative effect is less than that for
weight tests.
*	 Panel effect: effect on the test brandts volume identified
at the aggregate panel level.
** An effect at a disaggregate level: effect on the test brand's
volume identified at the disaggregate level such as effects on
triers, repeaters, or amount bought.
Advertising copy tests: only those copy tests testing an
"old" against a "new" copy strategy.
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5.1. The Advertising Strategy Database.
In order to minimize cost to TMG, the execution and analysis of
the advertising strategy tests that were chosen had to be completed by
the end of 1983. For reasons given in chapter 4, all tests were
analyzed in a uniform way by using the individual household model.
This data set is representative of TMG's established brand testing
business since no effort was made to select any particular tests. All
the tests in this database were analyzed between January 1982 and
January 1984. They include all weight and copy tests on established
national brands conducted and analyzed by TMG during that period.
Tests analyzed prior to January 1982 are not included since they were
not analyzed using the individual household methodology. For reasons
stated in chapter 2, a comparison of test results based on different
methodologies was believed to be inappropriate.
For each test, a static sample of households was drawn over the
pretest and test periods to exclude inconsistent reporters. For
panelists in diary markets this meant that they needed to have
returned 80% of their diaries, whilst scanner panelists had to have
used their card once every four weeks.
Certain data were unavailable for some of these tests. For
instance, at the request of a client, an analysis might be performed
only to identify and estimate an advertising effect and not to analyze
category or brand trends. Thus, in some analyses market shares fo the
test brand were not calculated whilst in other tests category
penetration data were not reported. The data for this research are
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drawn from the hard copy reports used for presentation to clients. The
raw data for these tests are not readily available and it was,
therefore, impossible to obtain complete datasets by going back to the
raw data. Therefore, if a measure for a certain test was not
available, the test was excluded from the calculations. If the
specific measure was available the test was included.
In estimating an advertising effect, that is, the standardized,
non-zero covariate volume change, an 80% confidence limit was used
consistently across all studies in order to be able to compare the
test results. In addition, in some cases a 1-tail criterion was used
whilst in other cases test results were reported using a 2-tail
criterion. Whereas, in general, weight tests aim to generate a
positive response in sales, copy tests can be "successful" if no
response is identified. For instance, as was discussed in chapter 2, a
client may only be interested in the "downside" risk of the creative
strategy, in which case a 1-tail criterion was applied. These risk
management issues are determined by the individual client and can be
different for each test. This database contains estimates of
advertising effects for nineteen weight tests that use a 1-tail
criterion; a 2-tail criterion was used for all copy tests and six more
weight tests.
Appendix IV shows the data contained in the database. In
Appendix V the various measures are defined. These measures, which are
discussed below, are typically reported to clients and used as the
basis for analysis.
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5.1.1. Numerical Descri ption of Variables.
A total of thirty-five studies are included in this database:
twenty-five weight tests and ten copy tests. Five of the copy tests
and sixteen of the weight tests were conducted in diary markets and
five copy tests and nine weight tests in scanner markets. The
concentration of weight tests in diary cities was due to the
availability of these categories for testing purposes; they were not
available in scanner cities where new products were being tested. A
breakout by city is given in table 5.1. Although the number of copy
tests is less than desirable, it is believed that a comparison with
weight studies can be made.




Quad Cities	 2.	 6.









Sixty percent of the tests included in the database were
conducted for Food Products. Tests conducted for Household Products
represent 28% of the studies. Health and Beauty Aids and
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"Miscellaneous" studies represent the remaining 12%. A breakout of the
tests conducted in different categories is given in table 5.2.
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5.1.2. Category and Brnd Purchase Cycle.
The interval between consecutive brand or category purchases by
panelists can be an important determinant of the ability to measure an
advertising effect. For instance, for brands with long purchase
cycles, a test may have to run longer in order to show an advertising
effect. These purchase cycles differ for each brand and each category;
for instance, Household Products had approximately a 50% longer
purchase cycle than did Food Products. Purchase cycle data for the
Health and Beauty Aids and Miscellaneous categories were unavailable.
The average category purchase cycle across all studies is 40.7
days. The average brand purchase cycle across all studies is 50.1
days. Brands for which weight tests were conducted had significantly
longer average purchase cycles (53%) than brands for which copy tests
were conducted. As was stated before, copy tests had been conducted
primarily for Food Products whilst more weight studies were conducted
for Household Products. Table 5.3. breaks out the category and brand
purchase cycles for the Food and Household categories and for weight
and copy tests.
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5.1.3. Static Sample Size.
In chapter 4 it was shown that the number of transactions in
any given test is important with regard to the ability to measure an
advertising effect, and is a function of the purchase cycle, the
number of households included in the test, the length of the test and
the share of the brand.
As far as the number of households is concerned, the static
sample size shows significant differences between cities (see table
5.4.) . Overall, scanner cities have a 10% higher static sample size
than do diary cities, which is significant at an 89% confidence level.
Bakersfield has the lowest average static sample size and Orlando has
the highest. Since the average panel in a city has approximately 2,000
non-static households, the relatively low static sizes suggest either
a high turnover and/or inconsistent reporting of panelists in these
cities.
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Across all studies, average market shares during the pretest
and test periods were calculated to assess, a priori, the degree to
which the test and control panels were balanced. The objective was to
determine the overall need to correct test data for differences in
pretest data. Market share for a brand is the ratio of the brand
volume to the category volume. Table 5.5.. shows that there was a
non-significant difference during the pretest period and almost no
difference during the test period. Interestingly, this may suggest
that across all tests included in this database, no need exists to
correct for pretest differences and that the absence of an overall
difference between test and control panels during the test period may
indicate that the individual advertising effects did not cause a
difference significant enough to observe across all studies. Shares
for brands for which weight tests were conducted were higher,
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significant at an 82% confidence level, than for those for which copy
tests were conducted, possibly indicating that clients tend to test
changes in copy strategy for relatively smaller brands. Again, little
difference existed between test and control panels.
However, estimating an advertising effect by comparing shares
between the control and test panels may not be appropriate since an
overall category effect may have taken place. In that case the volume
for all brands could have changed but the shares could have remained
stable. Also, the degree of match between test and control may differ
significantly for individual studies. So, as was argued in chapter 4,
the degree of match needs to be determined for each study.
Therefore, an attempt was made to correct the test share data
for pretest share data for each individual study and then evaluate the
overall difference by calculating a "second difference" of share. This
is defined as the difference between ( S2t - S2c) - ( Sit - 51c where S
is share for the brand, t and c are the test and control panels,
respectively, and 1 and 2 are pretest and test periods.
It was found that the average second difference across all
studies was .51%. Although these second difference share numbers are
not the same as covariate adjusted volume estimates, they are close
approximations. In any case, they suggest extremely well matched
panels and may again indicate overall small effects. Brands tested in
Evansville and, in particular, in Portland had significantly lower
shares than in the other cities. Overall, shares of brands tested in
diary cities are significantly higher than those of brands tested in
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scanner cities. As can be recalled, shares for brands for which weight
tests were conducted were higher .than for those for which copy tests
were conducted. Brands tested in Bakersfield had the highest share and
the highest number of weight tests. The possible implications of these
significant differences in shares will be further examined in section
5.2.
Average Brand Share by City, Type of Test, and Panel
Average Brand Share Average Brand Share
in Test Panel	 in Control Panel
Pretest period	 32.1	 33.9

























5.1.5. Length of Pretest and Test Periods.
Across all tests, the average length of the pretest period is
39 weeks and the average length of the test period is 38.4 weeks (see
table 5.6.). Therefore, the average test lasts less than oneyear. The
length of the pretest period in scanner cities is approximately equal
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to that in diary cities (37.8 vs. 39.6 weeks). The length of the test
period, however, is significantly shorter for tests conducted in
scanner cities than for tests conducted in diary cities (32.6 vs. 42.3
weeks), possibly because of tests for seasonal products. For copy
tests significantly (at a 97% confidence level) longer pretest periods
were used while weight tests had longer test periods. This may explain
the longer test length in diary cities, since more weight tests were
executed there. Tests in Orlando had both the shor$.est pretest as well
as test length.
It follows that, on the average, test brands are monitored
approximately 5.4 times during a test (38.4 weeks, the average test
period length, divided by 50.1 days, the average brand purchase
cycle) . Clearly, this differs for each category, but suggests a
sufficient number of repeat buying occasions to measure an advertising
effect. There is a significant difference in the number of repeat
occasions for brands in weight tests (4.8 times) and copy tests (6.8
times), which may influence the ability to observe an advertising
effect. Particularly in Orlando, with an average test length of 24
weeks, test brands in weight studies may not have sufficient potential
repeat buying occasions (2.9 times) to be able to observe an
advertising effect. Again, tests for Household Products, with an












































The thirty-five copy and weight tests were analyzed for an
ad' rtising effect using the individual household model. It was found
th = 37.1% of all tests showed either a positive or negative effect.
Foi :y percent of the weight tests showed an effect, whereas 30% of the
COl? tests showed an effect (see table 5.7.) . This difference is
pa: icularly significant since brands in copy tests had, on the
avE :age, almost fifty percent more potential repeat buying occasions.
Gi n this difference in, and the significance of, the number of
obEervatiQns, one could have expected to observe more advertising
ef1cts for copy tests. On the other hand, copy tests have been done
pr: narily for smaller brands, which may have reduced the number of
observations. Of the ten weight tests, four tested advertising










significant effect, which is a significantly higher percentage than
for those studies testing an increase against a base level spending.
ProbaiDi].ity of Advertising Effect by Type of Test








Breaking out the weight tests by the differences in media
weight between test and control panels (see table 5.8) shows that the
average difference in Gross Ratings Points (GRP), a measure of both
the Reach and Frequency of the advertising plan, was 66.9%, a
difference of 71.7% in tv dollars. The greatest number of tests
showing an advertising effect occurs when the difference in GRP level
is between 51% and 75%. Although the sample sizes are small, these
data may suggest that differences of 75% and higher have a lower
probability of causing an advertising effect. There were no tests with
less than 25% weight increases. Slightly over half (53.8%) of the
tests included in this database, and for which GRP data are available,
have shown an advertising effect. For those tests for which dollar
data were available, excluding the tests with zero advertising in the
control panel, this percentage was 25.0%. Including zero-based tests,
this percentage is 37.5% (6 out of 16)
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Probability of Advertising Effect at Different
Levels of Advertising
GRP % Diff.	 # of Tests	 # of Tests	 Prob. of Effect
with Adv.
Effect
0 - 25	 -	 -
26 - 50	 6.	 3.	 50.0
51 - 75	 4.	 3.	 75.0\571
gt 75	 3.	 1.	 33.3/
Total	 7.	 53.8












# of Tests	 Control Panel Test Panel 	 Adv. Effect
($mm)	 ($mm)
1	 0.	 4.	 y
1	 0.	 4.	 n
1	 0.	 4.3	 y
1	 0.	 6.7	 y
Average GRP difference: 66.9%
Average TV dollar difference: 71.7%
* Data unavailable for all 25 weight tests.
table 5.8.
Tale 5.9. shows that a greater proportion of copy tests (40%)
showed an effect in scanner cities than in diary cities (20%);
however, a significantly higher proportion of weight tests in diary
cities (43.8%) than in scanner cities (33.3%) showed an effect.
Orlando and Charleston had the largest proportion of significant
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advertising effects, whereas Evansville and Portland had the lowest.
Probability of Advertising Effect by City and Type of Test
City	 Type	 # Tests	 # Tests	 Prob. of Effect
Analyzed	 with Adv.
Effect
Bakersfield	 copy	 2.	 0.	 0.0
weight	 6.	 3.	 50.0
37.5
Charleston	 copy	 1.	 0.	 0.
weight	 4.	 2.	 50.0
	
2.	 40.0
Quad Cities	 copy	 2.	 1.	 50.0
weight	 6.	 2.	 33.3
37.5
Total diary	 copy	 5.	 1.	 20.0




















































Table 5.10. shows that the mean absolute volume change for
copy tests that showed a significant effect is 7.57%. For weight tests
this is 14.99%. Interestingly, all significant copy effects were
negative whereas all significant weight effects were positive. Effects
shown in copy tests ranged from -.41% to -15.0% and effects shown in
weight tests ranged from +5.6% to +45.0%.
Copy tests, however, can test either the difference between two
new copies or between an old and a new copy strategy. For the former,
the notion of an "advertising effect" may not be appropriate since,
basically, no "norm" exists. For the latter, a "norm" may exist in the
form of the old copy's performance.
In this database only two studies tested the difference between
two new copies for which no "advertising effect" was reported. Of the
eight tests that compared a new copy strategy to an old one, three, or
37.5%, showed a significant effect. This is approximately equal to the
proportion of all weight tests (40%) showing an effect. The proportion
of copy tests showing an effect is even higher if one considers only
the weight tests testing nonzero-based advertising plans; in that case
seven out of twenty-one tests, or 33.3%, showed an effect.
Although the sample sizes are small, the data suggest that a
change in copy strategy for an established brand does not have a
positive effect. Increasing advertising weight for an established
brand, though, does seem to be an effective strategy. Moreover, the
probability of causing a negative effect on an established brand's
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volume by changing its copy strategy is about ecp.ial to the probability
of causing a positive change on an established brand's volume by
increasing its advertising weight.
Mean absolute and Estimated % Volume Change
Due to a Change in Advertising Strategy












for copy tests	 -7.57









# of Tests	 # of Tests	 Total
with Effect	 without Effect
2 new copies	 0.	 2.	 2.





3.1.7. Penetration and Repeat.
Changes in a brand's sales can be caused by changes in the
penetration, the repeat or the amount bought of the brand. The initial
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level of these measures may well influence the probability of
increasing a brand's sales. For instance, a relatively large share
brand in a highly penetrated category may not respond to an increase
in advertising weight, whereas a small brand may experience an
increase in share due to consumers switching away from the category
leader.
Cumulative penetration and cumulative repeat profiles for each
of the product categories were calculated by aggregating the studies
in the database into their respective overall categories. For each
4-week period during the test period, the cumulative penetration and
cumulative repeat figures for each study were summed and averaged to
arrive at a cumulative penetration and cumulative repeat figure for a
particular period across all studies. Moreover, it is possible for
these cumulative measures to decrease over time since later periods
had fewer studies for which these data were available. Data for the
first ten 4-week periods are available for all copy and weight
studies. When broken out into studies with and without advertising
effects or for different categories, data for the first six 4-week
periods are commonly available.
Table 5.11. shows that the average starting period cumulative
penetration and cumulative repeat rates for all brands were 3.2% and
8.4%, respectively. At the end of ten 4-week periods, the average
cumulative penetration and repeat rates are 15.7% and 45.7%. Studies
done for Household Products had approximately 20% higher cumulative
penetration and cumulative repeat rates than studies done for Food
Products. Brands in studies showing an advertising effect had lower
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cumulative penetration rates than those that did not show an effect;
however, their cumulative repeat rates were higher. Overall, copy
tests had lower cumulative penetration and repeat rates than weight
studies. Copy tests with and without advertising effects did not
exhibit different cumulative repeat rates. Since the cumulative
penetration and repeat rates for the copy and weight tests that did or
did not exhibit an advertising effect were different in the starting
period, no conclusions can be drawn yet regarding the effect on
penetration or repeat. However, there may be directional evidence that
a change in advertising strategy caused an effect on penetration,
since the overall increase in penetration between period one and
period six for all tests with an effect was 265% (from 2.6% to 9.5%).
Cumulative repeat rates for the same tests increased only 146% (from
13.6% to 33.5%). The effect on cumulative penetration and cumulative




Cumulative Penetration and Cumulative Repeat Profiles
Period
















































5.4	 7.5	 8.8 10.0
	
4.5	 6.2	 7.5	 8.6
	
6.3	 8.9 10.3 11.6
	
4.6	 6.3	 7.6	 8.6
	
5.9
	 8.3	 9.6 10.9
	
4.5	 6.2	 7.6	 8.4
	
6.7	 9.2 10.9 12.0
	
2.4	 3.3	 4.2	 4.8
	
5.6	 7.8	 9.2 10.4
	





16.6 22.1 26.0 28.8
9.1 20.1 25.4 27.2
22.2 25.3 27.6 30.6
21.6 27.9 30.9 33.5
11.6 16.3 21.1 24.2
14.6 15.2 19.6 25.2
12.5 15.3 17.9 23.4
16.7 15.1 21.4 24.0
17.3 24.4 28.2 30.0
24.6 32.1 35.3 36.8

























5.1.8. Source of Volume Analysis
Typically, in TMG tests, an analysis is performed to identify
the sources of any observed changes in brand purchasing behavior. This
"Source of Volume" analysis traces changes in buying behavior for each
household between the pretest and test periods, and then aggregates
the findings to the test and control panels. For instance, if a
household has purchased two brands, A and B, in a given category
during the pretest period, and in the test period it repeats one of
these brands, A, buys another brand, C, and also buys the test brand,
X, the analysis assumes that the household switched from brand B to C
or X and increased its category consumption by 50%. Clearly, this
assumption makes this analysis inferential in nature since, depending
upon the time frame or the definition of the category, "switching" or
"category consumption" estimates may change. Also, this analysis does
not adjust for pretest differences between panels. This issue will be
further examined in chapter 6.
Whenever a change in advertising strategy causes a change in
volume for the test brand, that change can be due to either or all of
three reasons: switching to or from another brand, new lost buyers or
an increase/decrease in category consumption. Averaged across all
households and advertising strategy tests, the results detailed in
table 5.12., show that changes in volume for the test brand are
largely caused by switching behavior (42.1%)) and increased category
purchasing (32.7%). Thus, changes in advertising strategy for
established brands seem to cause changes in loyalty and also in
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category purchasing. The remainder of the test brandts increase,
25.2%, came from new brand buyers. Sample sizes did not permit a









The purpose of this section is to examine the data through
statistical tests on the differences in means of two subgroups on the
variables discussed in section 5.1. This may lead to identifying those
variables that may be significantly different across studies with and
without an advertising effect and, in turn, may suggest ways by which
one can predict test outcomes.
First, tests of significance will be performed to identify
significant differences between those studies that showed an
advertising effect and those that did not. Second, a correlation
analysis of all variables in the database will be performed to
identify variables that are highly correlated, in magnitude and
significance, with the dependent variable (advertising effect)
Finally, a discriminant analysis will be conducted.
5.2.].. Tests of Significance.
T-tests were run on all the variables in the database for those
studies with and without an advertising effect. The observations were
assumed to be independent of each other since they were across studies
and not across time. A 90% confidence level was used to determine
significance and, unless otherwise stated, all results are reported at
that level of confidence.
A t-test was performed with static size as the independent
variable and advertising effect (0,1) as the nominally scaled,
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dependent variable. The objective of this test was to see if there was
a significant difference between the static size of studies with and
without an advertising effect.
Table 5.13. shows that a significant difference exists in
static size between those tests that showed an advertising effect and
those that did not. Sample size, as was noted in chapter 4,
significantly influences the ability to identify an advertising
effect.
Significance Test:
Static Size and Advertising Effect
Adv. Effect
	 # of Tests	 Mean Static Size 	 S.D.	 Prob.
no
	 22.	 1576.	 175.	 .0396
yes	 13.	 1835.	 390.
table 5.13.
An analysis of the raw data in table 5.14. confirms this: All
tests with a static size of approximately 2,000 households or more
showed an advertising effect.
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Distribution of Static Size by Test Result




1311	 n	 1	 2
1339	 n	 1	 3

















1429	 n	 1	 11
1459	 n	 1	 12
1535	 n	 1	 13
1536	 n	 1	 14
1549	 n	 1	 15
1586	 n	 1
	 16
1604	 n	 1	 17
1664	 n	 1	 18






1710	 n	 1	 22
1733	 n	 1
	 23

























The studies with a static size over 2,000 households were
further arialyzed to identify any other common trends. The only other
common factor that emerged was that all these studies had a lower
penetration rate for the test panel during the test period, as was
already shown in table 5.11.
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A t-test was also performed with advertising effect as the
dependent variable and share for the brand in the pretest period as
the independent variable. As has been defined in section 5.1.1., share
for a brand is the ratio of the brand volume to the category volume in
the last pretest period. The objective of this test was to see if
there was any significant difference in brand shares for those studies
that showed an advertising effect and those that did not.
The results of the t-test detailed in table 5.15. suggest that
there is a significant difference in the brand share for studies with
and without an advertising effect. In fact, brands that did show an
advertising effect were almost half the size in share of those that
did not.
Significance Test:
Brand Share and Advertising Effect
Adv. Effect	 # of Tests	 Mean Share Size	 S.D.	 Prob.
no
	 13.	 40.7	 25.5	 .058
yes	 8.	 22.9	 14.9
table 5.15.
A visual inspection of the raw data in table 5.16. further
suggests that brands with shares of approximately 50% and higher
consistently did not show an advertising effect. This may suggest that
the probability of affecting a large share brand by changing its






































































55.28	 n	 1	 16
	










69.48	 n	 1	 2].
table 5.16.
A t-test was also run on the significant volume changes between
copy and weight studies. As could have been expected, table 5.17.
suggests the results were highly significant, indicating that brands
for which the advertising weight was increased showed significantly







Volume Change and Type of Test







A t-test was run on the difference in static size between diary
and scan. However, as table 5.18. shows, the results were marginally
significant at an 89% confidence level.
Significance Test:
Static Size and Type of Testing System
Test
	
# of Tests	 Mean Static Size	 S.D.	 Prob.
diary	 21.	 1606.9	 306.	 .1119
scanner
	 14.	 1771.	 265.5
table 5.18.
Another marginally significant result was observed by comparing
studies testing low and high GRP or dollar weight differences and
static size. As tab.le 5.19. shows, studies with greater than 51%
difference in weight between the test and control panels had lower
static sizes. Given that most advertising effects were for "high"
weight differences, small static sizes did not seem to have influenced






Static Size and Low/High Advertising Weight Difference
low GRP weight (0-50%)
high GEP weight (51%+)
low dollar weight (0-50%)
high dollar weight (51%+)







Given the significance, albeit marginal, of static size
differences between diary and scanner, a Chi-square analysis was
performed to evaluate the difference between significant effects in
scanner markets and diary markets. With eight out of twenty-one
studies in diary markets showing an effect and five out of fourteen
studies in scanner markets, the Chi-square value is .020, which is
significant at an 11% confidence level. Hence, there is no difference
in observing advertising effects between diary and scanner markets.
The other variables discussed in section 5.1. were also
analyzed, but no other significant differences were found. To
demonstrate this, the results of t-tests on brand and category
purchase cycles are shown in tables 5.20. and 5.21. Neither one was
significant, although there may be some marginally significant
evidence that brands with shorter purchase cycles were more likely to
show an advertising effect. This could be expected since shorter
purchase cycles could potentially increase the number of test brand
purchases and, hence, the number of observations.
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Significance Test:















Category Purchase Cycle and Advertising Effect
Adv. Effect
	










A Pearson's correlation analysis was performed on all the
variables in the database to identify those variables that are
correlated with each other and, in particular, with the occurence of
an advertising effect. Sample sizes permitting, the results of this
analysis together with the significant results described in section
5.2.1. could then be confirmed by a discriminant analysis.
Table 5.22. lists the variables used in the correlation
analysis and table 5.23. shows all significant correlations. All
correlations with at least ten observations and a significance level
of .10 are listed here. In each group of three numbers, the first
number gives the magnitude and direction of the correlation between
the two variables. The second number shows the 2-tail probability
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value of the hypothesis that there is no correlation between the two
variables, and the third number identifies the number of studies used



















adv. effect, 1 = adv. effect; 0 = no adv. effect
cumulative trial, test period, test panel
cumulative trial, test period, control panel
cumulative repeat, test period, test panel
cumulative repeat, test period, control panel
share in test period, test panel
share in test period, control panel
share in pretest period, test panel
share in pretest period, control panel
(SHARE1 - SHARE2) - (SHARE 3 - SHARE4)
number of static households in the study
length of pretest period
length of test period
dummy variable, 1 = weight test; 0 = copy test




insert table 5.23. here
As can be observed from table 5.23.:
1.- Advertising effect is positively correlated to static
size. This supports the finding reported in section
5.2.1. Advertising effect is negatively correlated with
share, suggesting that higher share brands are less
likely to show an advertising effect. The length of the
pretest period affects the number of observations and,
hence, is also negatively correlated with advertising
effect. The positive correlation with volume change
suggests that higher volume changes occur as the
probability of an advertising effect goes up. The
negative correlation between advertising effect and the
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weight difference in tv dollars between the test and
control panels suggests that the larger this
difference, the less likely it is to observe an
advertising effect (see also table 5.8.).
2.- Static size is negatively correlated with share,
indicating that tests for large share brands had fewer
households in the panel. In section 5.2.1. it was
suggested that large share brands were less likely to
be affected by changes in advertising strategy than
small brands; however, the results of this negative
correlation may suggest that this could have been
influenced by the fact that studies for these large
brands had relatively fewer households and, hence,
produced fewer observations. Also, the negative
correlation with "TVDOLL" confirms the marginally
significant finding (see table 5.19.) that studies with
large dollar differences between test and control
panels had relatively small static sample sizes.
3.- The negative correlation between pretest length and GRP
and dollar difference suggests that studies with large
differences between test and control panels had
relatively short pretest lengths. This is not a "cause
and effect" phenomenon but merely a condition brought
about by the experimenter's decision making and the
availability of pretest data.
4.- There is a positive correlation between the length of
the test period and repeat rates. Clearly, the longer
the test period, the more often repeat buying occasions
can occur. It is interesting that the length of the
test period is not significantly correlated to the
occurrence of an advertising effect. This is most
likely due to the lack in variability of the test
length variable. The positive correlation between test
length and "TVDOLL" indicates that studies with large
dollar differences between test and control panels had
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relatively longer test lengths. This agrees with the
observation made in point 2 that those studies had
smaller static sizes; the longer the test period, the
smaller the static size is likely to be.
5.- As can be expected, cumulative penetration is highly
correlated with share; the higher the proportion of
panelists trying a brand, the higher the share for that
brand is likely to be. Penetration and repeat rates are
not correlated with advertising effect, suggesting that
changes in their levels did not appear to have been
significant in observing an advertising effect.
6.- The high correlation between the share measures
confirms the earlier finding of extremely well matched
panels. The correlation between share and weight
studies again suggests that weight studies have been
conducted primarily for relatively larger brands (see
also table 5.5.).
7.- Volume change is negatively correlated to share. Thus,
as suggested in point 2, the higher the level of share,
the less likely it is that one will observe an
advertising effect and, if there is an advertising




In spite of the small sample size, a discriminant analysis was
performed. appendix vi contains the computer output of this analysis.
As can be seen from table 5.24., five different models were
run. Three of these correctly classified the tests (those with and
without an advertising effect) more than 60% of the time. In these
three models static size ("STATIC") was significant at the 90%
confidence level and the length of the test period ("TESTINT"), with
exception of model #1, was also a significant, discriminating
variable. The length of the pretest period ("PREINT") was also
significant at the 90% confidence level in models # 3 and 5 and
marginally significant in model # 1. Overall, model # 1, using static
size and length of the pretest period, performed best with 71.4% of
the tests correctly classified, although it was only marginally
significant (88% confidence level). Model # 5 had a significance level
of 99% and correctly classified the tests 66.7% of the time, using the
volume change due to the change in advertising strategy ("VOL") as an
additional discriminating variable. Contrary to the findings reported
in section 5.2., share (used in models # 3 and 4) was not a
significant variable, possibly because of the small sample sizes.
In summary, models # 1, 3 and 5 confirmed the previously
reported finding that the number of observations significantly

































SDC*	 Var.	 Sign. C2 	 Sign. % Correctly	 N
Entered	 Clasjfied
.77	 STATIC	 .0967	 .44	 .1275	 71.4	 43
.61	 TESTINT	 .1275
1.48	 STATIC	 .0248	 .85	 .0237	 35.7	 25
1.94	 TESTINT	 .0777
-2.1	 CtJNRPT2	 .214





1.00	 TESTINT	 .0009	 .88	 .0009	 38.1	 22









5.3. Summary and Discussion.
By using a standard statistical methodology, the individual
household model, a comparison has been made of a number of established
brand advertising strategy tests. By analyzing these results, insights
may be obtained into the response of established brands to changes in
advertising strategy.
Unfortunately, the sparse nature of this dataset has lent
itself to only a limited number of analyses. Also, since the choice of
test cities is not a random process and, generally, a factor of data
availability, some of the findings may have been influenced by the
experimenter's decision making. For instance, more weight tests were
executed in diary cities and showed a higher proportion of advertising
effects; more copy tests showed an effect in scanner cities. The low
static sample sizes manifest the degree of panel turnover or
inconsistent reporting and may also have influenced the overall
results. In addition, the results discussed thus far pertain primarily
to Food and Household Products since only a few Health and Beauty Aids
Products were tested during this period. Finally, the largely
client-dictated choice of an 80% confidence level further qualifies
the findings.





1.- Probability of observing
a panel effect due to a
change in advertising
strategy.
2.- Probability of observing
a panel effect due to a
change in weight.
3.- Probability of observing
a panel effect due to a
change in copy.
4.- Probability of observing
a panel effect due to a
change in weight, testing
adv. spending against no
adv. spending.
5.- Probability of observing
a panel effect in scanner
cities.
6.- Probability of observing
a panel effect in diary
cities.
7.- Mean volume change due to
a change in copy.
8.- Mean volume change due to



















9.- Tests showing a panel effect had a significantly
higher static size than those that did not.	 H9.1.
10.-Tests showing a panel effect had a significantly
lower brand share than those that did not. 	 H8.1.
table 5.25.
These results may lead to some significant observations that
may offer additional insights into the response to changes in
advertising strategy:
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1.- Regarding response to changes in advertising strategy,
the effects were relatively small in number and were
both positive as well as negative. For instance,
overall there was less than a 40% probability of
causing an effect on volume. This probability is
somewhat lower than the 50% reported in the literature
(see chapter 2). As far as weight tests were concerned,
the probability of observing an advertising effect was
similar to the percentage of weight tests that showed a
significant effect as reported by Figoni (1985,
unpublished; see chapter 2, section 2.3.3.). There was
no significant difference in the probability of
observing an advertising effect between copy and weight
tests. However, testing advertising against no
advertising had a 75% probability of showing an
advertising effect.
2.- All copy tests showed a negative effect and all weight
tests showed a positive effect. Although the sample
size for copy tests is small, and, as has been shown in
chapter 2, changes in copy strategy can cause positive
changes, the results of this research suggest that the
risk associated with changing an established brand's
creative strategy is significantly greater than when
its advertising weight is increased. Although the
ranges varied between +5% and +45%, if advertising
weight is increased and causes an effect, an average
+15% change in volume can be expected. There is
directional evidence that this change comes primarily
from increases in penetration rates. This change is
significantly larger than the changes reported in the
literature and discussed in chapter 2. Also, brands
with a 50% or higher share are least likely to respond
to changes in advertising strategy, and as the level of
share increases, the absolute volume change decreases.
it was also estimated that, if an effect is observed,
approximately 40% of the test brand's increase in
volume comes from consumers switching to the test brand
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and over 30% from increased category purchasing.
Increasing weight in GRP's by 50-70% represents the
largest proportion of tests showing an effect. In part
this may have been influenced by the fact that large
differences in weight were tested during relatively
longer test periods and, therefore, had smaller static
sizes. However, it supports the hypothesis that the
relationship between advertising and sales is
nonlinear.
3.- As was shown in chapter 4, the number of observations
significantly influences the ability to estimate an
advertising effect. The test results confirm that the
probability of observing an advertising effect improves
significantly as static sample size increases,
especially when it exceeds 2,000 households. The length
of the purchase cycle and the share of the brand also
directly influence the number of observations. Although
tests for brands with short purchase cycles did not
show a significantly larger number of effects than
those with long purchase cycles, directional evidence
exists. With respect to share, there was no difference
in the proportion of copy or weight tests showing an
effect; the former had been conducted primarily for
brands with small shares, whilst weight tests had been
conducted for brands with relatively larger shares.
Given that larger shares could potentially increase the
number of observations, one would have expected to have
observed relatively more advertising effects. Yet, for
large share brands, the opposite was found, possibly
suggesting that it is difficult to positively affect an
already large share brand.
Thus far, the findings have been confined to the overall effett
on volume without further insight into the dynamics underlying an
advertising effect. The effect of changes in advertising strategy on
certain consumer segments or on measures such as penetration, repeat
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or amount bought, has not been examined yet in detail. An exception to
that is the "Source of Volume" analysis in section 5.1.8., which
indicated that, indeed, the effect of changes in advertising strategy
on certain segments of the panelists such as triers or repeaters can
be identified. Therefore, in the next chapter the same advertising
strategy tests will be analyzed at the disaggregate level to identify





Analysis of Advertising Strategy Tests
at the Disaggregate Level.
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In chapter 5, advertising effects were identified and estimated
by adjusting each individual household's average brand volume in the
test period for certain pretest and test conditions. Then, by
comparing all households in the test panel with all households in the
control panel, the effect of a change in advertising strategy was
determined. Clearly, a shortcoming of aggregating households into the
test and control panels is the consequent impossibility of
investigating whether or not the change in advertising strategy
affected certain groups of test panelists differently than it affected
others, as has been argued in chapter 2.
Therefore, a need exists to further analyze the thirty-five
advertising strategy tests and to identify the effects on certain
segments of the test panelists. This needs to be accomplished not only
for tests in which an overall panel effect already has been identified
(chapter 5), but also for tests in which no overall effect was
detected. In the event that buyers who were affected represented only
a small percentage of the total test panel brand volume, the
analytical approach would not have detected an advertising effect by
looking at the test panel as a whole.
In this chapter a survey will first be made of behavior-based
variables for segmentation that have been identified in the
literature, in order to select appropriate means for segmenting TMG's
panelists. The appropriate variables will then be used to further
analyze the response to changes in advertising strategy at
disaggregate levels (i.e., effects on penetration, repeat and amount
bought).
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Thus, the remaining hypothesis regarding advertising strategy
to be tested in this chapter is:
H6.O. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause an effect at a disaggregate level** is
less than 50%.
H6.1. The probability of an advertising strategy change
to cause an effect at a disaggregate level** is
equal to or greater than 50%.
The remaining hypothesis regarding weight strategy to be testec
in this chapter is:
H13.O. If a change in advertising weight causes a panel
effect* it is more likely to influence the number
of consumers repeating (repeat) than the number
of consumers buying (penetration).
H13.1. If a change in advertising weight causes a panel
effect* it is more likely to influence the number
of consumers buying (penetration) than the number
of consumers repeating (repeat).
The remaining hypothesis regarding copy strategy to be tested
in this chapter is:
H16.O. A change in copy strategy is more likely to
influence the number of consumers repeating
(repeat) than the number of consumers buying
(penetration).
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Hi.6.i.. A change in copy strategy is more likely to
influence the number of consumers buying
(penetration) than the number of consumers
repeating (repeat).
*	 Panel effect: effect on the test brand's volume identified
at the aggregate panel level.
** An effect at a disaggregate level: effect on the test brand's
volume identified at the disaggregate level such as effects on
triers or repeaters.
6.1. Aproaches to Segmentation.
Market segmentation is a fundamental concept in marketing. It
has a solid theoretical base, having been derived from microeconomic
models of price discrimination. However, as Smith (1956) argued, the
market environment is heterogeneous and not homogeneous, the latter
having been a basic assumption coming from classic economic theory.
Hence, perhaps, the development of market segmentation since marketing
appeals could now emphasize selective buying motives rather than
primary buying motives. Market segmentation also seems intuitively
acceptable since it assumes that consumers differ; this approach,
therefore, may offer a strong orientation toward improving marketing
strategy and tactics. Since Smith's (1956) article a significant
number of articles have appeared in the segmentation literature,
describing new bases on which to create segments, new techniques for
statistical analysis, and new reports of applications of segmentation
in the real world.
Wilkie and Cohen (1977) defined market segmentation as
essentially "a managerial strategy of adaptation to the existence of
various demand curves in a market". As such, it consists of dividing
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the consumer market into meaningful buyer groups for purposes of
identification, and creating specific marketing mixes for these groups
such that profits are increased.
According to Wilkie and Cohen (1977), a "true" segment must
have two basic characteristics: behavioral potential and efficiency
potential. Behavior refers to purchase or consumption, and efficiency
refers to the cost-benefit associated with different marketing mixes
developed for specific groups. Or, said differently (Brandt, 1966),
"markets are segmented in an effort to optimize the profits returned
on marketing dollars invested to produce revenues". Note that
efficiency refers not only to promotional issues, the focus of almost
all past segmentation research, but also distribution, product, and
pricing decisions. While the application area of market segmentation
has been identified as crossing the entire marketing mix, optimizing
advertising strategy remains the focal point of this research.
In reviewing the segmentation literature, Frank, Massy and Wind
(1972) and Wilkie and Cohen (1977) concluded that the process of
segmentation has not been uniformly successful. In spite of the fact
that it has assisted in identifying new and profitable marketing
opportunities in quite a few cases, segmentation has failed to
increase marketing effectiveness.
Wilkie and Cohen (1977) suggested that there have been,
overall, two different streams of segmentation research and argued
that the main reason there have been contradictory results and
conclusions in the segmentation literature is that the literature
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itself is segmented. They identified a "correlation" stream and a
"product-instrumentality" stream. The former tends to begin with
actual behavior and then searches for variables that may be correlated
with that behavior. It is aimed at describing potential market
segments in terms of highly correlated attributes. The latter stream,
conversely, begins with an interest in why consumers behave the way
they do, and then asserts functional relationships between wants and
goals, attitudes and subsequent behaviors. In summary, the two streams
begin with important differences in theoretical and problem
orientation, which lead to differing views as to relevant behavior and
bases for market segmentation.
Various authors have attempted to introduce more rigor into the
entire market segmentation process. Kuehn and Day (1962) suggested a
7-step approach in what they called a consumer preference analysis, a
method for matching product features to consumer wishes. Brandt
(1966), offered an 8-step approach, whereas Hanan (1968) suggested a
3-step approach. Claycamp and Massy (1968) proposed a normative theory
of market segmentation using a multistage mathematical model in which
segmentation is considered a process of aggregation rather than
disaggregation. Their argument was that one builds a viable
segmentation strategy rather than taking a market apart to find one. A
somewhat different theory was proposed by Lessig (1972), who argued
that a decision process approach to consumer behavior could be applied
successfully. By understanding why consumers behave as they do, one
could classify them into homogeneous groups of consumers who respond
similarly to marketing stimuli. His theory was based on the, belief
that there is a relationship between common buying behavior patterns,
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personal characteristics, and response functions to marketing stimuli.
There is a critical distinction between differentiation and
segmentation. Smith (1956) suggested that differentiation is concerned
with "bending demand to the will of supply and with distinguishing the
products of one particular seller from those of others, while
segmentation is designed to differentiate some subgroups of products
of the firm". Therefore, a successful differentiation strategy should
result in an increased horizontal share of a generalized market whilst
a successful segmentation strategy should result in an increase in
share within a particular market segment. Both strategies, though, are
frequently complementary, according to Smith. Sissors (1966) also
suggested that a policy of market segmentation should increase market
share in specific, carefully defined submarkets. Michman (1970)
supported this by arguing that certain consumer goods manufacturers
have overcome consumer resistance through the use of alternate
strategies of product differentiation and market segmentation. He
showed how behavioral analysis (based on such theories as thresholds,
perception, association, and so on) can strengthen these two
strategies. Earlier, Kotruba (1966) had proposed a "strategy selection
chart" that presented a conceptual view of the process of strategy
selection within a framework of product differentiation versus market
segmentation.
A number of variables have been used for segmenting markets
such as personality, socioeconomic variables, lifestyle arid
psychographics, attitudes and behavior. As was noted above, a review
of the published segmentation research to date suggests a wide range
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of results (see, for instance, Michman, Gable and Gross, 1977, for a
review of the segmentation literature). For instance, socioeconomic
variables have only been moderately successful as a basis for
segmenting markets. Yankelovich (1964) believed that the "old,
unquestioned assumption that demography is always the best way to look
at markets, should be discarded" and Samli (1968) argued strongly for
the use of factors other than demographic characteristics. However,
the inability of socioeconomic variables to explain a substantial part
of the variance in usage rates of consumers does not imply that there
are not substantial differences in the mean usage rates for different
socioeconomic market segments (Bass, Tigert and Lonsdale, 1968).
Personality as a variable for segmentation has also produced
"equivocal" results (Kassarjian, 1971) . That is, in most cases no
relationship was found and in the few cases where it was found, the
relationship was so weak that it was not reliable (see, for instance,
Myers, 1967; Robertson and Meyers, 1969).
Other variables, such as life style, psychographics, attitudes
and benefits also have produced mixed results (see, for instance,
Moore, 1963, and Haley, 1968, 1971 and 1984)
In any case, most of these cannot be used in the proposed
analysis of effects of advertising strategy at a disaggregate level
(that is, on certain groups of panelists). Personality, lifestyle and
psychographic data are not available from TMG's panelists and cannot
be obtained by carrying out additional survey research since TMG
guarantees its panelists anonymity. Also, the cost associated with
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obtaining these data is prohibitive, especially given the inconclusive
results reported in the literature. Socioeconomic data are available,
but to date, for reasons suggested above, have not provided
significant insights into most TMG tests. Generally, these data
exhibit little variability, which makes the task of relating changes
in them to changes in behavioral data difficult. In addition, 2,000
households do not provide sufficient observations for the application
of techniqiies such as AID, cluster analysis or discriminant analysis.
Therefore, it was decided to further analyze the advertising strategy
tests using behavioral data, which in TMG's case is readily available.
A more in-depth investigation was thus made into behavior-based
segmentation variables, in particular into the use of brand loyalty,
since, for established brands, advertising strategy is often aimed at
brand loyal consumers (see, for instance, Jones, 1986).
6.1.1. Brand Loyalty as a Basis for Segmentation.
Among behavioral variables, certain measures of brand loyalty
(EL) can be used as a basis for market segmentation. A considerable
body of knowledge is available in this area, although more than five
decades of research do not appear to have produced an appropriate
conceptual or operational definition of EL. In spite of that, some
evidence exists (see, for instance, Raj, 1982) that brand
loyalty-based analysis of buyer segments may show additional insights
into the response to advertising changes.
The first study addressing the concept of loyalty was done by
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Copeland (1923) . He theorized that a specific, consistent attitude
towards a brand may have certain implications for buyer behavior. Not
until 1932, though, when the Psychological Corporation (Jacoby and
Chestnut, 1978, p. 10) started to study trends in market share for
some fifteen hundred different brands, was the issue of EL revisited.
Shortly thereafter, a number of different approaches emerged to
measure BL. These studies were survey-based (such as Jenkins, 1938) or
panel-based (Churchill, 1942). Churchill argued that EL can only be
measured by observing the total purchases of a fixed group of
consumers over time. The survey method, which was questionnaire-based,
clearly offered only a limited number of observations across a
non-fixed group of consumers, and did not necessarily allow for
measurement of all purchases. Churchill's behavioral, macro approach
was followed by Guest's (1944) micro, attitudinal approach, which
probably was the first such study linking individual behavior to
attitudes.
Two studies in particular may have contributed to the increase
in "popularity" of the EL concept. The first one was by McGregor
(1940) and the second by Brown (1952 and 1953). McGregor's approach
identified a relationship between advertising and EL and argued that
certain strategies could cause switchers to become loyal buyers. Brown
used purchase records of a consumer panel and identified purchase
patterns (such as AAAAAA or ABABAB) . To judge by the amount of
attention given to his findings in the literature, Brown's was
probably the better received definition of BL at that time. However,
it should be noted that his findings were merely an observation of
purchase patterns and, as is the case with all behaviorally-based
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measures, did not provide an explanation of why such patterns existed.
Two subsequent studies took Brown's results one step further in
that they attempted not only to identify and define EL but also to
measure it. Cunningham (1956) used what is now known as the share of
requirements method in which he calculated the proportion of a
consumer's total category purchases for a number of specific brands. A
consumer was said to be loyal to the brand that received the highest
share of category purchases. Although the method did not provide clear
guidelines as to what the minimum cut-off was, it did address the
previously ignored issue of multiple brand loyalty. The second study
(Pessemier, 1959) used experimental data. In a laboratory setting,
Pessemier increased the price of the consumer's most preferred brand
up to the point where the consumer switched. In some way this was a
measure of strength of EL rather than an absolute measure.
The late 50's and early 60's can be characterized by the
application of advanced methodologies to the concept of EL. Kuehn
(1958) proposed a linear learning model of EL, and Lipstein (1959)
used the concept of a Markov transition matrix. Both approaches were
based on stochastic processes and could be used in both the
identification as well as the prediction of EL. Lipstein further
calculated two indices of EL: the probability of repurchase and the
average staying time with a brand. Later, Frank (1962) suggested other
measures of EL: the repeat purchase probability and the return
purchase probability, both based on Kuehn's stochastic,
linear-learning theory. Lipstein's transition matrices were based on
consecutive purchases by consumer panelists of certain brands.
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Measuring the probability of repurchasing the brand bought previously,
then, provided for an estimate of the consumer panelist's loyalty to
those brands as well as the probabilities of switching to another
brand.
Subsequent to these studies, alternative measures were proposed
by Farley (1964a and 1964b), who took a somewhat economic approach to
loyalty, and Ehrenberg (1971), who theorized that the negative
binomial distribution could provide an accurate prediction of the
magnitude of repeat purchase. Other studies during the middle and late
60's do not seem to have had a major impact on the course of the
published research during the 70's.
During the late 60's there was a definite trend away from
applying stochastic modeling to EL. For instance, Cunningham (1967)
grouped consumers into different loyalty groups on the basis of their
own anticipated behavior if their preferred brand was out of stock,
and Sheth (1968) applied a factor-analytic model to two behavioral
measures: share of requirements and purchase pattern. Massy, Frank and
Lodahl (1968), also using panel data and including a measure for store
loyalty, confirmed Sheth' s approach.
Specific applications of other EL measurement techniques were
proposed by Livesey (1973) in the context of rental agreements and
Fry, Shaw, Haehling von Lanzenauer, and Dipchand (1973), who used
longitudinal data (bank account records) to measure EL. The work by
Fry et al. was particularly interesting since they argued that stable
loyalty patterns were developed at an early age and carried over into
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adult life. McCann (1974) returned to the measure of share of
requirements discussed earlier, and Charlton and Ehrenberg (1976),
like Nordstrom and Swan (1976), suggested a behavioral index that
defined BL on the basis of the number of times a brand of tea was
purchased during a given 6-week period that was free of marketing
activity.
In addition to the studies mentioned above, again illustrative
of the wide variety of different approaches, Barker and Trost (1973),
among others, suggested that one define market segments only on the
basis of behavior, namely by the volume consumed. Using the Chicago
Tribune diary panel of some seven hundred households, Twedt (1964)
looked at the degree of purchase concentration in eighteen product
categories. He found that purchase concentration was a much more
powerful measure for segmentation purposes than demographics.
Cunningham (1961) concluded that families with high store loyalty were
somewhat more loyal to the particular brands they purchased than were
families with low store loyalty. Farley (1964a) found that a modest
and irregular relationship existed between the quantity of a product
purchased by a household and its tendency to be brand disloyal. There
was also a negative correlation between loyalty measures and income,
indicating that high-income families tend to be brand disloyal. In a
later study, Farley (1964b) looked at BL across sixteen household
products and found that brand switching in a particular product class
appeared to be associated with price activity, distribution,
characteristics of the supply structure, and the importance of the
product in the consumer's consumption pattern.
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In short, the published research on EL shows a myriad of
operational definitions. All in all, more than fifty alternative
definitions have been proposed (Jacoby and Chestnut, 1978). This may
suggest a lack of agreement in the fundamental definition of EL and
has resulted in a variety of measurements of different behavioral or
attitudinal phenomena.
The results of the various approaches have been "mixed". Frank
(1967) even questioned the usefulness of EL as the basis for
segmentation. He concluded that the pattern of results for EL as a
basis for market segmentation in food products was not encouraging. EL
consumers almost completely lacked identifiability in terms of either
socioeconomic or personality characteristics. Also, loyal consumers
did not appear to have economically important differences in their
sensitivity either to the short run effects of pricing, dealing and
retail advertising, or to the introduction of new brands. Additional
evidence of the questionable nature of the results was given by Frank,
Douglas and Polli (1968), who looked at the purchase histories of four
hundred and ninety-one households for forty-four grocery products. In
particular they wanted to identify relationships between income level,
shopping patterns and rate of consumption on the one hand and
household brand loyalty on the other hand. They found that educational
level, the number of persons in the family and the age of the youngest
child were negatively associated with EL. Factors that were positively
related to L were building size and average price per unit. Webster
(1965), in his study on deal proneness, had also found that deal-prone
consumers held less EL than those who were not as deal-prone.. On the
other hand, McConnell (1968) found that EL was significantly related
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to both time (measured by total purchase selections) and perceived
quality (measured by price) . And, lastly, Tucker (1964) found that
some consumers will become brand loyal even when there is no
discriminable difference between brands other than the brand itself.
In summary, Jacoby and Chestnut (1978), in examining the
operational definitions of EL proposed in the literature, divided them
into three major categories: definitions based on behavior, attitudes,
and behavior and attitudes combined. Definitions based on composite
measures, such as brand insistence or price-until-switching have been
reported as having provided additional discriminating power between
buyers. For instance, behavior-based definitions can overstate the
"true" degree of loyalty, whereas composite-based definitions have
shown that "loyal" consumers, defined as such by behavioral measures,
were no longer "loyal" when both behavioral and attitudinal measures
were combined (Day, 1969) . Also, the linking of attitudes and
behavior, albeit a controversial as well as an intuitively appealing
approach, seems to be a promising avenue (see, for instance, Jacoby
and Olson, 1970)
6.1.2. Behavior-Based Definitions of Brand Loyalty.
Definitions based on behavioral measures have in common the
fact that EL is measured on the basis of actual or self-reported
purchasing behavior such as proportion of purchase, sequence of
purchase or probability of purchase. These behavior-based definitiohs
outnunber the attitudinal or composite based definitions and were more
widely used during the early period of development of the area of EL.
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In general, the criteria used to define loyalty were somewhat
arbitrary and simplistic; for instance, what distinguishes a loyal
buyer from a disloyal buyer, or, can a loyal buyer be loyal to more
than one brand? An important shortcoming of these definitions is the
unspecificity about the unit of measurement. That is, should the unit
of measurement be the family or the individual? Most of the proposed
units of measurement were based on panel data that, like TMG's, do not
identify the actual purchaser. Also, these definitions are based on a
measure of the actual outcome of behavior, and do not attempt to
understand the underlying phenomena yielding that specific behavior.
Finally, little or no evidence is provided about their reliability,
validity or even sensitivity.
One behaviorally based measure of EL that has appeared
frequently and that will be used in subsequent analyses of TMG
advertising strategy tests, is repeat sales. Repeat sales do not come
only from the occasional buyer who becomes a more regular buyer, but
can also come from the increased amount bought by the repeat
purchaser, from the purchasers attracted from competing brands who
stay with the brand, and from regular buyers of the brand who stay
with the brand as opposed to switching to other brands.
Two major philosophies exist regarding the measurement of
repeat purchase behavior (RPB). The first one is based on the notion
that a random component underlies basic changes in the market
structure. The mathematical models representing this view have been
successfully applied by such people as Ehrenberg (1972) and Bass
(1974) . In particular, these models have proved useful in designing
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and evaluating marketing strategies (3ass and Wright, 1976). However,
these applications seem most successful when applied to aggregate
buyer behavior measures.
The second philosophy assumes the existence of causes that lead
to RPB. This approach argues that the manager does have some influence
over the consumer and can cause changes in or sustaining of certain
behavior. It argues that repeat behavior does not just happen and that
there are underlying causes. The understanding of these underlying
causes allows the manager to attempt to influence the consumer's
behavior in favor of his brand. Those approaching the BPB concept from
this point of view have done so from various angles, assuming that P.PB
is a multifaceted phenomenon of which certain elements can be
understood. The part that can be "estimated" is the part of RPB that
is deterministic in nature and that Jacoby and Chestnut (1978) call
brand loyalty.
6.2. Results of the Analysis of Effects of Changes in.
Advertising Strateay at the Disagaregate Level.
6.2.1. Analytical Framework.
Assessment of a certain measure of BL as a basis for market
segmentation should be based on the validity, reliability and
sensitivity of this measure: that is, does the measurement encompass
all aspect of the behavior or attitude and does it indeed measure
what it is supposed to? Also, does the measurement yield consistent
results and can it distinguish different intensities of the behavior
or attitude? After more than half a century of research, there does
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not seem to be agreement on the operational definition of EL. What is
needed, according to Jacoby and Chestnut (1978), is a "concentrated
effort that focuses on the development and validation of EL measures".
Although EL measures based on additional data sources such as
attitudinal measures seem to have enhanced the insights into each
segment's response to marketing stimuli, an argument can be made that
what is needed first is an assessment of the appropriate analytical
framework to measure these responses. However, in the absence of
attitudinal data within the TMG system, the responses of different
segments during advertising strategy tests can only be analyzed on the
basis of behaviorally defined measures. It is recognized, though, that
some of the shortcomings of behavi6rally based measures, such as their
simplicity and their "vagueness" around the unit of measurement
(household or individual) are not addressed. Nor is one of the major
weaknesses of behaviorally based measures addressed, namely, that the
underlying phenomena leading to the specific behavior are unknown,
since the analysis will only attempt to quantify the degree to which
behavior changes are due to a change in advertising strategy.
Thus, two behavior-based segmentation variables will be used to
further analyze the responses of different segments to changes in
advertising strategy. The first one is Jacoby and Chestnut's
definition of EL. Their definition, based on six necessary and
collectively sufficient conditions, suggests that EL is:
1.- biased (i.e., non-random),
2.- behaviorial (i.e., purchase),
3.- expressed over time,
4.- by some decision making unit,
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5.- with respect to one or more alternative brands out of
a set of such brands, and,
6.-a function of psychological (decision-making,
evaluative) processes.
Although the psychological aspect of their measure cannot be included,
the analytical approach used in this chapter satisfies the remaining
five conditions.
The second approach is based on the volume bought, which will
segment buyers into heavy and light buyers. (This issue was briefly
addressed in the section 5.1.8. "Source of Volume" analysis.)
In addition, the effect of changes in advertising strategy on
panelists trying the test brand will be examined.
The same thirty-five advertising strategy tests that were used
in chapter 5 were further analyzed at disaggregate levels. The data
for this part of the analysis were also obtained from the hard copy
reports. Thus, as before, this meant that for only a certain number of
these tests were data available since the analysis at the disaggregate
level had not been performed for all thirty-five tests.
6.2.2. Th Effect of Changes in Advertising Strategy
on Triers.	 /
Clearly, the effect of changes in advertising strategy can
affect the number of people buying the test brand for the first time.
For instance, an increase in advertising weight can result in more











(1970), and a new copy strategy can appeal to different consumers.
In analyzing the effect on penetration, a comparison was made
between the cumulative penetration rates in the test panel and the
control panel, after adjusting for pretest differences in the same
manner as was described in chapter 4.
As table 6.1. indicates, in eight of the thirteen advertising
strategy studies that showed an advertising effect, an analysis was
performed to identify the effect on penetration. Seven of those, or
87%, showed a significant effect on penetration. In other words, in
those studies where a significant panel effect was identified, the
increase in volume came from an increase in the number of buyers who
had not bought the test brand before.
Probability of Advertising Effect on Penetration
Adv. effect at
aggr. level














This finding complements the observation made in section
5.1.7., where directional evidence was identified of the effect on
penetration, and in section 5.1.8., where it was estimated that an
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average of 25% of the test brands' volume increases came from new
buyers. Also, some of the test brand buyers may have been first time
category buyers, hence the category effect observed in chapter 5.
Thus, when estimated, a change in advertising strategy almost always
affected penetration and has represented an average of 25% of the test
brand's volume increase.
In eight of the twenty-two tests that did not exhibit an
aggregate panel effect, a further analysis was done to determine
whether 'penetration was affected. Interestingly, for five of these, or
63%, a significant effect on penetration was estimated. For two
studies an actual negative effect was found. Clearly, the effect on
penetration was not large enough 'to be observed at the overall panel
level but was nevertheless significant amongst triers of the brand.
Table 6.2. shows the effect on penetration for weight and copy
studies separately. Because weight studies outnumber copy studies, the
results for the former are more robust. Interestingly, if an effect
was identified for weight studies and the effect on penetration was
estimated, six out of six, or 100%, of the studies showed an effect on
penetration. This was the case for only 50% of the copy studies. In
those instances where no aggregate panel effect was estimated, still
three out of five weight studies, or 60%, showed an effect on
penetration; this was about equal to the 66.7% of the copy tests. A
negative effect on penetration was observed for one weight test and
one copy test, but in each case the effect was too small tobe
identified at the aggregate level.
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60.0(15)	 33.3(5)	 60.0(3)	 20.0(1)
30.0 (3)	 66.7 (2)	 50.0(1)	 --
70.0(7)	 42.9(3)	 66.7(2)	 33.3(1)
Probability of Advertising Effect on Penetration
by Type of Test
%(#) of	 %(#) of Studies	 %(#) Showing
Total	 Analyzed for	 Effect on













40.0(10)	 60.0 (6)	 100.0(6)	 --
table 6.2.
6.2.3. The Effect of Changes in Advertising Strategy
on Repeaters.
In general, repeat was affected fewer times than penetration in
both weight and copy tests. Table 6.3. shows that, across both weight
and copy studies, an effect on repeat was identified in only one of
the eight tests for which an analysis was performed to identify an
effect on repeat and that also had shown a panel effect. In none of
the tests where no panel effect was identified was repeat affected by
a change in advertising strategy.
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0.0 (0)60.0 (6)40.0 (10)
0.0 (0)33.3(5)60.0 (15)
66.7 (2) 50.0(1)30.0 (3)
0.0 (0)42.9(3)70.0(7)
Probability of Advertising Effect on Repeat
%(#) of	 %(#) of Studies	 %(#) Showing
Total	 Analyzed for	 Effect on
Studies	 Effect on	 Repeat
Repeat
Adv. effect at
aggr. level	 37.1 (13)	 61.0 (8)	 12.5(1)
No adv. effect
at aggr. level
	 62.9 (22)	 36.0 (8)	 0.0 (0)
table 6.3.
As table 6.4. shows, the study in which repeat was affected was
a copy test and only two of those had been analyzed for an effect at a
disaggregate level.
Probability of Advertising Effect on Repeat
by Type of Test
%(#) of	 %(#) of Studies	 %(#) Showing
Total	 Analyzed for	 Effect on












In summary, these data suggest that an increase in advertising
weight did not affect repeat rates. No conclusions can be drawn for
copy tests because of the small sample size.
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Combining the results of the effects on penetration and repeat,
it appears that changes in advertising strategy affect penetration
more often than repeat; even for tests showing no aggregate panel
level effect, penetration is affected in more than 60% of the cases.
6.2.4. The Effect of Changes in Advertising Strategy
on Buying Rate.
As has been argued, a change in advertising strategy can affect
the amount consumers buy. Table 6.5. shows that across both weight and
copy tests at least 80% of those tests that were analyzed for an
effect on buying rate showed such an effect regardless of the
identification of an aggregate panel effect. Five out out six tests,
or 83%, which had a panel effect and for which this analysis was
performed, showed an effect on buying rate, which was approximately
equal to the four out of five tests, or 80%, for those studies that
did not show an aggregate panel effect.
Probability of Advertising Effect on Buying Rate





















Table 6.6. shows that all weight tests (100%) that were
analyzed for an effect on buying rate showed such an effect whereas
only 50% of the copy tests exhibited such a response. Two copy tests
produced a negative response. In chapter 5 it was shown that all copy
tests showed a negative response, so it may be concluded that if a
change in copy strategy affects the test brand's volume, in all
likelihood it is because it affects the amount people buy rather than
the number of people buying. Clearly, as was noted in chapter 5, the
risk associated with changes in copy strategy is greater than for
weight tests and seems to be manifested by the decrease in the amount
consumers buy.
Probability of Advertising Effect on Buying Rate
by Type of Test


























6.2.5. The Effect of Changes in Advertising Strategy
onHeavy vs. Light Buyers.
Segmenting consumers by the amount bought led to an
investigation of heavy vs. light buyers. The effect on heavy vs. light
category buyers was estimated for only a few tests. "Heavy buyers"
were those panelists who represented a "substantial" percentage of the
total category volume. This was different for each test but in general
followed the "80/20" rule (see, for instance, Shapiro and Kirpalani,
1984), in which 20% of the category buyers represented about 80% of
the total volume.
Table 6.7. shows that this analysis was conducted for weight
studies only and that in two of the three weight studies, heavy buyers
were affected. In one study the effect was on light buyers.
Interestingly, 60% of the tests for which no aggregate panel
effect was identified showed an effect on light buyers and one
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As was noted in section 6.2.2., a change in advertising
strategy, in particular for weight tests, causes an effect on heavy or
light buyers in approximately half the cases [(5+13):35=51.4%].
The fact that heavy category buyers respond significantly more
often to changes in advertising strategy than do light buyers is
supported by the observations made with respect to the effects on
penetration (section 6.2.2.) and category (section 5.1.8.). The data
suggest that heavy category buyers are more likely to try the test
brand than those who are "occasional" or light buyers. To convince
this latter group to make an additional category purchase does not
seem to be achieved by changing advertising weight. A change in copy
strategy is more likely to cause this to happen, and other marketing
activities such as promotion or pricing may also be more effective.
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3. Conc1usions
In chapter 5 the overall effect of changes in a brand's
advertising strategy on that brand's total volume was estimated.
Subsequently, in this chapter an attempt was made to identify the
effect of changes in advertising strategy on the components of the
test brand's volume: penetration (new/lost buyers), repeat (switching
to and from brands) and buying rate.
In order to be able to perform this analysis, the need existed
to group panelists into different segments. A review of the
segmentation literature suggesteda number of variables to be used in
grouping consumers. Socioeconomic variables, which had shown mixed
results to date both in the literature as well as in studies conducted
within TMG, and attitudinal variables, which are not available within
the TMG system, were necessarily excluded from consideration. Hence, a
behaviorally-based definition of EL was applied. This was Jacoby and
Chestnut's (1978) definition of which all conditions, with the
exception of an attitude measurement, were satisfied.
The analysis of the test results included not only tests for
which an aggregate panel effect had been identified, but also those
for which no aggregate panel effect had been identified, since it was
conceivable that an effect on penetration or repeat was significant
but too small to be observed at the aggregate panel level.
	 *
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In general, it was found that if an advertising effect was
observed at the aggregate panel level, in almost all cases an effect
on either penetration, repeat or buying rate could be estimated.
However, even if an advertising effect could not be estimated at the
panel level, an advertising effect could still be identified on one or
more of a brand's volume components; these significant effects on
volume components were too small to be observed at the aggregate
level. Therefore, it could be argued that the number of tests showing
any effect is significantly higher than the 37.1% suggested in chapter
5. In fact, if the effect on penetration and repeat is considered an
"advertising effect" even if no aggregate panel effect was identified,
twenty-one (8+13) out of thirty-five tests, or 60%, showed an effect
due to a change in advertising strategy. This number is obviously
biased by the fact that an analysis at a disaggregate level was not
conducted for all studies. However, assuming that the analysis at the
disaggregate level was conducted for a representative sample of
studies for which no aggregate effect was identified, the percentage
of tests that responded to changes in advertising strategy is
significantly higher than was estimated in chapter 5 and that has been
reported in the literature (see chapter 2).
With respect to increases in advertising weight, an effect on
the test brand's volume seems to have been caused by an increase in
penetration for that brand. Even if no aggregate panel effect was
identified, an effect on penetration was still observed in more than
60% of the weight and copy tests. Since most brands included in this
database are in an established category, this finding would suggest
that a significant amount of brand switching occured when consumers
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were exposed to more advertising. By contrast, it was significantly
less likely to observe an effect on penetration at the aggregate panel
level due to a change in copy strategy. Clearly, copy tests seem more
likely to affect repeat rates and cause declines in the amount
consumers buy. Due to the small sample sizes these findings, however,
may not be conclusive. Also, weight tests always affected the amount
consumers bought whereas copy tests were significantly less likely to
do so.
The findings reported in this chapter are summarized in table
6.8. and figures 6.1., 6.2., and 6.3. As can be observed from table
6.8., Hypotheses H6.O and H13.O are rejected, whereas a conclusion for
Hypothesis H16 can not be reached due to the small sample size of the
copy tests included in this database. Hypotheses relating to the
effects on buying rate and the effects on heavy and light buyers were
not established in chapter 3. In any case, findings would have been
inconclusive due to the small sample sizes.
Summary of Results
Description	 Results	 Reject Hypothesis
1.- Probability of observing
an effect at a
disaggregate level	 60.0%	 H6.0.
2.- Probability of observing
an effect on penetration
due to a change in weight:
if effect at aggr. level....











3.- Probability of observing
an effect on repeat due to
a change in weight:
if effect at aggr. level....
if effect at disaggr. level..
4.- Probability of observing
an effect on penetration
due to a change in copy
strategy
5.- Probability of observing
an effect on repeat





50.0%	 (inconclusive due to
small sample size)
Hi6.
50.0%	 (inconclusive due to
small sample size)
6.- Probability of observing
an effect on buying rate
due to a change in weight:
if effect at aggr. level......
if effect at disaggr. level...
7.- Probability of observing
an effect on buying rate
due to a change in copy:
if effect at aggr. level.......
if effect at disaggr. level...
8.- Probability of observing
a negative effect on
buying rate due to a change
in copy:
if effect at aggr. level........50.0%	 N/A
if effect at disaggr. level... 33.3% 	 N/A
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9.- Probability of observing
an effect due to a change in
weight on:
heavybuyers ...................66.7% 	 N/A
lightbuyers ....................33.3% 	 N/A
10.-Probability of observing





insert figures 6.1., 6.2. and 6.3. here
In summary, weight tests caused consumers to be more likely to
switch to the test brand and buy more of it (especially heavy buyers),
and less likely to affect repeat rates. Copy tests were more likely to
negatively affect repeat rates and amount bought, and less likely to
positively affect penetration (with the possible exception of light
buyers) or repeat.
In the next chapter the degree to which these findings relate
to key advertising strategy issues for established brands will be
discussed. In particular, the ability of TMG's system to address these
issues will be examined. In Appendix I, an alternative, experimental
system will be proposed to further address these strategic advertising
issues, and the results of an exploratory investigation into the
usefulness of this system will be evaluated.
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figure 6.1.






TEST EFFECT	 NO TEST EFFECT
NO 43%	 (13)	 (22)
53% I	 I	 - -- - - - 	 - NO
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Implications of Research Findings
Regarding Advertising Strategy for Established Brands
and TMG's Testing Service.
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This research has examined the relationship between advertising
and sales, from both a methodological and an empirical point of view.
In this chapter an attempt will be made to determine the implications
of the findings of this research, first in regard to the degree to
which they address key advertising strategy issues for established
brands and, second, in regard to TMG's system. To the extent that
these findings do not or only partially address key advertising
strategy decision-making issues, further research will be proposed.
7.1. Implications of the Findings of This Research for
Advertising Strategy.
7.1.1. A Strateaic Framework.
According to Ansoff (1957), companies can pursue a growth
objective through four strategies, which are graphically represented
in figure 7.1. Since the tests analyzed in this dissertation were
conducted by companies investigating growth possibilities for their
established brands, the findings apply to only two of these growth
strategies, market penetration and market development. These
strategies, specifically in relation to obtaining profit improvement
















Growth for existing products in existing markets, that is,
market penetration, can be achieved through increases in market share,
increases in product usage, or both. The former can be achieved by
increasing advertising, trade allowances, promotions or price
reductions. However, share gains by such means are fairly difficult to
hold. A preferable approach may be to change copy in order to generate
a "sustainable competitive advantage or to overcome or neutralize a
competitor's sustainable competitive advantage" (Aaker, 1984). Whereas
advertisiflg weight increases usually attempt to hold or gain share by
attracting consumers who are buying competitive brands, changes in
copy strategy may emphasize brand differentiation, and thereby provide
a more solid basis for holding or increasing share.
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Increasing product usage, the second way to penetrate the
market, is less threatening to competitors than attempts to increase
market share. An increase in product usage can be obtained in three
ways: increasing the frequency of usage, increasing the quantity used
per occasion, or by finding new applications for current users. For
instance, marketers of steaksauces conduct reminder advertising
campaigns to obtain more frequent usage (Aaker, 1984), while Arm &
Hammer baking soda saw sales go from $15.6 million in 1969 to about
$150 million in 1981 "largely by finding new applications for its
well-known brand" (Honomichl, 1982).
Market development, that is, marketing existing products to new
markets, can be achieved in two ways. First, geographical expansion
can be pursued, and, second, new target segments can be identified for
the product. Since this research is based on tests for national brands
only, a strategy of geographical expansion is not discussed further.
Growth by reaching new target segments can also be achieved
through a variety of ways. For instance, the non-user can be attracted
through tools such as advertising and promotion. Other means are to
expand or change the distribution channel or to change the price of
the brand. In the latter case, different price-quality segments are
being targeted. Although relevant to strategic marketing, distribution
and pricing strategies are also necessarily beyond the scope of this
research.
The strategies discussed above focus on means by which
performance can be increased through increases in sales volume.
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However, as suggested by Day (1984), growth objectives can also be
achieved by improving profitability. Profitability could be improved,
for instance, through cost reductions such as a decrease in
advertising spending, yield (price) increases, or reductions in
investment intensity. As will be shown in section 7.1.2., the pursuit
of a profitability objective is closely tied to market share and,
hence, is of particular relevance to testing advertising strategy for
both large and small brands.
Figure 7.2. summarizes the growth strategies relevant to
strategic advertising decision making for established brands.
Growth Strategies Relevant to Advertising Strategy for
Established Brands.




















The focus of the remainder of this section is on the
implications of the research findings for share strategy, product
usage strategy (frequency of usage and quantity used per occasion),
and new target segment strategy (which is discussed in more detail in
section 7.1.4.) particularly as they relate to profitability.
7.1.2. Implications of the Findings of This Research
for Share Strategies.
The appropriateness of a share strategy depends on a number of
factors, such as the product's present market and cost position, the
product's life cycle stage, the firm's resources relative to the
competitors, its time horizon, its other products, and likely actions
by competitors (Abell and Hammond, 1979) . Since the product's cost
position and the company's resources are almost always unknown to TMG,
no attempt will be made to assess the implications of the research
findings on these issues.
There are two objectives in share strategies that are relevant
to this research: building share and holding share (Abell and Hammond,
1979). Strategies for decreasing share are not considered here since
TMG clients seldom conduct advertising strategy tests in order to
reduce share. The objective of building share is often pursued in an
attempt to increase profitability. With respect to advertising, this
means that the cost of increasing advertising weight or changing the
copy strategy must be less than the increase in net contribution ,
 due
to the gain in sales volume. Again, these are issues TMG rarely
addresses since the information is often not shared by its clients;
presumably, any gain in volume due to a change in advertising strategy
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is translated by these companies into profit estimates.
As was noted above, building share is sometimes an offensive
strategy, since the company attempts to make consumers switch.
Retaliatory actions by competitors can, therefore, be expected. Thus,
it becomes important both to anticipate these retaliatory actions and
to estimate their likely impact. Testing, as was indicated in chapter
2, allows the experimenter to examine these issues, although it is not
always likely that competitors are aware of the test, or, if they are,
that they will respond in the same manner as they would if the new
advertising strategy were executed nationally.
A strategy of building share can also be defensive. This can be
the case in industries where a minimum share is needed for long-run
viability. In that case the company faces the choice to either attempt
to obtain this minimum share level or to withdraw from the market
(bell and Hammond, 1979).
The appropriateness of share building strategies depends in
part on the market growth rate. For instance, in slow growing or
static markets, gaining share is difficult and often uneconomic
(Aaker, 1984). In high growth markets, on the other hand, market
dominance is appropriate as long as the company has the resources to
pursue this objective.
Holding market share is particularly appropriate for brands
with leading or strong shares (Bloom and Kotler, 1975) . In fact,
efforts aimed at holding share can be considered as "the cost of doing
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business". Thus, changing advertising for these brands does not have
the objective of causing an effect, since no effect is, indeed, "good
news".
Unfortunately, the nature of the data used in this research
does not allow for insights into a number of key product-market
characteristics. For instance, knowledge of clients' objectives, the
intensity of the competitive environment, market growth rates, and the
stage in the product life cycle are not known. What are known, and
relevant to this discussion, are the market shares for the test brands
and the outcomes of the advertising strategy tests.
The results of this research confirm that for brands with
relatively large shares (50% and higher), changes in advertising
strategy, with the objective to hold market share, caused no effects.
Or, said differently, the effect was that market shares were held. For
brands with a relatively small share (averaging around 23%, see table
5.15.), significantly more effects were identified (53%, or 8 out of
15 tests; see table 5.16.). Since these smaller share brands probably
were aiming at share increases, the results suggest that changes in
advertising strategy may be a viable means of doing so. In addition,
it should be recalled (see table 5.10.) that the magnitude of the
increases caused by increases in advertising weight were substantial
(averaging around 15%), which, therefore, may suggest that the pay-off
of these changes can be significant for smaller share brands. Thus, if
smaller share brands implement an increase in advertising spending,
the probability of observing an effect is high and the magnitude of
the effect is likely to be relatively large. This is particularly
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likely to occur if the test brand is in the early stage of its life
cycle.
As was observed in chapter 5, copy changes showed a
significantly higher probability of causing a negative effect than did
weight changes. Also, copy tests were conducted primarily for brands
with smaller shares, whilst weight tests were conducted for brands
with larger shares (see table 5.5.), which may suggest that companies
attempted to obtain share increases by means of changing their brands'
position, hoping thereby to establish a competitive advantage
vis-a-vis the market leader. Since all copy changes caused a negative
effect, it may be concluded that, for small share brands, it is hard
to obtain a share increase by changing the copy strategy.
Interestingly, as was discussed in section 7.1.1., Aaker (1984)
suggested that smaller share brands should attempt to "generate a
sustainable competitive advantage". Although his recommendation may
still be preferable, this research suggests that considerable risk is
associated with this strategy. Yet copy changes may still be the more
appropriate strategy for small brands, since alternatives such as
increasing advertising weight or promotions may not be feasible,
depending upon the resources of the company and the likely high level
of promotional activity of the market leader. Moreover, as was shown
in chapter 5, section 5.1.6., small brands without any previous
advertising spending may benefit substantially from advertising. It
therefore may appear that copy changes in the advertising, or adding
advertising expenditure to the promotion mix for small share brands,
are, indeed, likely to be successful strategies. However, testing this
on a limited scale before national execution may be essential in order
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to avoid the risk that seems inherent in changing copy.
In this database, weight increases for large share brands
showed a zero probability of causing an effect. Generally, though, as
was suggested above, companies tend to increase advertising weight to
maintain share. However, since so few weight tests showed an effect,
testing the risk associated with a decrease in weight may be a viable
alternative. This is supported by Aaker and Carman (1982), who, in
their review of advertising weight tests (see chapter 2, section
2.3.3.) reported that ten of the eleven weight reduction tests they
included in their study resulted in reduced spending levels. Thus,
although increases in advertising spending levels for large share
brands generally is recognized as an appropriate strategy (Day, 1984),
companies should investigate the possible effect of decreases in
advertising spending levels. Moreover, this may result in longer
tests, since the decay of advertising often takes longer to observe
(Little, 1979). Since tests for weight increases last on the average
aproximately ten months, these tests may now have to run for eighteen
to twenty-four months.
The implications of the research findings discussed above can
be compared to the published results of the PIMS (Profit Impact of
Market Strategies) project (Buzzell, Gale and Sultan, 1974 and 1975).
The authors found that for the fifty-seven U.S. companies that
provided financial and other information on six hundred and twenty
individual "businesses" for the three-year period 1970-1972,
profitability was closely related to market share. Given this finding,
it may not be surprising that many companies pursue an objective of
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market share gains. Yet, they observed significantly different
strategies between companies with large share brands and those with
small share brands. For instance, market leaders, defined by the
authors as businesses with shares above 40%, tended to market higher
price-quality products than did businesses with small shares (under
40%) . These large share businesses were also enjoying economies of
scale, which, in part, were due to the more efficient use of mass
advertising media. Given the "powerful" market position of these
companies, the authors found that large share companies pursued market
share strategies by using their strengths. The results of this
research, however, suggest that these companies should investigate the
possibility of increasing profitability not by adding to their
promotion mix, but rather, by decreasing it, once they have reached a
position of market dominance. This strategy may be particularly
relevant since the authors also found that attempts to build share for
already large share brands rarely resulted in large increases, a
finding confirmed in this research, and almost always caused decreases
in profitability. In short, the question that large share businesses
need to answer is: "What is the most profitable way of maintaining
market position?" (Buzzell, Gale and Sultan, 1974 and 1975). Given the
likely difficulty in obtaining significant increases in share in the
short term, and the resulting negative effect on profitability, a
decrease in advertising weight may be an appropriate strategic answer
to this question.
The analysis of the PIMS data suggested that the cost of
increasing share for small share companies affected ROl even more. It
appeared that a substantial amount of marketing effort was needed for
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market share gains for small share brands. Thus, as far as advertising
strategy is concerned, the authors agreed with Aaker's (1984)
observation that changes in copy, as opposed to increasing advertising
weight, may be the most viable advertising strategy. Yet, as was
suggested above, the risk involved in doing so makes testing almost a
necessity. For small share companies, the preference for current
versus future profits would ultimately determine their strategy for
pursuing market share. This research found that these brands have a
significantly higher probability of obtaining share increases, but,
according to Buzzell, Gale and Sultan (1974 and 1975), larger
decreases in profitability can be expected.
So, in conclusion, small share brands face a dilemma in
choosing between increasing their advertising effort or changing their
copy strategy. The former, although likely to cause an increase in
share, almost certainly reduces profitability, whereas the latter
carries a significant risk of decreasing share. Testing copy
strategies, therefore, may be preferable to increases in advertising
spending; the company should experiment with various copy approaches
until a clear "winner" has been identified. Moreover, it may be
recalled from the Introduction that during the last five years TMG has
experienced a significant increase in the number of copy tests, with
an accompanying decrease in weight tests, possibly suggesting that
companies have recognized the potential as well as the necessity of
testing these copy strategies before implementing them nationally.
Table 7.1. summarizes the findings and the recommendations.
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Advertising Strategy and Market Share Objectives
ADV. CHANGE EFFECT BY	 INPACT ON
MARTT SHAPE OBJECTIVE VOLUNE AND	 RECOMMENDATION
BRAND	 PROFITABILITY
HOLD	 GAIN
large	 no effect no effect decrease in 	 test weight
decrease
share	 profitability
copy r weight)	 (longer tests:(^50%)	 18-24 months)
weight:	 =15% incr.in vol long term profit.:
small	 53% prob. decr. in profit. add adv. or weigh
share	 of effect	 to promo. mix.
(=23%)	 copy:	 =7% decr. in vol short term profit:
decr. in profit.
all neg.	 test for winning
__________ ___________ ___________ __________________ copy
table 7.1.
7.1.3. Im1ication of the Findinas of This Research
for Product Usaae Strateaies (Freuencv of
Usaae and Ouantitv Used er Occasion).
As was noted in section 7.1.1., product usage strategies are
often less threatening to competitors since the objective is not to
persuade consumers to switch but to increase the amount bought or the
frequency of usage per occasion of a particular brand, or to suggest
new applications.
As far as advertising is concerned, product usage strategies
can also be pursued by changes in copy strategy or increases in
weight. A "typical" approach of the former strategy, of which an
example was given in section 7.1.1., would be to suggest new ways to
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use the product. A different copy approach can also be used to
persuade consumers to use the brand more frequently. For instance,
current national television advertising for General Foods' Jell-O
brand suggests that one could use it more often and not just
occasionally at dinner.
Based on TMG's experience, a weight increase strategy is most
often used to stimulate the amount and frequency of usage, whereas
copy strategies are often used to disseminate information about new
applications of an existing brand. This can be supported by the fact
that weight tests were conducted for brands that had approximately 50%
longer purchase cycles than had those brands for which copy tests were
conducted (see table 5.3.). Advertising, therefore, can attempt to
shorten these purchase cycles by reminding consumers to consume the
brand more often and, thereby, to buy more frequently. It is unlikely
that this can be achieved for brands with short purchase cycles;
hence, the strategy of finding other applications for these brands.
The results of the analysis at the disaggregate level (see
chapter 6, section 6.2.3.) suggest that strategies aimed at increasing
repeat (frequency of repurchase) are rarely successful. Although the
sample sizes are small, none of the tested weight changes and only one
of the copy changes (negatively) affected repeat. It appears that both
advertising strategies are unsuccessful in increasing repeat levels.
However, when weight changes are successful, they tend to affect heavy
category buyers, that is, the consumers who are already convinced of
buying the brand and are, therefore, more easily convinced to buy more
of it, or more often (see table 6.7.).
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Buying rate, or the amount bought, on the other hand, was
almost always affected (see table 6.6.). weight changes were
particularly successful, and copy tests were significantly less
successful. This may support the argument made above, that changes in
copy strategy should not be used to increase the amount bought. In
fact, since all copy tests showed an overall negative effect, copy
changes run a significant risk of decreasing the amount bought. It
appeared that light buyers were particularly affected by this strategy
(see table 6.7.).
Table 7.2. summarizes the implications for advertising
strategies directed toward product usage objectives.
Advertising Strategy and Product Usage Objectives
PRODUCT USAGE
	 ADVERTISING	 EFFECT	 RECOMMENDATION
OBJECTIVESTRATEGY _______________ _______________________
Repeat	 copy	 not effective do not pursue
(frequency of
usage)
only pursue if heavy
(mci. new	 weight	 effect,	 buyers are large part




copy	 risk of neg'y test for "winning" copy
Buying Rate	 affecting
	
____________	 light buyers ________________________
(quantity used)
weight	 high prob.	 add weight; copy
of success	 should emphasize
(decr. in	 usage situations
________________ ____________ purch. cycle) _______________________
table 7.2.
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7.1.4. Implications of the Findings of This Research
for New Target Market Strategies.
Market development involves a strategy of targeting an existing
product to a new market. Often this strategy calls for a "virtual
duplication of a business operation, perhaps with minor adaptive
change" (Aaker, 1984). Expanding into new market segments, as opposed
to geographical expansion, can be obtained in a variety of ways. As
was indicated in section 7.1.1., changes in the distribution channel
or price are beyond the scope of this research; however, the third
alternative, targeting non-users of the brand, is of particular
relevance to this dissertation.
Table 5.11. showed that the average cumulative penetration rate
for all brands in this database was around 15.7%. Although these
penetration rates were calculated for only ten periods, it is unlikely
that they would have exceeded 25-30% at the end of two years, given
the diminishing slope of the penetration curves. This suggests that
approximately 70-75% of the panel households did not purchase the
brands at least once during the pretest and test period. Although it
is not likely that all panel households were in the target markets for
all the brands, it may be assumed that room for expansion existed,
hence the interest in the non-user as a viable target for growth.
According to Day (1984), a strategy of converting non-users is
particularly appropriate for brands that are in the early stages of
the life cycle. Unfortunately, it is impossible to infer frOm the data
in this database what staqes of the product life cycle the brands are
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in. Nevertheless, this strategy may be more appropriate for small
share brands, as long as they are in the early stage of their life
cycles.
As can be recalled from chapter 6, weight increases were
particularly effective in increasing penetration, which measures the
effect on non-users. In fact (see table 6.2.), 82%, or nine out of the
eleven weight tests that were analyzed for an effect on penetration,
showed a positive one. Three out of five, or 60%, of the copy tests
showed a positive effect on penetration. One weight test and one copy
test showed a negative effect on penetration. Although four of the
weight tests and three of the copy tests showed no significant volume
increase at the aggregate level, effects at the disaggregate level
were identified. This would suggest that changes in both weight and
copy were able to persuade the non-user to try the brand; however, in
a large number of the cases, this did not lead to significant
increases that could be observed at the aggregate level. In other
words, the change was not large enough and could only be detected
amongst triers of the brands.
In summary, 100% of the weight tests and 60% of the copy tests
that were analyzed for an effect on penetration showed one. This may
suggest that large share brands for which mostly weight tests were
conducted, were successful in reaching the non-user, presumably by
advertising more during additional times. Copy tests, primarily
conducted for smaller share brands, were also successful in attracting
non-users, but the negative effect on the existing franchise was
always significantly larger than the gain in volume from non-users.
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Given the results shown in table 6.7., it is likely that the heavy
users of small brands were not negatively affected by changes in copy,
but that the major negative effect came from the light buyers of these
small brands. In addition to the effect on non-users, as was shown
above as well as in table 6.7., heavy buyers were positively affected
by weight increases, Weight increases, therefore, seemed to be
effective in reaching both the heavy buyers and non-buyers.
Table 7.3. summarizes the implications for advertising strategy
directed toward the non-user.




___________ STRATEGY	 _________________ ______________________________
82% prob. of	 Effective only if large
effect.	 increase in penetration
weight	 Small effect	 can be obtained and if
on total	 new users can be
volume,	 converted to loyal
non-user	 buyers.
60% prob. of	 Effective only if large
effect.	 increase in penetration
Small effect	 can be obtained and ifcopy	 total	 light users are not
volume,	 affected.
Effect on light Test for "winning" copy.




7.1.5. Recommendations Regarding Advertisin g
 Strategy
for Established Brands.
This research is believed to contribute to the advertising
strategy decision making process in the following ways.
First, a methodology has been evaluated that has been commonly
used by TMG for analyzing advertising strategy tests. Subsequently,
this evaluation has led to the development of the individual household
methodology, which not only provides the analyst with an improved,
statistically based and tested method of observing an advertising
effect, but also can be used as a "standardized" approach, thus
reducing analysis time and cost.
Secondly, in spite of the limited number of observations and
the lack of insight into certain key marketing variables, it is
believed that these generalizations also provide guidelines for
advertising strategy on established brands. A change in either the
copy strategy or the level of advertising weight seems to be
appropriate only under certain market and brand conditions, and is
likely to make only limited sense under other conditions.
Thirdly, by "standardizing" the analysis approach, test results
have been compared and generalized, thereby providing TMG with
direction for further system development that could lead to improved
experimentation on advertising strategy.
Table 7.4. summarizes the findings and recommendations with
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respect to the choice of either weight or copy strategies.
Summary of Recommendations for Advertising Strategy
OBJECTIVE	 RECOMMENDATION
hold/gain share	 Test weight decrease for large share brands
________________	
(tests should last longer).
build share	 If long term profitability objective:
(for small	 test advertising or weight increases.
brands)	
If short term profitability objective:
_________________ test copy until "winner" has been identified.
Changes in copy strategy not effective.
increase	 Changes in weight effective if heavy users
frequency of use represent large share of franchise.
increase	 Add weight.
quantity used
	 Test copy until "winner" has been identified.
convert	 Both weight and copy effective, but change ii
non-users	 volume not substantial. For copy tests: risk
of turning off light users.
New users need to become loyal users.
table 7.4.
With respect to the usefulness of this research for TMG, two
areas for further research are proposed that represent an extension of
the research presented in this dissertation: advertising strategy
issues, and further system development. (The latter will be discussed
in section 7.2.)
With respect to the expansion of this research, it is
recommended that TMG gather information on an ongoing basis regarding
a number of key market/product characteristics. Specifically,
information on and estimates of the stages of the brand's life cycle,
I
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market growth rates, and the competitive environment, which are
relatively easy to obtain from the behavioral data that are being
gathered by TMG, can significantly improve advertising strategy
decision making. These additional data will, by validating and
expanding this research, allow TMG analysts to add valuable dimensions
to the interpretation of the test results and will ultimately lead to
improved understanding by clients of the dynamics underlying the
advertising-sales relationship. For instance, weight increases can be
more effective in fast growing markets, thereby allowing the
advertiser to obtain a disproportionately larger share. Copy tests, on
the other hand, may be particularly effective for brands that are in
the growth phase of their life cycle, as was argued above, and even
more so in slowly growing markets.
Furthermore, evidence has been presented of the need to test
the effect of advertising weight decreases. Although it is likely that
this strategy may find resistance among clients as well as advertising
agencies, a number of publications, in addition to the findings of
this research, have suggested its usefulness. TMG, as was suggested
above, could market this service to prospective (large brand share)
clients by offering longer test periods for a reduced price.
7.2. Implications of the Research Findings for TMG's
System Design.
By applying a new methodology to measure the effect of changes
in advertising strategy on sales, this research has focussedon two
key issues, namely the accurate measurement of the effect itself, and
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the need to be able to generalize the findings of advertising strategy
tests. In doing so, it has not addressed a number of other issues that
are important from an advertising strategy point of view. Although it
was argued that the findings are generalizable, and thus useful for
deciding on the advertising strategy for established brands, a number
of issues remain to be addressed.
As can be recalled from chapter 2, the use of an experimental
system ideally allows the experimenter to address the following
questions (Robertson, 1971):
1.-What is the effect of additional or reduced
airtime expenditure on sales volume?
2.-What is the effect on sales volume of such factors
as different schedules, frequencies of exposure,
time of day, lengths of commercial, or different
creative copy treatments?
3.-What is the optimum level of advertising
expenditure on TV for a given brand?
4.-What is the optimum scheduling mix?
5.-What happens to sales when TV and other media are
combined and what media mix optimizes profit?
Thus far, this research has addressed parts of points 1 and 2.
Limitations of TMG's present system do not offer clients the
capability to investigate the remaining issues.
As far as system improvements are concerned, it was proposed on
the basis of this research that TMG should implement a number of key
system changes that would allow it to offer greater specificity in
advertising. For instance, more accurate estimates needed to be
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obtained of the Reach and Frequency on individual members of panel
households, while other data, such as coupon or in-store promotion
data, could potentially improve the analysis of the effect of
advertising. With respect to Reach and Frequency, TMG should
investigate the possibility of introducing a data collection system,
such as the one proposed by McDonald (1970), that could improve the
insight into the advertising-sales relationship. This system would
generate even further disaggregate data, and thus seemed a logical
extension of this research.
In order to do this, individual exposure data had to be
obtained, which would allow for an improved specificity as to what
member(s) of the panel households actually had seen the test brand's
and its competitors' advertising.
To obtain this level of specificity, it was proposed that
technology needed to be introduced that would allow the panel to be
divided into more than two groups. Hence, more than one alternative
media or copy strategy could be tested at the same time (point 2),
provided, of course, that enough observations could be obtained. It
was conceivable that this might lead to an even more precise estimate
of the advertising effect since then effective exposure levels could
be determined rather than inferred ones. Given that then the
experimenter could obtain more than two datapoints on the advertising
response curve, an optimal level of advertising expenditure could be
determined (point 3).
In addition, competitive advertising data needed to be
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gathered. For instance, it has been assumed throughout this
dissertation, that a 100% increase in advertising weight does indeed
"translate" into an equal increase in the test brand's share of
category advertising. However, this does not need to be the case. Data
on the level of competitive advertising would allow for a more precise
measurement of the relative advertising weight of the test brand.
Finally, by asking the panel households to report on their
exposure to other media, point 5, the issue of the effectiveness of
the entire media mix could be addressed.
TMG conducted this suggested research, the results of which are






As discussed in chapter 7, section 7.2., it was proposed on the
basis of this research that TMG develop and test a data collection
system that would improve specificity in measuring the relationship
between advertising and sales. By defining advertising targets more
effectively, key advertising strategy issues for established brands
could be investigated that no current testing system addresses
conclusively.
The purpose of this chapter is to report the results of the
research subsequently conducted and to explore its implications for
TMG's system. First a brief review will be made of published studies
on single source data, and a framework presented for evaluating media
that demonstrates the advantages of these data (A.1.). There follow a
report on the experimental single source data base (A.2.); an
examination of the potential applications for the data and a proposed
framework for analyzing them (A.3.); a discussion of McDonaldts (1970)
analysis approach, which served as a partial guide for TMG (A.4.); a
presentation of the initial results of the analysis and their
implications for TMG's system design (A.5.); and conclusions (A.6.).
A.1. Definition and Review.
Single source data means any type of demographic,
psychograph7tc, purchase behavioral or media habitual data obtained
from a single household over time. This type of data is not new o
marketing. For instance, in 1960, The Saturday Evening Post (1960)
sponsored a study investigating the strength of single source data,
and Politz (1964) researched the same area in a study sponsored by
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McCall's Magazine. In 1970, McDonald published his landmark paper
outlining the benefits of single source data by showing that they
could aid managers in making better media decisions. In 1974, AdTel
conducted an effective frequency study using a type of single source
data (Naples, 1979 and 1982).
Following a lack of attention during the period of 1974-1980, a
number of U.S. and European research organizations have recently given
single source data increased attention. For instance, the Advertising
Research Foundation (ARF) held two special conferences on the issue of
single source data, one in 1982 that focussed on "Effective Frequency"
and one in 1983 that looked at "Intermedia Comparisons". During both
conferences, representatives of three major U.S. research suppliers,
A.C. Nielsen, I.R.I./BehaviorScan, and TMG, reported on their
investigations into the usefulness of single source data. Others such
as McDonald (1982) and Krugman (1982) reported on their continued
research in the area of effective frequency, which was based on their
earlier work (McDonald, 1970; Krugman, 1972). In addition, Eskin
(1985) and Naples (1986) reviewed the benefits of single source data,
and, finally, in a recent issue of Marketing News (March 14, 1986, page
9) AGE Television Research, Inc., reported on the results of its test
of a single source system in Boston.
In 1983, in the U.S.A., the ARF published a model for
evaluating media (Chook, 1983). This model (see table A.1.) may
provide a strategic basis for demonstrating the power of single source














Stage 1 Vehicle Distribution 	 number of sets tuned medium
to a program
Stage 2 Vehicle Exposure	 number of people	 Nielsen!
potentially reached diary
by program
Stage 3 Advertising Exposure	 number of people	 medium
potentially reached
by advertisement
Stage 4 Advertising Perception	 number of people	 ?
actually reached
by advertisement
Stage 5 Advertising Communication changes in awareness ad hoc
and attitudes
Stage 6 Sales Response 	 $'s/units/shares	 Nielsen/S?MI
MRCA/TMG,'etc.
Source: adapted from Chook (1983)
ad hoc
table A.l.
The model suggests that evaluation of a given media plan should
undergo a six-stage process. Although this model can be applied to
every medium in the overall media plan, television will be used here
as the example. The first stage, called "Vehicle Distribution", simply
counts the number of sets tuned to a given program. "Vehicle
Exposure", the second stage, counts the number of people who are
potentially reached by a given program, while "Advertising Exposure",
stage three, counts the number of people who are potentially reached
by the advertising.
In the U.S.A., vehicle exposure data are obtained from
companies such as A.C. Nielsen, which uses approximately 1700
households who fill out a diary on their viewing behavior.
"Advertising Exposure", then, becomes an inferred and estimated
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number. The fourth stage, "Advertising Perception", defined by the ARF
as the number of people who actually saw the advertisement, can be
obtained from a variety of different sources. "Advertising
Communication", the fifth stage in the model, measures the changes in
awareness and attitudes due to the advertisement and can only be
determined by ad hoc research. The final stage, "Sales Response", then
measures the effect of the exposure on the number of units or dollars
sold by using sources such as retail data or the purchase data kept by
panelists.
Looking at the published research to date in all six stages,
one may conclude that most research has been done on the second and
sixth stages (Vehicle Exposure and Sales Response). An impressive
number of approaches have been generated by the media and researchers
alike on the measurement of their reader or viewer audiences (see, for
instance, Sissors and Surmanek, 1982, chapter 2), and the academic
community has proposed a vast number of methodological approaches to
modeling sales response functions (see chapter 2 for a review of the
published Sales Response methodologies). To date, though, as was also
argued in chapter 2, the available data sources, as well as the
information that has been extracted from them, have not necessarily
been integrated effectively into the total advertising decision
process. The use of single source data promises to redress this by
offering the capability to obtain data for the first four and the last
stages of the APE model from a single household over time (see table
A.1.). Whereas formerly aggregate data had to come from either the
medium or special ad hoc research, now single source data can provide
the "raw material" on an ongoing basis at a level of disaggregation
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that, in chapter 5, was argued to be most desirable for modeling the
advertising-sales relationship.
The original and current promise of single source data has been
to define advertising targets effectively. Advertising targets are
groups who are judged most susceptible to brand advertising. As was
argued above, single source data may offer the possibility of
describing these groups in terms of demographics, media habits, and
purchasing behavior. Hence, single source data may guide the
advertiser in reaching these groups more efficiently since now they
can be defined directly in terms of product or brand usage without
intervening demographic assumptions. Differential effective frequency
for the groups can potentially be determined.
To illustrate this, a review follows of a study that was
conducted in 1974 by TMG (then known as AdTel), which was the last
published research in the U.S.A. on the issue of effective frequency.
In this study, twenty-eight weeks of diary-based purchasing data for
five brands, each in a different category, were obtained. Also, three
intervals of two-week viewing data were gathered and by using the
national advertisers' advertising schedule, probable (and not actual)
exposures to a brand's and its competitors' advertising were
estimated. Using a stepwise regression procedure, controlling for a
number of different conditions (such as use/non-use and cable), the
following major conclusions were drawn (Naples, 1979):
1.- Different probabilities of buying were associated
with different exposure levels.
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2.- User households were more responsive to additional
exposures than were non-users.
3.- The largest values for additional exposures were
noted for brands with the largest share of
advertising in their categories.
4.- Brands with longer purchase cycles were likely to
benefit most from higher frequencies of exposure.
An example of response curves to increased levels of exposure
for both users as well as non-users of Brand E is given in figure A.1.
Brand E: Probability of Purchase During Average 4-week
Period.




In spite of the knowledge derived from this study, it should be
noted that it had some specific limitations. First, it was done only
for t.v. in one city. Second, the method of analysis included a number
of functional forms that attempted to measure the response to exposure
or share of exposure, but did not include an S-shaped curve. Its major
drawback may have been the misspecification of the direction of
causality: Reverse causality could have resulted from correct
targeting of exposures to heavy users. Finally, the exposure data
were, as in most other studies at that time, inferred: They were
projected to the entire test period based on three intervals of
two-week media behavior data.
A.2. The Single Source Database.
One of the objectives in designing a new single source database
has been frequency research. The previously mentioned studies do not
provide the specificity of single source data required for frequency
research (see table A.2.). For example:
Frequency Research Studies
McDonald (British Market Research Bureau, 1970).
(The "original" frequency study on single source data.)
DATA:	 Daily diary, 255 households, 13 weeks.
Issues seen out of 32 magazines and newspapers
and tv commercials.
Recorded purchases in 50 product categories.
SINGLE SOURCE SPECIFICATION:
Opportunity To See (OTS), and purchase data of
the same household over time.
LIMITATIONS:
No merchandising data.
Limited number of respondents, time periods.
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Syndicated Media Services (1968-current).
(Services such as: Mediamark Research Inc., Simmons
Market Research Bureau, Target Group Index.)
DATA:	 Personal interview and/or booklet questionnaires
once or twice a year.
Respondents estimate reading (magazines and
newspaper) and radio and t.v. exposure.
SINGLE SOURCE SPECIFICATION:
Estimated media exposure and product usage of
the same household at one point in time.
LIMITATIONS:




For a more in-depth review of single source databases in
the U.S.A., see Moult (1982, unpublished D.B.A.
dissertation).
TMG (AdTel) (1974).
(Most recently published single source frequency study in
the U.S.A.; Naples, 1979.)
DATA:	 Three intervals of two-week viewing data and 28
weeks of diary-based purchasing data.
National advertisers' advertising schedule.
SINGLE SOURCE SPECIFICATION:





One city, only t.v.
table A.2.
The experimental system that was proposed to investigate the
usefulness of single source data for advertising research is based on
technology that improves specificity. Because a significant amount of
capital investment was needed to implement the new single source
technology, approximately one hundred and fifty households in
Charleston, West Virginia, an original diary city of TMG, were
selected on the basis of their reporting consistency and longevity
within TMG's panel. In the homes of these panelists, meters were
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installed that recorded what channel the tv was tuned to every five
seconds of the day when it was turned on. Also, every hour that the
t.v. set was turned on, a green light went on automatically to prompt
those who were watching to enter a code, so that it was known exactly
who was watching. The use of this "People Meter" is the distinctive
feature of this system that provides the level of specificity needed
for this research and that had been previously unavailable in other
single source systems in the U.S.A.
The data collection unit (DCU), which was connected to and set
on top of each t.v. in the household, was dialed up automatically by a
computer sometime after midnight and transmitted all of the stored
information to TMG's data center. A central monitoring facility
recorded the exact time of each commercial sent to their t.v. sets.
These households also filled out a daily diary of their purchases,
and, in addition, the retail environment was being tracked on an
ongoing basis in order to ascertain the level of dealing and promotion
in those stores most frequently shopped by the panelists. After
integrating these data sets at the end of a reporting period, an
analysis was done. Figure A.2. graphically represents the system





TMG's Single Source System
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So, in sunimary, the following data sets were available:
1.- Daily purchase data.
2.- Monitoring of t.v. commercials.
3.- Daily t.v. set tuning data.
4.- Daily people viewing data.
(5.- Weekly in-store promotion data.)
For this research, however, only the purchase data, the
monitoring of t.v. commercials and set tuning data, and the viewing
data were analyzed. The integration of the in-store promotion data was
not accomplished because of the complexity involved. In addition,
coupon redemption data were gathered and are part of this analysis.





that this dataset was not part of the analysis reported in this
Appendix.)
The degree of specificity can be shown by an example of viewing
and commercial monitoring detail that defines the potential exposures
of one household during one day (see figiire A.3.).
Defining Potential Exposure













9am	 noon	 3pm	 6pm	 9pm
figure A.3.
The increase in specificity and accuracy may make the task of
modeling these data easier. For instance, the People Meter will reduce
the uncertainty of who (if anyone) is watching (stage three of the ARF






















It may become apparent that a number of key decisions are being
faced relating to the information obtained from the People Meter. For
example, does no response to the green light prompt mean that no one
was watching or non-compliance? Does a response mean that all codes
for everyone who was watching were entered, and that panelists
recorded these codes accurately? Clearly, a number of safety checks
needed to be built into the equipment that could increase the accuracy
of the data. These hypotheses are presently being defined and tested
and the impact of different assumptions on the actual data, although
not part of this research, can then be measured.
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A.3. Applications and Anaysis.
What remains to be addressed at this point is what single
source data can be used for, and how the data can be modeled in such a
way that full advantage can be taken of the increased precision, and,
more specifically, how it can address the key advertising strategy
issues that were raised in chapter 7, section 7.2.
There are two general areas in which this type of data can be
utilized: ratings and frequency research. T.V. audience ratings are
probably the more controversial issue since present methods are well
established. In the U.S.A., as was discussed in section A.l., such
information is collected through diaries, and most, if not all,
broadcasting companies base their advertising prices on data from this
long-used and well-established source. The issue of ratings is not
part of this research and will, therefore, not be discussed further.
However, a need exists to check the validity of this technology to
replicate the diary-based viewing data. It was found that the data
that have been collected to date through the use of the new technology
resembled the diary-based data very closely. Table A.3. shows the
comparison between meter- and diary-collected data from Charleston,
West Virginia.
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Ratings: Meter vs. Diary Comparison.
(rating = % HH's tuned to particular station.
HUT = % HE 's using TV.)
8 - ii. PM Prime Time Ratings














* Source: A.C. Nielsen.
table A.3.
The similarity between the numbers for this particular time
slot is noteworthy, as it was for most other time slots: The
meter-based ratings were either similar to or slightly higher than the
diary-based ratings. Also, it was found that the HUT'S (the Households
Using Television, or a measure of the number of households within
TMG's panel whose televisions were turned on) were consistently
higher. This last finding is not very surprising since the meter
collects data on all channels that are being watched, so that there is
no chance for "understating". Also, sets can be used for VCR or t.v.
games. Moreover, similar findings were reported by AGE (Marketing News,
March 14, 1986, page 9), and A.C. Nielsen (Advertising Age, April 28,
1986)
Viewing data can also be used to determine if targeted groups
of brand or category users tend to view some kinds of programs more
than others.
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When exposures of each commercial to each household are
defined, actual Reach/Frequency distributions can be determined and
compared to the media plan. Efficiency of commercial targeting to user
groups can be calculated through comparisons of the number of
commercials seen by targeted groups to the number seen by total
viewers.
The second area of application, and the focus of this research,
is frequency research. As has been argued in chapter 2, most
advertising strategy tests are being conducted by using the
"conventional" two-way split (that is, two balanced panels within the
test market) . The meter is based on technology that allows the
experimenter to also address small groups of households separately so
that any reasonable number of splits can be generated. It then becomes
possible to test the effects of increased advertising vs. a new copy
vs. different executions of both within one and the same testing
system, provided, of course, there is a sufficient number of
observations in each cell. In summary, by integrating the potential
exposure data, the purchase data, and the in-store promotion data,
reach/frequency research can address the advertising strategy issues
that were identified in section 7.2.
In addition to the descriptive statistics discussed above, the
data allow for a further investigation into the relationship between
exposures and purchases. In attempting to model advertising phenomena,
attention will be focussed on a number of key marketing measures,
similar to those used in Chapters 5 and 6, such as brand switching,
penetration or repeat. In doing so, one needs to be aware of a number
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of analytical issues. To start, there remains the issue of causality,
which was addressed in section A.l. However, analyzing single source
data between households does not necessarily address this issue
satisfactorily. On the one hand, many exposures may lead to more
purchases, but the reverse, namely that the advertisement may have
been targeted to consumers who were already heavy users and therefore
were exposed to more advertising, can also be true. In analyzing
within households, the effects of all variables that may or may not
have influenced the purchase (such as exposures, retail environmental
conditions, coupons, and print advertisements) must be identified. In
this way the strength of single source data is best used, although
there still is no guarantee that the effect (if any) of more or less
exposures has been correctly identified. A third aspect of causality
is the consumption vs. purchase dilemma. The added exposures may have
a definite effect on consumption (the "intervening variable" between
exposure and purchase), but only a delayed effect on purchase and,
conceivably, none at all. Lastly, the average advertising strategy
test measures short-term effects and is not necessarily concerned with
long-term phenomena, which is something the nature of single source
data only accentuates.
A key issue that needs to be addressed is the way exposures are
formulated as an independent variable. The present way of
administering advertising strategy tests, using two panels in a given
test city where two frequency/schedule alternatives are being
implemented, is, of course, one means of exposure specification. As
was discussed in chapter 5, most of the experiments are run for less
than a year and the time is collapsed. So, in spite of the fact that
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it is a viable means, it is not single source. Using time period as
the unit of observation may be a second way of formulating exposures
in the model. Here the exposures are either the same for each
household (not single source), or exposures are specified for each
household (single source). In each case the unit of observation is the
household by time period. In running both the single source as well as
the "not single source" model, an insight can be obtained into the
added power single source specification can give the analyst. It is
this "net contribution" of single source vs. not single source
specification that should be determined. This will allow for an
evaluation of the degree to which single source data deliver vis-a-vis
their promise.
One can also analyze these single source data using a
regression-based model. This approach still looks at events rather
than time periods, and a number of factors such as recent prior brand
choices or recent prior exposures can be controlled for. This method
also allows for the specification of lag/decay assumptions, thereby
addressing the issue of short term vs. long term effects of
advertising.
Another way of formulating exposures as an independent variable
is by using the purchase interval as the unit of observation. McDonald
(1970) demonstrated this approach by classifying the type of purchase
interval based on the brand switching pattern. He then showeda
greater propensity on the part of the consumers to switch to a brand
with increasing proportion of exposures (or Opportunity To See, OTS)
to that brand's commercials.
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In evaluating purchase interval models, it must be noted that
these models do not measure increases in volume per transaction and
frequency of purchase. Also, it will be particularly difficult to
translate the effectiveness index into volume increases.
In spite of these shortcomings, it was concluded that, at this
stage, a purchase interval model would offer an appropriate method of
analyzing these single source data. From a practical point of view,
TMG's need was to evaluate the degree to which single source data
could improve its testing service. A decision to implement a single
source system in other TMG markets was needed fairly quickly, and
little time was available to investigate the usefulness of the
individual household model. Consequently, a "tried-and-tested" method,
the McDonald (1970) interval model, was applied to analyze the single
source data. It was important to attempt to duplicate the findings
reported by McDonald and, thereby, validate the system design and
evaluate the potential benefit of single source data for TMG's
clients. If the results were such that management believed a single
source system needed to be implemented in other test cities, an
analytical effort, similar to the one reported in chapter 4, could be
undertaken. This would focus on the possibility of including
additional variables into the individual household model.
A final issue that must be addressed is the possible
implications of the results of single source-based advertising
research on existing media planning and projection models. Few of them
weight exposures or, if they do, weight by some combination of
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geographical area, target audience, commercial impact, length of
commercial, and frequency of exposures. Now it becomes possible to
estimate the weight associated with different levels of exposures and
"correct" the inputs to the media model accordingly. it is, indeed,
the objective of any advertising plan to use the most likely
effectiveness of a given exposure level by letting the computer
optimize between any number of advertising plans. In this way the
advertising plan is based on "true" advertising effectiveness and not
on an assumed relationship between purchase behavior and demographics,
something that, in chapter 6, was argued to be difficult at best.
Moreover, the task of adjusting the present media models to include
the information obtained from the advertising effectiveness models is
not a small one, and, since it will challenge well-established
practices in the U.S., advertising and research industries will
probably take considerable time and effort before accepting the
system.
In the next section McDonald's (1970) analysis approach will be
discussed briefly. His methodology, which allows for determining the
short term effect of advertising, served as a partial guide in
evaluating single source data.
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A.4. McDonald's (197O Purchase Interval Model.
McDonald's basic objective was to "uncover the existence and
the nature of any short term relationship between" panelists'
purchasing sequence and opportunity-to-see (OTS) . Because TMG's
testing service is primarily used by clients to investigate the short
term effect of advertising, McDonald's research methodology was of
particular interest.
The data McDonald analyzed, which were described in section
A.2., covered nine of the fifty product categories and were collected
in 1966 for thirteen weeks from two hundred and ten households who
reported on their daily purchasing and viewing behavior. Because of
the short time frame during which the data were collected, the short
term effect of advertising was investigated. The data were further
screened for loyal and solus buyers: consumers who repeatedly bought
one specific brand, and those who bought a brand only once during the
period of observation, respectively. Panelists who had not seen any
advertisements were also excluded.
McDonald's analysis methodology looked for associations between
OTS and purchasing, "not across but within respondents". In this way,
a causal relationship could be investigated, namely that the same
person was more likely to buy a certain brand at those times when she
had seen advertisements for that brand, and less likely to buy that
brand when she had not. It is exactly this issue that TMG's'present
system is not able to investigate and that may determine the
attractiveness of a single source data-based system for its clients.
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Analyzing the purchase interval, the space of time between two
purchasing occasions, McDonald simply counted the OTS within a
purchase interval and classified that interval according to the
purchases at the beginning and end of it. Since frequency of purchase
could have influenced the relationship, McDonald "standardized" the
interval by counting only the OTS in certain fixed days before the
purchase.





(0 = any other brand except X)
The two groups of interest were the first two since they showed
the difference between the first and second purchase.
Assuming a reasonably static market, McDonald showed that the
number of switches into and out of a brand must be equal within any
person's record ± 1 (according to the cut-off point in the sequence)
and, hence, is approximately equal in the whole population.
His measure of short term advertising effect was then given by
the proportion of switches to (0->X) out of all switches { (0->X) +
(X->0) I. Measured across all nine product fields, he observed that
when panelists made a switch into or out of X, they were more likely,
by 5 % points, to switch to X when, in the meantime, they had seen two
or more advertisements for X. Similarly, he observed that when more
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advertisements for X were seen, there was less likely switching to
other brands. He based this observation on his measure of the
proportion of OTS that were for X as opposed to other brands.
Having determined the basic effect, McDonald further
investigated the effect of different exposure levels on purchasing.
Because of the small sample sizes, he counted the 0 and 1 exposures as
compared to the 2 and more exposures. The lower line in figure A.5.
shows his results.
OTS in Interval.






last four days -
	
I(O->X)+(X->O) 50








Two factors stand out. First, when one OTS . for X was seen, the
proportion of switches to X falls below the 50% mark; and three or
more OTS did not appear to have a stronger effect than two. Also, the
form of the curve appeared to approximate an S-shape curve.
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By examining the short term effect of advertising exposures,
counting only those exposures that were seen during the last four days
before a purchase, McDonald observed an even greater effect (the top
line in figure A.5.). He concluded that the advertising was more
effective if it was seen during the same week of the purchase, and
that two exposures appeared an optimum number of exposures for the
nine brands he analyzed.
Finally, McDonald investigated the effect of print vs. tv
advertising and the effect of different cut-off points for OTS prior
to purchase. Although he found some "directional patterns", his data
were too "thin" to be conclusive. He did not investigate the effect of
promotions.
In conclusion, McDonald's approach was able to address key
advertising strategy issues that could be investigated only with
single source data. Since TMG's need was to attempt to duplicate his
study and, thereby, to determine the usefulness of single source data
as an extension, and later as a replacement, of its present system, it
was decided to apply his methodology to the Charleston data.
What follows in section A.5. are the tentative results of the
analysis of the Charleston single source project. Essentially, the
analysis is identical to McDonald's approach with the followihg
exceptions:
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1.- The effect of coupons was analyzed.
2.- Instead of a four day cut-off, a seven day cut-off
was chosen. This was primarily because the purchase
intervals for the categories under investigation
were longer than those for the brands McDonald had
analyzed. At some future point, the effect of
different cut-off points could be investigated.
3.- The Charleston data were coded for four different
product categories; McDonald reported on the
analysis of nine product categories:
A.5. Initial Results of the Charleston Single Source
Prolect.
Since Charleston is a diary market, all data needed to be
coded. To keep cost down, it was decided to investigate only three
different categories: bathroom tissue, coffee, and toothpaste. The
coffee category was further broken down into regular coffee and
instant coffee. This was done because it was believed that these were
"separate" markets (Urban, Johnson, and Hauser, 1984). The data were
collected for six months from November 1983 to May 1984, from
approximately one hundred and thirty households. As described in
section A.2, purchasing data, coupon data, and viewing data were
collected daily. ppendix VII details the raw data.
The measures used in this analysis are listed in table A.4. and
are calculated according to the method described in the second column.
The third column describes the interpretation when an increase in any
of the measures is observed. In contrast, a decrease in any of the


















switching to brand X.
Advertising is helping
users to stay loyal.
Advertising is stimulating
switching to brand X.
Expected to be approx. 50%.
So, an effect on Repeat may mean that there is no room for an
increase since the brand is "saturated". An effect on Trial or Net can
be observed if a "new" brand has not developed much loyalty. Net  is
the only measure independent of the group of persons involved.
A.5.1. Purchasin g
 and Viewing Behavior for All Brands.
An aggregation of all brand and product category data, across
exposures (table A.5.), showed that an analysis of the short term
effect of exposures on purchasing could be done more meaningfully when
looking at 0, 1 and 2+ exposures; the number of switches at high
number of exposures was too "thin" to provide insights. Hence, table






Effect of Different Levels of Exposure on Switching
Exposures
.1	 2	 .	 .4	 .	 .	 .2
416	 72	 21	 15	 2	 -	 2	 -	 1
423	 70	 25	 12	 2	 1	 1	 -	 1
410	 56	 27	 7	 -	 1	 1	 -	 -












Trial	 .038	 .084	 .041	 .083
Repeat	 .492	 .451	 .486	 .462
Net	 .496	 .502	 .497	 .494
table A.6.
It can be observed from tables A.5. and A.6. that the
relationships are weak. For instance, Repeat shows a negative
relationship, and Net does not show a clear direction. Because factors
may be operating differently between the four categories, and thereby
cancelling out the effects, an analysis for each of the product
categories was done.
Overall, though, the data compared favorably, albeit exhibiting
somewhat weaker relationships, with the results reported by McDonald.
Table A.7. cpmpares the TMG single source data with McDonald's data.
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Comparison of TMG's Single Source Data















interval	 4 day window
2±	 fl1 2±




.49	 .54	 .50	 .56
table A.7.
A.5.2. Purchasing and Viewin g
 Behavior for Individual
Product Categories.
The overall purchasing patterns of the four product categories
are very different, as illustrated in table A.8. Notably, there are
approximately ten times as many tissue purchasing occasions as for the
other three product categories, and thirty times as many as for
toothpaste. Presumably, since these are all products that most
households buy, this is mainly accounted for by a higher frequency of
purchase and/or multi-purchase occasions. Because of this, tissue data
were chosen for immediate study.
Purchase Patterns by Category
Tissues	 Reg. Coffee	 Inst. Coffee
O->X	 383	 3.6 72	 6.1	 46	 4.2
x->o	 383	 3.6 68	 5.7	 54	 5.0
X->X	 287	 2.7 102	 8.6	 80	 7.4







Total	 10720 100.0 1184
	 100.0	 1086	 100.0	 360	 100.0
table A.8.
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Some product categories exhibited more loyalty (that is, less
switching) than others. This is shown by the ratio between X->X and
[(O->X)+(X->O)J in table A.9. Tissues had the lowest ratio of loyalty
to switching, and coffee the highest. It is possible that short term
effects in terms of producing switching are less observable in high
loyalty markets.
















As was argued by McDonald, and elaborated on in section A.4.,
O->X and X->O should be approximately equal. This holds true for
toothpaste and tissues, but does not appear to be the case for coffee.
However, for regular and instant coffee the movement goes in opposite
directions: With regular coffee, O->X outnumber X->O, and vice versa
for instant coffee. By aggregating the instant and regular coffee
data, the total switches from O->X become 118, and, from X->O, 112.
Although it was argued that regular and instant coffee should be
treated as separate markets, these data may suggest that they should
be combined. This may also be justified if it can be determined that
households purchase instant and regular coffee as complements rather

























The analysis of the data by product category is presented in
table A.10. The asterisks show where the shift is positive.
Effect on Trial, Repeat, and Net Measures
by Exposure Level for Each Category
2±
Trial
Tissues	 .033	 .102*	 .036	 .121*
Reg. Coffee	 .069	 .078*	 .076	 .013
Inst. Coffee	 .054	 .034	 .051	 .021
Toothpaste	 .096	 .092	 .091	 .108*
Repeat
Tissues	 .444	 .343	 .435	 .325
Reg. Coffee	 .609	 .568	 .600	 .600
Inst. Coffee	 .596	 .600*	 .602	 .545
Toothpaste	 .536	 .514	 .490
	 2. 000*
The instability is largely due to the small sample sizes, as is
shown in table A.1l. Apart from tissues, which show positive effects
on the Trial and Net measures, purchasing behavior for the other
categories was limited in terms of the number of switches, thereby
causing the instability in the measures.

















X->X	 Tissues	 35	 13
Reg. Coffee	 21	 9
Inst. Coffee	 18	 6
Toothpaste	 18	 8
table A.11.
A.5.3. Purchasing and Viewing Behavior for Tissues.
Because of the larger number of purchases and the higher
incidence of switching, an in-depth analysis of the tissue category
may be more meaningful than the other categories. In this category,
three major brands were identified: Banner, Charmin and Cottonelle.
Table A.12. details the purchasing behavior for these three brands.
























Based on these data the ratios of X->X for all switches
[(O->X)+(X->O)] are: Banner 19:81, Charmin 30:70, Cottonelle 25:75.
Furthermore, 31% of all purchases involve Charmin; 26%, Cottonelle;
and 19%, Banner. Thus, in this sample, Charmin appears the leader and
is in the more defensive position, with a higher proportion of its
purchasers loyal. Banner has the lowest number overall of both
switches and loyal purchases and has a lower proportion of loyal
purchases - it should be in a more "attacking" position. Also, the
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switch "equality" is disturbed as between Banner and Charmin. Banner
has more O->X than X->O, which is the reverse for Charmin. This would
be consistent with a tendency in this market to move towards Banner
and away from Charmin.
Table A.13. details the purchasing patterns for these three
brands at different levels of exposures.




Banner	 .079	 .153*	 .095	 .165*
Charmin	 .156	 .104	 .138	 .164*


































These data suggest that Banner shows a positive advertising
effect for Trial only, but is negative on Repeat and also on Net.
Charmin showed a negative effect on all measures except 2+ Trial but
this may be largely due to the small sample size since there were only
nine O->X intervals with 2+ exposures. Cottonelle, by contrast, is
strongly positive on all measures except, again, 2+ Trial; this also
may be a function of the few (six 2+ O->X) switches. In any case, the
finding that sales for a small share brand showed a relationship to
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advertising confirms a similar finding discussed in chapters 6 and 7.
It appears that a propensity to switch to,. or stay with,
Cottonelle is related to the amount of advertising seen for
Cottonelle, but that this relationship does not hold for the other two
brands. In other words, Cottonelle seems to be both "attacking" as
well as "defending"; Banner is "attacking" but not "defending", and
Charmin is not "attacking" and seems to be failing to "defend".
Exposure (weight) is only one aspect of advertising. The copy
approach and its persuasive power are important other considerations
when interpreting these data. Therefore, it may be concluded that the
advertising copy for Cottonelle is working well for the brand and the
advertising copy for the other two brands is not. Moreover, it is
important that the effect for Cottonelle be real and not a chance
distribution. Since the O->X and X->O intervals have the required
theoretical equality, the Net measure can be interpreted with
confidence since it does not depend on variations between persons.
However, for the other measures the issue of causality, raised in
section A.3., needs to be addressed. That is, there should not be any
correlations between individuals buying the brand and seeing its
advertising. In other words, are people who buy 0, 1, 2, 3, in
Cottonelle equally likely to be light, medium, or heavy viewers of
Cottonelle dvertising, and similarly for Charmin and Banner? Single
source data, in contrast to present TMG data, offer the ability to
investigate this. Also, as detailed in the next two sections, what is
the purchasing relationship to share of exposures and coupons?
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A.5.4. Analysis of Purchasing
 Patterns for All Product
Categories and the Three Tissue grands by Share
of Exposures.
Instead of comparing numbers of exposures, this analysis looks
at the relative weight of exposures. Table A.14 shows the distiibution
of share of exposures for all product categories combined. The uneven
distribution is clearly a result of the small number of exposures
involved in most cases.
Share of Exposures - Al]. Product Categories
2.	 .	 2.
O->X	 417	 8	 16	 29	 3	 24	 6	 1	 -	 25
X->O	 426	 13	 19	 27	 5	 20	 3	 2	 1	 19
X->X	 410	 11	 26	 16	 4	 16	 3	 1	 1
	 14
O->O	 10560 112 2A	 il4	 21-s 2	 ZQ.	 22
100%	 91	 1	 2	 2	 .5	 2	 .7	 .2	 .1	 3
table A.14.
By comparing the shift between each proportion level (i.e.,
between up to 5 and 15 or over, up to 15 and 25 or over, and so on),
evidence exists of a rising trend for both Trial and Net but not for
Repeat (see table A.15.). At higher levels of the share scale, the Net
measure tends to show increased effects. These effects appear more









































Effect on Trial, Repeat, and Net Measures by Proportion
of Share of Exposures .
 - All Product Categories
I	 Trial	 I	 ____Repeat	 I
Up to Over Incr. Up to Over Incr.
.038	 .077	 .039 .490	 .507	 .017
.038	 .071	 .033 .490	 .458 -.032
.039	 .093	 .054 .494	 .417 -.073
.041	 .081	 .040	 .488	 .438 -.050
.041	 .084	 .043 .488	 .438 -.050
.042	 .076	 .034 .486	 .432 -.054
.042	 .077	 .035 .486	 .421 -.065
.042	 .079	 .037 .486	 .444 -.042
.042	 .081	 .039 .486	 .424 -.062
_____Net____
Up to Over Incr.


















Table A.16. details the share of exposure data by measure for
the individual product categories.
Effect on Trial, Repeat, and Net Measures by Proportion
of Share of Exposures for Each Product Category
I _Trial I	 I_Repeat I I_Net I

























































































































































































































































































































Comparing these results to the numbers of exposures data in
table A.10., it can be observed that similar differences between the
four product categories exist, but that they show more clearly. For
tissues, for instance, there appears to be a positive effect on Trial
and Net but a negative effect on Repeat. Regular coffee exhibits a
negative effect on Repeat, and marginal differences on Trial and Net,
which tend to be positive when share of exposures is low or high. The
numbers show that regular coffee is positive between 0 and 1+
exposures but not 1. and 2+ exposures, suggesting that advertising is
most effective when there is only one exposure. Advertising for
instant coffee showed a positive effect on Repeat, which also showed
up with the "numbers data", between 0 and 1+ but not 0, 1 and 2+.
Negative effects exist on Trial and Net at low share levels but become
positive at high exposure share levels. Again, the "numbers data"
showed a positive effect for Net between 0 and 1+. The numbers at the
high exposure share levels are small. For toothpaste, a positive
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effect on Repeat is evident, whereas there is mostly a negative effect
on Trial, and at lower levels on Net, becoming positive. Again, this
is consistent with what the "numbers data" showed.
The same share of exposure analysis was done for the three
tissue brands (see table A.17.).
Effect on Trial, Repeat, and Net Measures by Proportion
of Share of Exposures for Three Tissue Brands
I Trial	 I	 ____Repeat I 	_____Net I
































































































































































































































The results reinforce the observations made earlier (see table
A.13.) . Cottonelle shows a relatively strong relationship with
increasing exposure share at all levels, both in "attack" and
"defense", but Charmin and, for the most part Banner, show the
opposite. Cottonelle appears to be winning against the other two
brands.
A.5.5. Analysis of Purchasing Patterns With and
Without Coupons.
The coupon data allow for an. investigation of the relationship
of switching to coupon redemption and the interactions between
advertising exposure and coupon redemption. Table A.18. shows the
distibution of purchases with and without coupons for all four product
categories and for each product category separately.








	2659	 % 10691	 %
	
124	 5	 405	 4
	
127	 5	 408	 4
	
96	 4	 406	 4
	
2312	 87	 9472 89
Tissues
Coupon	 Non-Coupon
	1 36	 %	 8784
	
76	 4	 307	 3
	
76	 4	 307	 3
	
45	 2	 242	 3
	































24	 5	 22	 4
	
33	 7	 21	 3
	
30	 6	 50	 8
	
393	 82	 513	 85
Toothpaste
NQD-Couppn
	9 	 %	 265	 %
	
14	 15	 14	 5
	
10	 11	 20	 8
	
4	 4	 29	 11
	












In the case of toothpaste, there is evidence that switching
(O->X) is associated with coupons, and loyalty with non-coupons.
Marginal evidence of the same pattern exists for instant coffee. But
there seems to be no difference between coupon and non-coupon for the
other two products.
Table A.19. shows the results of the Trial, Repeat and Net
measures for all four product categories together. There is some
suggestion in these figures (five out of six examples shown) that
there is a stronger shift among coupon than non-coupon cases;
especially in Repeat, where coupon is positive and non-coupon
negative. This may suggest that there may indeed be some interaction
between coupon and advertising.
Effect on Trial, Repeat, and Net Measures by Exposure Level



















The picture is mixed for the different product categories, as
shown in table A.20. For tissues, coupon shows an interaction greater
than non-coupon (except for 2+ Repeat). There is more switching in
this product category than in the other three, and since tissues have
by far the larger number of purchasing occasions, this is the main
influence on the figures in table A.19. In general, regular coffee
shows an opposite picture: no strong positive shifts, and a negative
interaction with coupons on Repeat and Net. Thus, in this product
category, where coupons are involved with a purchase, the effect of
coupons tends not to be associated with advertising. Instant coffee
shows a strong positive interaction with coupons in the case of
Repeat, which is the opposite of regular coffee. A slight interaction
with coupons in Net, but not Trial, is evident. For toothpaste a
general negative interaction is observable. However, the positive 2
figures on the right of table A.20. are based on small sample sizes
that an interpretation needs to be made with caution (O->X: 2 C 2-4-
NC 2+; X->X: 1 C 2+, 7 NC 2+).
Effect on Trial, Repeat, and Net Measures by Exposure Level





























































































































n analysis of the three tissue brands in table A.21. confirms
the observations made earlier. Cottonelle shows a positive
relationship on all measures in both coupon and non-coupon, with a
stronger interaction in coupon in the case of Repeat (that is, coupons
are interacting with advertisements to keep buyers loyal to this
brand). For Banner, coupons are having some effect (in interaction
with advertising) in inducing Trial, but not Repeat or Net. Charmin is
negative on all counts showing that the advertising for this brand is
not being effective with or without coupons.
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Effect on Trial, Repeat, and Net Measures by Exposure Level
for Coupon and Non-Coupon Purchases:
for Three Tissue Brands
_Cottonelle_	 ___Banner___
























Coupon	 .438 .800 .362	 .579 .474 .105




p.5.6. Additional Analysis Issues.
These data lend themselves to a number of additional analyses.
At this point, though, given the small sample sizes, the nature of
these analyses needs to be exploratory; it is believed that an
investigation into causal relationships based on further
disaggregation of this sparse data set would generate inconclusive
insights. Yet, to illustrate the advantage of these data over present
TMG data, an example of an individual sequence analysis will be given.
The object of looking at individual purchasing sequences is to
search for other ideas for defining analysis. McDonald's single
interval methodology has the weakness that it treats each purchasing
occasion as an independent unit and does not, therefore, allow for
investigating the effect on overall buying patterns or habits, or for
estimating the possible build-up of advertising effect.
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To look at purchasing sequences first, table A.22. shows the
day an instant or regular coffee brand was purchased, the interval of
days between purchases, and the brands purchased, either H, S, or B.
Three main patterns are observable. At one extreme, there is solus
buying; at another extreme is a very mixed buying pattern; and, in
between, there are several cases where there are long runs of one or
two brands interspersed with occasional switches into and out of other
brands.
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Few people have more than three and very few more than foUr
brands in their "evoked set". Also, the sequence indicates that
purchases are made irregularly; usually the intervals are long as is
indicated by the mean number of days per interval.
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The irregularity of purchasing interval length may provide
support for the argument that purchases for intant and regular coffees
need to be combined. Although there still are some long intervals
without purchases, the pattern seems slightly more regular. Also, some
other interesting observations can be made. This buyer swings between
periods of buying regular coffee and periods of buying instant. At one
point, moving from a regular to an instant sequence, she stays with
the same brand (S) in its instant version before switching back to her
former instant brand, H. On two occasions she buys an instant and a
regular brand on the same day. This purchasing sequence suggests a
complementary buying pattern.
Another issue of interest is the effect of cumulative build-up
of advertising leading to a switch. In other words, at what level of
advertising exposure does a consumer switch after a sequence of loyal
purchases of a given brand?
Table A.23. shows an example of a purchasing sequence of two
instant coffee brands, F and H. Before the switch to H, it can be
observed that there was a gradual build-up toward H, away from F,
leading to a switch to H. After the H purchases, a gradual build up
towards F, away from H, is shown, leading to subsequent purchases of
F.
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Purchase Sequence and Exposure to Advertising
of two Instant Coffee Brands
Purchases: F F F F H F F F F F F F F
Exposures:
F	 -	 -	 1	 1	 1	 1	 3	 2	 -	 -	 2
H1	 - -	 2	 - -	 1	 -	 1	 -	 2
	 1
otherbrands	 5 - 1 -	 - 1 2 2 6 1 2 2











4 intervals: 2 F, 3 H
3 intervals: 2 F, 2 H
2 intervals: 2 F, 2 H
1 interval: 1 F, 2 H
After the H purchase:
1st interval: 0 H, 1 F
2 intervals: 0 H, 2 F
3 intervals: 1 H, 5 F
4 intervals: 1 H, 7 F


























A third area of interest, one not addressed by McDonald, is
solus buyers. By definition, these buyers do not provide any
information on switching, so the analytical approach needs to be
different. For instance, to see whether advertising has any effect in
bringing forward purchases, the interval length could be the unit of
observation. Hypothetically, the pattern could be shorter intervals
associated with exposures interspersed with longer intervals (while
stocks are ued up) less associated with exposures.
A final issue for analysis is the "standardization" of very
long purchase intervals by counting only those exposures that occurred
a certain number of days prior to purchase. McDonald's research



























the final purchase is stronger (see figure A.5.). This analysis could
also be done with TMGTs single source data. For instance, table A.24.
shows an example of a purchasing and exposure sequence. From these
data it is clear that the exposure sequence is not continuous; there
often is a long sequence where this buyer did not see any advertising
or perhaps just one a day, interspersed with "bunching" of exposures
where several are seen in a short period of time. By counting only
those advertisements seen during a certain number o days prior to
purchase, further insight may be obtained into the short term effect
of advertising. As can be recalled from section A.3., the analysis of
the short term effect of advertising was based on a seven day cut-off.


































In summary, it has been observed that single source data has
received renewed attention. TMG, partly in response to the findings
presented in this dissertation, as well as a number of other U.S. and
European research organizations, are presently investigating the
usefulness of single source data. This interest is based on the
original and current promise of single source data to define
advertising targets more effectively and therefore to allow the
experimenter to measure the relationship of sales to advertising more
precisely. This has led to an investigation of key advertising
strategy issues for established brands that, as was argued in section
7.2., TMG's present testing system addresses inconclusively.
In investigating currently available single source data
collection systems, TMG concluded that these systems had shortcomings
for frequency research, and a subsequent developmental effort was made
to design a system that could improve the precision in specifying t.v.
commercial exposure at the single source level. Although the outcome
is unknown at this time, it was hypothesized that this would influence
presently available media models.
There is a strong rationale for and considerable empirical
evidence that effective frequency varies by subgroup - particularly
brand and category usage - that led to an investigation of a number of
models for determining effective frequency by subgroup.
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McDonald's (1970) interval method was chosen to investigate the
usefulness of single source data. Although it was recognized that this
methodology did not address a number of analytical issues important to
this research, such as the effect of advertising on the amount
purchased or on the frequency of purchase, it was believed that it
would allow TMG to decide whether or not to introduce single source
technology in other test markets. Time and cost factors did not permit
a thorough investigation of the usefulness of the individual household
methodology for the analysis of single source data.
The analysis of the Charleston single source data compared
favorably to McDonald's results. Although the relationship between
exposures and purchases was somewhat weaker, directional evidence
existed of relationships similar to those reported by McDonald. It is
important to note that not all advertising needs to show an effect. In
fact, as was shown in chapters 5 and 6, approximately 60% of the
advertising strategy tests appeared to cause an effect. In addition,
in chapter 2, it was noted that significantly fewer reported studies
had identified a relationship between advertising and sales.
Therefore, it was to be expected that the analysis of the single
source data would reveal only some short term effects. People differ,
and some respond to changes in advertising strategy whilst others do
not.
However, on the basis of the findings reported in this
Appendix, it was shown that research into the advertising-sales
relationship could indeed be enhanced by the availability of single
source data. The inclusion of exposures and share of exposures, in
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addition to the coupon data, did reveal evidence of the short term
effect of advertising. The key advertising strategy issues identified
in section 7.2. that could iiot be addressed by TMG's present system
can now be investigated; notably, tests of more than two different
schedules can now be performed, thereby allowing the experimenter to
determine the optimal advertising level or best copy strategy.
The analysis of the Charleston single source data does not
provide a basis for assessing the validity of the specific findings of
the advertising strategy tests detailed in chapters 5 and 6. In fact,
due to the small sample sizes, the investigation into the usefulness
of single source data has been necessarily exploratory in nature and
has focussed primarily on the ability of the new system design to
examine the advertising-sales relationship in more detail than was
possible with TMG's present system. In spite of this, some evidence
was obtained of the responsiveness to advertising of small share
brands as opposed to large share brands.
In conclusion, since single source data allow for the
measurement of the effect of advertising based on real exposures as
opposed to inferred ones, their use may lead to additional insights
into, for instance, Brand Loyalty, market structure, or the effect of
other promotional tools. Accompanied by further research into the
appropriateness of the individual household methodology for analyzing
these data, the implementation of a single source system will provide
an alternative data source that will enable clients to continue to






In executing a TMG advertising weight or copy test, the
treatment is administered by controlling the advertising message shown
on each household's TV. This is possible because (a) each household
recruited within a group is on the same cable, and households in
different groups are on a different cable (e.g., the same split cable
TV); and (b) TMG has the facility to cut in and alter the broadcast
signal being transmitted to the household via each cable. By cutting
in on this signal TNG "treats" each group with a different advertising
message for a specific brand by modifying 'the type or intensity of
commercial shown. Such an unobtrusive measure circumvents the demand
characteristic problems of laboratory type experiments and yet
provides the necessary controls needed to isolate the small effects of
the advertising change on the firm's sales.
Both the control and treatment panels are recruited and matched
on a series of demographic variables such as age, income and shopping
behavior. The average panel size for each group in each city is
approximately one thousand households. The panel members receive an
incentive to participate. Those panelists who do not either report
(diary) or use their identification card (scanner) consistently are
being eliminated from the analysis (and may be removed from the panel
altogether). The panelists who are included in the analysis are
referred to as the "static sample". Those panelists who drop out of
the panel will be replaced by newly recruited and equally well matched
panelists, thereby maintaining the representativeness of the overall
panel.
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The data collected from each household, which is being reported
to clients on a 4-week aggregated basis, include each household's
puchases for a wide range of consumer non-durables. Also recorded are
the identity of the store shopped and the price paid. In the case of
diary panels, the household also indicates if it bought the product on
deal ("perceived deal"). In the case of scanner panels, additional
marketing information can be obtained relating to the store
environment (such as the presence or absence of displays, advertising
featuring, etc.) . These additional store environment data are
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Here follows a list of variables in each dataset and a brief
explanation of each. The variable study is common to each dataset and
















- The study code. It is composed of five digits taken
from the original brief of the study and one
alphanumeric character. If one study was conducted
in three different markets, it is input as three
different studies with the same five digit number
but a different alphanumeric character - e.g.,
01074A, 010743, 01074C. This later eases the process
of collapsing the above into 1 study by. ignoring the
alphanumeric character.
- Identifies card types.
- Identifies the client.
- Brand under study.
- A maximum of three SAMI category numbers can be
identified with each study. This is the first
category number.
- Description of category #1.
- SAMI category #2.
- Description of category #2.
- SAMI category #3.
- Description of category #3.




K - Kansas City
O - Orlando
P - Portland
Q - Quad Cities
- Copy name in Test Panel.
- Copy name in Control Panel. If it contains the
prefix SME, it implies that this copy was used
before the test. If it does not contain the prefix,
it implies that two new copies are being tested.
- 1 if it is a copy test.
0 no copy test.
15) WEGHTEST - 1 if it is a weight test.
o no weight test.
16) STRATEST - 1 if it is a strategy test.
o no strategy test.
17) NEWPROD	
- 1 if it is a new product.
O if it is a continuing brand.
18) OTHTEST	
- 1 if any other test is conducted.
o no other test.
19) OTDESCR1 - Describes the other test or the strategy test.
20) NPMTELS	
- Number of panels in the study. Usually 2 - test and
control unless it is a new product test, in which
case there is only one panel.
21) PREBEGIN - Issue number when pretest begins.
22) PREEND	
- Issue number when pretest ends.
23) TSTEEGIN - Issue number when test begins.
24) TSTEND	




- Difference in GPP levels between test and control
panel.
27) TVDOLLC	 - Dollars spent on advertising in control panel - in
millions.
28) IVDOLLT	










- Card type identifier.
- absolute change in volume.























0 = no effect
1 = positive effect.
- Trial and repeat effect
o = no effect
1 = trial effect
2 = repeat effect
3 = both trial and repeat effect
4 = negative effect.
- Heavy/Light buyers effect
0 = no effect
1 = heavy buyers effect
2 = light buyers effect
3 = effect on both heavy and light buyers
4 = negative effect.
- Buying rate effect
o = no effect
1 = positive effect
2 = negative effect.
- Category purchasing cycle in days.
- Brand purchasing cycle in days.
- Description of any other effect.
- Description of any other effect.
- Study code.
- Identifies card type.
- Panel number
1 = test panel
2 = control panel
3 = combined panels.
- Pre - Pretest period.
Test - Test Period.
5) PERIOD	 - Issue number for that observation.
6) CATVOL	
- Category volume per 100 HH.
7) BRVOL	
- Brand volume per 100 HH.
8) CtJMTRIAL - Cumulative trial for that issue period.
























- Identifies card type.
- Total length of pretest and test period.
- Source of volume due to switching in test panel.
- Direction of change
o = negative
1 = positive.
- SOV due to new/lost buyers in test panel.
- Direction of change
0 = negative
1 = positive.
- Soy due to increased/decreased purchasing in test
panel.
- Direction of change
o = negative
1 = positive.
- SOy due to switching in control panel.
- Direction of change.
- SOy due to new/lost buyers in control pane!.
- Direction of change.
- Soy due to increased/decreased purchasing in
control panel.
- Direction of change.
- SOy due to switching in combined panels.
- Direction of change.
- SOy due to new/lost buyers in combined parels
- Direction of change.
- SOV due to increased decreased purchasing iT
combined panels.







- Brand loyalty in test panel, pretest period.
- Brand loyalty in test panel, test period.
- Brand loyalty in control panel, pretest period.
- Brand loyalty in control panel, test period.
- Brand loyalty in combined panel, pretest period.
- Brand loyalty in combined panel, test period.




- Difference in GRP levels of test and control panel.
3) PREINT	 - Length of pretest period.
4) TESTINT	
- Length of test period.
5) TVDOLL	 - Percentage difference in dollars between test and
control panel.
6) CtJMTRY1	 - Cumulative trial in test period, test panel.
7) CtJIYITRY2	 - Cumulative trial in test period, control panel.
8) TRIAL	 - First difference = (CtJMTRY 1 - CUMTRY2).
9) CtJMRPT1	 - Cumulative repeat in test panel, test period.
10) CtJIviRPT2	 - Cumulative repeat in control panel, test period.
11) REPEAT	 - First difference - ( CUMRPT 1
 - CUMRPT2).
12) SHARE1	
- Share in test period, test panel.
13) SHABE2	 - Share in test period, control panel.
14) SHARE3	 - Share in pretest period, test panel.
15) SHARE4	
- Share in pretest period, control panel.
16) SHARE	




0 = no effect
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